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The benefits of education and of 
useful knowledge, generally diffused 
through a community, are essential 
to the preservation of a free govern
ment. 

Sam Houston 

Cultivated mind is the guardian 
genius of democracy .... It is the 
only dictator that freemen acknowl
edge and the only security that free
men desire. 

Mirabeau B. Lamar 



AUTHORS' PREFACE 

This bulletin has been prepared with the elementary school teach
ers of 'l'exa.s especially in mind. For this reason, it was thought 
best to include a discussion of reading tests as found in Chapter I. 
The methods used in Chapter II are similar to those used by 
other investigator3. The results recorded in this chapter will 
probably be of interest to students of education only in so far as 
they furnish data from another city. 'rhe contribution of the 
study is incli1ded in Chapters V and VI. It is felt that the prac
ticability of the method as set forth in these chapters has been 
demonstrated and that it can be employed by teachers in service_ 
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INTRODUCTION 

· This is a study of reading in the white public schools of Austin, 
Texas. Austin is a city of about 40,000 inhabitantb. The aver
age number of children enrolled in the white' schools for the last 
two years was 5350. Of this number about S600 attended the 

. nine elementary schools, and the remaining pupils attended the 
two high schools. In each of the elementary schools there are six 
grades, while all the seventh grade pupils in the city attend the 
~Han High School, a junior high school composed of the seventh 
a~d eighth grades. 'l'he work of the first four grades of the ele· 
mentary schools is done by room-teachers who teach all the sub
jects for their respective grades, while the work of grades ·five and 
six is conducted upon a departmental basis. Each elementary 
school has a principal, a large part -of whose time is . devoted to 
sup'ervision. Up to the year of this investigation, there was no 
supervision which would affect the work in reading, save that of 
the principals and ,that which was carried on from the superin
tendent's office. In that year a primary supervisor was employed. 

A well prepared course of study in reading is i:q the hands of 
each teacher. In the preparation of this course, the teachers and 
principals have had an important part, and in carrying it out the 
teachers are allowed a large amount of freedom for the develop
ment of individual methods and devices. For several years prior 
to and including 1918-19, the basic readers were the Hill Readers. 
These were supplemented by the Art Liter~ture Readers in the 
.first three grades and by . the Elson Readers in all grades. In 
addition to these, each grade in the elementary schools, except the 
sixth, used two other supplementary readers. Though all of the . 
elementary schools have libraries, few of them contain many books, 
and these are generally of a character suitable only for upper grade 
pupils. · 

The average time in minutes per week devoted to reading in the 
various school. grades is listed below. 

Grade 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Minutes per Week 
300 
150 
150 
150 
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_The inv:estigation as carried out involved two problems: the 
analysis of the condition of reading as one of the subjects of in
struction in the systeµi, and the diagnosis of the reading ability 
of poor r!\aders in the various grades, together with the prescrip
tion of such remedial training as was indicated by the diagnosis. 

In studying the .first problem, the product of reading instruCtion , 
was :qi.e!lsurecl bv means of one of the standarqized tests in silent 
reading. This ~llowed a comparison of the record of the city with 
est8:blished standards, a comparii:;on which" pointed out the weak 
places and indicated changes needed in instruction. This survey 
also furnished, data for _ a comparison of school with school and 
grade with grade, and established a norm for the city as a basis 
for. judg~ng th~ . efficiency of the individual schools. 

In deal~ng with the second problem, a number of poor readers 
in the ·various classes, who we.re discovered through the returns of 
the silent mi.ding test given to all pupils in the city, were made 
the su~jects of further study. Their weaknesses were analyzed by 
means of other te~ts , and suitable remedial training was given to 
them. This required, first, the development of' a technique of in
divid,ual diagnosis practicable in a public school system, and a 
111ethod of remedy which could be employed in regular class room 
instruction. Several successful methods of diagnosis and reme
dial treat~ent have been devised in training schools, and the pub
lished account<> of these were consulted for guidance and authority. 
So far as is known, however, no such work as the present has been 
done in a public school system, and. the results of this investiga
tion are otfe~ed in the hope that they may make easier the solu
tion of the difficulties of individual readers in the ordinary school 
room. 



CHAPTER I 

AV AILABl.E TESTS 

In order to choose methods and devices suitable for a diagnostic 
survey, it became necessa.ry to examine with- some degree of thor- . 
oughness most of the tests for reading now in use. This was true 
of oral tests as well as silent, for it was recognized that the oral 
tests would be indispensable in the matter of individual diagnosis. 
It is the purpose of the present chapter to discuss the advantages 
and disa.dvantages of each test as it relates to the problem l)f · 
diagnosis. Methods of investigating eye-movements and perception 
during reading, along with other observations which it is possible 
to make concerning the reading activity, are also treated in this 
chapter. 

Ora,l Reading Tests 

Two tests for oral reading were considered. These were the 
test formulated by Superintendent Price of Enid, Oklahoma, and 
that by W. S. Gray of the University of Chicago. 

The Price Test The Price ( l1) test consists of two selections 
for each grade, one to be given at the first of the term and one 
later. The test is easy to give and to score, but there were dis
covered several disadvantages, which led to its ·rejection. In the 
first place, no standards are published. Moreover, the steps in 
difficulty between the passages for the different grades have not 
been estimated, or, if they have, no discussion of the scaling has 
bf>en given. It appears that an undue empliasis is given to rate, 
for the directions furnished the pupils indicate that the test is 
given to determine how rapidly and accurately they can read. The 
direction ·for rapidity does not seem a wise direction for oral 
reading, since there are vocal and aural limits to rate in oral read~ 
ing. Such a direction is contrary to the practice of the class room, 
for there the pupil is frequently warned against reading too fast. 
Repetitions are not counted as errors, contrary to the practice of 
most investigators and teachers, because the author considers that 
the mark against repetition will appear in the lowered rate. 

The 'JraJ/ Test The Gray (6) test is the one used in the sur~ 
vey of the Cleveland schools. The same fest has also been used 
in testing children in St. Louis and in a number of .Illinois cities. 
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Because of this wide use, reliable standards are available for pur
poses of comparfaon. In evolving this test Gray used thorough 
scientific care. He first chose from various school readers sixty 
paiagraphs about fifty words in length, containing complete thought 
units adapted to the interests of children. From these, sixteen 
were chosen as representing a series of varying degrees of difficulty. 
These sixteen were submitted to twenty graduate students and 
ranked in order of difficulty. The value of the separate steps of 
difference was computed by comparing the frequency of judgments. 
After droppiI1g several paragraphs which were judged of equal 
difficulty~ and after adding two new paragraphs to fill in steps of 
too great difference, Gray gave the test to forty pupils. The data 
from this experiment caused changes in the order to be made and 
four more difficult passages io be added. The test was then given 
io 565 ·pupils, grades III to VIII. The paragraphs were scaled 
according to the method followed by Buckingham in prepa.ring his 
~pdling tests. Ry this method ten paragraphs which reprPsented 
nearly equal steps of difficulty were chosen from the twenty. Wiih 
two more paragraphs added to equalize more perfectly the steps 
of difficulty, the new test was given to 2000 pupils in Illinoi::; 
i;chools, and the relative difficulty was again determined by the 
Eame method of scaling. After a change in the easier paragraphs 
had been made, the test was given in forty-four schools in Cleve
land, and upon the data from 2193 pupi:l.;; tested in these schools 
::ml 1106 pupils tested in the Illinois schools, the final distribution 
of the paragraphs was made. 

From the same data were carefully worked out dandards of 
excellence and _the method of scoring by the pupil's ability to read 
paragraphs in accordance with these standards. The method of 

· ~coring does not take into consideration the relative importance 
of various types of errors. However, Gray considered this, but 
found that it was impossible to secure a system of weighfing suit
able to all grades, and that the use of any system of weighting 
was laborious and impracticable. One system of weighting which 
seemed satisfactory to a number of reading experts, when applied 
to the returns from t.he tests, gave results little different from the 
system of scoring adopted. 

The Gray test was chosen for use in this investigation. In order 
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that the character of this test and method of scoring may be under
stood, a few of the exercises are given: 

Once there were a . cat and a mouse. They lived in the same 
house. The cat bit off the mouse's tail. "Pray, puss," said the 
mouse, "give me my long tail again." 

"No," said the cat, "l will not give you your tail till you bring 
me some milk." 

Once there lived a king and queen in a large palace. But the 
king and queen were not happy. There were no little children in 
the house or garden. One day, they found a poor little boy and 
girl at their door. They took them into the beautiful palace and 
made them their own. The king and queen were then happy. 

The crown and glory of a useful life is character. It is the 
noblest possession of man. It forms a rank in itself, and estate in 
the general good will, dignifying every staticm and exalting every 
position in society. It exercises a greater power than wealth, and 
is a valuable means of securing honor. 

In taking the test, the pupil reads the paragraphs from sheetS 
prepared especially for reading. On these sheets the type for the 
earlier paragraphs is of a larger size than it is in the later. The 
unc giving the test has before him a record sheet containing all 
the paragraphs. On thi>i sheet he writes the name and grade of 
the pupil and records such other data as may be l).Seful. He notei< 
on each paragraph the time in seconds spent in reading it, and 
fodieates· the errors by appropriate' marks. The errors recorded are 
mispronunciations, omissions, substitutions, insertions, and repe~ 

titions. In scoring, both errors and time are taken into account 
For instance, a paragraph which requires forty or more seconds 
receives a score of 4 if not more than one error is made, 3 if two 
errors are made, 2 .if three errors, 1 if four, and 0 when more 
than four errors are made. A paragraph read_ in not more than 
nineteen . seconds will be scored 4· with as many as two errors, and 
will receive a score of 1. with as many as six errors. The score 
quantity for the number of errors varies between these two ex
tremes in accordance with the time of reading. The pupil's full 
score in oral reading is found by' multiplying the score for each 
paragraph by the value for. that paragraph; finding the sum of 

. these values, ana dividing that sum by four. . The value for all 
except two of the paragraphs is · 5. The eleventh paragraph has 

' I 
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a value of 10, while the value of the first paragraph varies for the 
different grades, being 55 for the first grade and 5 for the eighth~ 

Silent Reading Tests 

The Bro1vn Test One of the most attractive of the several silent 
reading tests is the one formulated by Brown ( 1). The test is 
made up of a. single narrative, neither very easy nor very difficult, 
which would be interesting to any child. The force of this in
terest is lost somewhat, however, because of the fact that the pupils 
are allowed to read for only o:p.e minute. They are then asked 
to write as much as they can remember of the matter read. This 
would seem to place some pupils at a disadvantage;· for a pupil 
with a good mechanical memory, sheer retentive power, .would 
make a better showi:ug than an equally good, or better, reader who· 
looks ·first fot the point in the story, and whose memory of details 
would thus be organized around that unifying center. Of course, 
this criticism is .somewhat weakened by the fact that a comparac 
tively small amount of matter is read in one minute. The papers 
are scored upon the basis of the number of ideas reproduced. . Scor
ing by means of reproduction is open to two objections. First, :the 
pupil who hafl considerable language ability has a decided advan
tage over other :pupils. The labor of writing a reproduction will 
.:onsume most of the energy of those pupils who do not have a 
ready command of written composition. Such a method, ' although 
used by a number of investigators, seems to make the test a meas
ure of language ability as much as a measure of comprehtnsion. 
Besides, pupils are accustomed to the aid of questions in repro
ductions in the class room, and many pupils have not the thought 
initiative to do themselves justice without this aid. Secondly, the 
scoring of these rnproductions will be variable. This variability, 
however, . is lessened in the clJ',se of the Brown test by means of a 
key which lists the separate ideas. But even with that, there still 
remains a large .subjective element in the scoring. Brown has 
ma,de an ingenious attempt to formulate a unit of reading efficiency 
which combines both rate and comprehension. Such a unit is 
needed for purposes of comparison, and although his unit has been 
criticiserl because it is artificial and there is no data to determine . 
lts reliability, it appears that its use would be thor0ughly practi
cable. The principal objections to the use of .the Brown test are 
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'the lapor or scoring the reproductions and the fact that only one 
!'election is used. In an ideally graded school system, the only 
difference a single selection would show between the upper and 
the lower grades would be in the quantity read and the language 
ability necessary for reproduction. The. matter used in the test 
is so easy to understand that, after the lower grades are past, the 
tei::t is no measure of eomprehension beyond the extra amount read. 

The Starch Test The test devised by Starch (12) was next 
examined: Like the Brown (-1) test, it uses reproduction JS a 

. :mrnrnre of comprehension. Starch has made the scoring of the 
reproduction somewhat objective, however, by ~aving the remain
ing words of the . reproduction counted after the words which do 
not exactly produce the though are stricken out. The score is 
expressed as the ratio which the number of words .counted bears 
to · the number of words in the original. Starch has shown by 
experiment that this method of scoring is closely comparable in. 
resultR to the idea-rounting method. This would still leave a var
iable factor in the scoring because of the difference of opinion .as 
to what words should be omitted. The. test obviate'! one of the 
disadvantages of the Brown (2) test by using different selections 
for different grades.· ! 

The Coiwtis Test Another test has been devised by Courtis (3). 
He, too, .uses a single selection fo~ grades II to VI, as did Brown, 
but h.is. selection seems easier than Brown's and does not appear 

. to have the same Uhiversal int.erest. The comprehension is meas
ured by answers to ·questions. 'l'hese questions are direct and easy 
and are to be answered . by yes or no. Such an arrangement re
quires little language ability' on the part of pupils. The test pas
sage is to be read twice, once for speed and a second time para- . 
graph by paragraph for the purpose of answering questions after 
each paragraph. This introduces a new element, that of study. 
Th~ study, however, will .consist only in glancing over the para
graph, for the questions are easy. With the paragraph above the 
questions, some children of the hesitant type may waste time look
ing hack over it; whereas if they did not have it before them, they 
would put the correct answer down and go o:b. · One serious ob
jection to the ves and no response is that a pupil might guess at 
every answer and get :fifty per cent correct Courtis seeks to pro
vide for this by charging every mistake twice against the pupil. 
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Another objection is that th'3 rate and tlie comprehension are not 
'measured by the same reading. Some pupils might speed their 
'reading beyond the comprehension point and stjll receive a gooq 
score in comprehension by the second . reading. This gives an un
fair advantage to the rapid reader. The directions prescribe that 
the pupils are to be allowed to read' three minutes and are to be 
directed to mark the word on, which their eyes rest at the com
mand "mark," given at the end of every half minute. This GOm

mand, it appears, would certainly affect the tate and, at least in 
the ease of some pupils, introduce confusion. 

The Fordyce Test The ·tests prepared by Fordyce ( 4) consist 
of two . selection:>: one for grades HI to V and another for grades 

·· VI to IX. No discussion has beeri given as to the difference in 
difficulty between the two passagl:!s. Fordyce has adopted the 
norms for speed determined by Starch ( 12) and others upon ma
teriaJ different from that used in his tests. Speed is scored by 
Fo!·dyce in percentages of these norms: 'l<~or instance, the teacher 
1n testing a grade allows the class to read a selection of 300 words 
fur the number of 3ecomls in which a selection of that length 
should be read by the grade in question, as estimated from th!)se 
norms. At the end of that time the pupil marks the last word 
read and then proceeds to read the remaining portion. Pupils 
who have finished within that time or earlier are given a grade 
of 100 per cent. 'I'he grades of the other pupils are computed by 
dividing the number of words read by 300. This scheme makes· 
no provision for finding the rate of the pupil whose ability exce'eds 
that expressed by the figure of the norm. Moreover, such scoring 
gives the figures in a manner not so ·objective and easily under~ 
stood as that in terrns of the number of words per second. For
dyce's method of computing class efficiency seems open to serious 
objection .. Arbitrarily, so far as can be seen from his descriptive 
folder, he says that well-taught pupils should have a record of 

. l 00 per cent in speed and. 70 per cent in comprehension. From a 
sample record sheet, he chooses as the only efficient pupils of the 
class seven pupils who meet or exceed this standard, rejecting 
eight others with scores of 70, 80, and 90 in speed, and 100, 95, 
ru!d 90, respectively, in comprehension. It would seem, on the 
face of the facts, that a pupil who read seventy lines and com
prehended all in a g-iYen time was equal in readin~ ability to a · 
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pupil who read one hundred lines and comprehended only seventy. 
If this is true, then the class whose efficiency Fordyce estimated t.> 

be U per cent (by dividing the enrollment, fifty-two, into seven) 
should be given an efficiency of 28 per cent. Of course, this criti
cism might be somewhat weakened if the material were the same 
as the Starch (12) material, and i.f it were known that the Starch 
norms were the s1'.ne qua non of reading. ability, below which a 
reader to be called "good" could not fall in his silent _reading, no 
rnattt:r how perfect his comprehension might be. 

The Kelly ·Test "The Kansas Silent Reading Tests," dev.ised 
by :B'. J. Kelly (9), have been used very extensively because of the 
eas~ with which they may be given and scored.· They consist of 
three different tests: one for grades III, IV, and V; one for grades 
VI, VII, and VIII; and one for the high school grades. Because 
of their wide use., they have been thoroughly standardized, and 
the norms given as a basis for comparisons are highly reliable. 
The greatest objection to them is the nature of the material. It 
is not made up of uFual reading material, but in a large degree 
if< composed of puzzlef< and mathematical problems. The responses 
require very little writing arid are made up of words, ,figures, and 
words to be underscored or encircled. Some of the directions· are 
rather difficult to follow, and might cause a pupil to receive a low 
score, though he comprehended per~ectly the sense of the passage. 
Furthermore, a pupil might not be able to solve the problem, · 
though he understood thoroughly what the problem was. It is 
considered by those who have used these tests that, while they do 
not meaf'ure simple reading ability, the results make a fair esti
mate of reading ability. While this may be true in the case of 
whole classes or systems, it certainly does not appear that such 
tests would make a fair estimate in the difference of reading abil
ity between in.dividuak Moreover, in a survey of reading in a 
school system, the -examiner would feel more ·sure of his results 
when he measured reading ability isolated as nearly as possible 
from geographical or mathematical or other types of ability. 

The Thorndike 1'est The tests formulated by Thorndike (13) 
comprise a series of seledioris in which the different grades of 
difficulty have been carefully evaluated. The tests are not hard 
to give, and · the ·· children respond by means of answers to ques
tions. The pupils are allowed as much time as they wish to re-
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read the passage and answer the questions. This brings in the ele
ment of study, which is not included in the ordinary acceptance 
of the word reading. The passages are of such a nature that by 
close study the pupil will be rewarded with a higher score. Thorn
dike takes no notice whatever. of rate. This constitutes a seriou~ 
inadequacy in tests which are to be used for the purpose of in
dividual diagnosis, for speed i~ silent reading is a 'very important 
factor. 

The Gray TP.st As in the case of the oral reading test, the 
silE;mt reading test used by Gray ( 6) in the Cleveland survey was 
worked out with such scientific care and a.ccuracy as to commend 
it ·highly to anyone who wishes a reliable measure of reading. 
Three selections o.f regularly increasing difficulty are used for the 
different ·groups of grades. The degrees of difficulty were care
fully estimated from the results .. when the tests were given to a 
number of children. Gray tested experimentally the reliability 
of a single record for rate, and found a high degree of accuracy. 
Two methods of scoring comprehension were chosen : reproduction 
and answers to questions, since he found by actual testing that 
some pupils do well by one method and relatively poorly by the 
other. I~ an effort to make the scoring of reproduction as ob
jective as possible, he adopted the word-counting method used by 
Starch (12). He was careful, as Starch had been, to compare his 
word-counting method with -the idea-counting method, and found 
the results parallel, with the_ group-idea method a somewhat i:nore 
severe method of scoring. There is no published list of answers 
to the questions; com1equent1y the scoring would be variable to 
some extent. Since. the tests have been used in the Cleveland and 
St. Louis schools and a numbe·r of others, the standards for com
parison are excellent. The detennining disadvantages of the tests 
for the purposes of this survey are the disadvantages which Gray 
himself recognizes for practical schoolroom purposes. · The tests 
are given individually; consequently they take a great deal of time 
and effort, and only a small number of pupils can be tested in a 
limited ti:qie. Gray was able. to test only a few out of each grade 
in Cleveland. While the results for the whole city would see~ 
reasonably reliable, they would not, under these conditions, seem 
a fair estimate for any one class. Besides the objection to the 
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length or time required in giving the tests, the methods of scoring 
results are slow and laborious. 

'l'he Monroe T est The "Standardized Silent Reading Test," 
devised by W. S. Monroe ( 10), was finally selected. This series 
of tests is an outgrowth of ahd an improvement upon the Kelly 

· tests. Monroe retained the ease of giving and scoring shown by 
the Kelly tests, but discarded the inappropriate material for mat
ter much better suited to the purpose. 'fhe content of the exer
l!ises is taken from the field of general reading. Considerable care 
w'as used in formulating these tests. 'l'hree hundred exercises of 
suitable length were secured from school readers and other books. 
One hundred and fifty-seven of these, selected as niost appropriate; 
werE' given as a test to a number of pupils, averaging one hundred 
and ~ighty-six to the exetcise. The time for each reading was 
c>arefully noted, and the average number of seconds required to 

·answn the question for ea~h exercise correctly was calculated for. 
each grade, to find the relative difficulty of the exercises. From 
tliis information was computed the comprehension value,. The 
rate value w11s determined by counting the number of words in an 
exercise and dividing by five, the number of minutes allowed for 
giving the tests. This makes the total rate score the number of 
words per minute read by the pupil. Monroe (10) admits, how
ever, that, since the material is not uniform in difficulty; this rate 
score will have only a . general meaning. Three of the exercises, 
together with their rate and comprehension values, are presented: 

In the western part of the United States there are large trnets 
of land known (ls deserts. On these deserts one may travel for 
scores of miles without seeing vegetation of any kind excepting 
cactus and scattered blades of grass. 

Would you exped to find· many trees jn these. deserts? 
Rate value, 10. Comprehension value, 1. 7. 
The mother stork sat in her nest with her four little ones. At 

a little distance, on the top of the roof, ·stood the father stork. He 
·held one leg up and stood on the other. ' 

Where was the father . stork? 
Rate value, 8. Comprehension value, 2.0. 

Six white eggs on a bed of hay, 
Flecke.d with purple, a pretFY sight! · 
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There as the mother sits all day 
Robert is singing with all his might. 

'l'he above lines of a poem tell about a bird's nest. Of what 
was this bird's nest made? 

Rate value, 9. Comprehension value, 2.3. 

These exercises belong to Form 1, Test 1, intended for grades 
III to V. 'fhere are two other forms, approximate to the ~rst in 
value and difficulty, which may be used as follow up tests. Each 
form has a separate test for the different groups of grades--lII-V, 
VI-VIII, and IX-XII-save the third form, which omits the 
last tet:t. A pupil's rate score is computed by adding the rate 
values of every exercise read. The comprehension score is obtained 
by adding th'3 comprehension values of all the exercises dealt with 
corrP,ctly. Fairly trustworthy standards have been established 
from the returns from several thousand pupils who have taken the 
tests. One objection to the test is that the rate score does not give 
the actual reading rate in words per second. As it is, the rate score 
can n~ used only for purposes of comparison. Another objectiO'l 
is that there iR no method of indicating the ratio of comprehension. 
1'he£e objections are overbalanced by the facility with which the 
tests may be given and scored and by the appropriateness of the 
material. 

Methods of Obser11ing Eye-Jlfarements and Tests of Perception 
It has been frequently shown that habits of eye-movement have a 
vital bearing upon rate of read-ing. There are more movements 
to the line during oral reading than in the more rapid silent read
ing. Some silent readers are slow merely because. they have car
ried over into their silent reading the eye-movement habits ac
quired in their oral practice. In other cases, numerous pause:,1 or 
many regressive movements are indications of faulty word recog
nition. 

There are two methods which may be used to investigate eye
movements. The more exact investigation is made by means of a 
photographic apparatus. This photographs a beam of light re
flected from the subject's eyes while he is reading a given selection. 
This mechanism can be so arranged that the location of the ·points 
of fixation on the lines read can be shown in a permanent re~ord. 
The other method is to count the movements of the eye in reading 
a line by means of a mirror held so that the reflection of the eye~ 
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may be seen by the examiner. Such observations are easy to make 
with -a little practice, and the conditions for the child tested may 
be made perfectly natural. Moreover, this latter method offers an 
excellent opportunity for observation of the pupil during reading. 
For these· reasons it was decided to use this method of investigating 
the eye-movements of the individual pupils. 

In any diag~osis of the reading difficulties of individual pupilR, 
it is n~cessary also to secure data upon the span of perceptiOn, 
for the rate of reading is affected by the perceptual span. The 
greater span of perception is characteristic of the more rapid read
ers, and the smaller span of the slower readers. The perceptual 
span may be tested by means of a projection lantern fitted with 
a photographic shutter which will regulate the exposure to any 
fraction of a second desired. For such short exposure tests, sen
tences and phrases of from two to six words are flashed upon an 
appropriate surface. The subject reads and records as many of 
the words as he can at each exposure. 

Another perception test is spoken of as the voice-eye separation 
test. It is carried out by having the child read orally a passage 
which is of average difficulty. At some word in the midst of the 
passage, which has been predetennined by the experimenter, a 
card is placed over the reading material so that it disappears from 
the view of the reader. 'l'he subject is expected to continue read
ing as far as possible after the card is in place. The number of 
words which the child is able to recite after the card is in place 
is spoken of as the voice-eye span. 

Careful experiments have shown that a long span as exhibited 
in either of the two tests just mentioned is correlated with rapid 
reading. 

The shor.t exposure test is a group test and, for this reason, was 
selected for use in this investigation. However, if the simple form 
of apparatus required is not available, the voice-eye span test may 
well . be used. . 

It is also possible to make other types of observations upon the 
reading activity. Among these are those concerned with the breath
ing coordinations in oral reading, with extraneous movements, and • 
with vocalization in silent reading. In certain cases data upon 
these phases of reading ability throw helpful ·light upon some 
difficulties of children in their reading. For this reason, observa- . 
tiom: concerning them should be used in any diagnostic procedure. 



CHAPTER II 

MEASUREMENT OF THE AUSTIN SCHOOL SYSTEM 

The Results of the Tests 

During the week beginning January 20, the Monroe silent read
ing tests were given to all the white pupils in the schools of Austin 
in grades III, IV, V, VI, VII. The tests were conducted by a 
chosen teacher in each of .the elementary schools. This teacher 
was the reading teac:her of the department grades, the fifth and 
sixth, in all the schools except two. In these schools the tests 
were given by the• principals. In the Allan High School the tests 
for the seventh grade were conducted by several teachers. It was 
felt that, in having the tests given by a small number who had 
been instructecl beforehand, the conditions would be more uniform. 
The test papers were scored by the room teachers; but when upon 
examination it was found that the scorers had used varying stand
ards, the papers were rescored by Mr. Lloyd and one assistant. 

Table II gives the scores of 'the published norm, the median 
scores for the city of Austin, and those for the individual schools. 
The two right-hand columns under each grade give data for sec- · 
tions A and B, the low and high sections of the grade, respectively. 
In these columns the top figures . on the line for each school refer 
to Section A, while the bottom figures refer to Section B. The 
left-hand column, of the two, shows the number of pupils taking 
the test, while the right-hand column gives the median score in 
comprehension for the section. Scores for the separate sections 
are furnished only in those cases where they are needed for later 
comparisons. 

The Austin Norms 

In order that the differences as shown by these scores may be 
more fully appreciated, graphs are furnished. Diagram I shows 
curves for the standal'd norm and the Austin norm in comprehen
i;:ion. It will be noted that the sta.ndaTd norm graph shows a reg-

. ular curve of progress through the third, fourth, and fifth grades, 
with a decided drop in the upward movement between the fifth 
and sixth grades. This is accounted for by the change in test 
·matei:ial at the sixth grade, the matter for Test II, which is pre-



Standard Scores. 
Austin Norm. 

School I . 

School II ... • . .. ... 

School I I I. 

School rv. 

School V. 

School V I . 

Sc hool V II . 

School V III . 

School IX .. 

Grade Ill 

Sec lion s 
A and B Ra te I Comp. 

Med. Med. 1---- -

52 
44 

44 

44 

44 

44 

fi2 

44 

44 

44 

44 

No. ! Comp. 

7. 2 1· .. 6. 15 .. 

6.8 

5.3 

5.4 

6: ff 

6. 9 

4.0 

5. 5 

4.0 

5.35 

33 5.3 

2 1 I 9.85 

27 3.9 

261 7. 25 

20 5.4 

131 5.4 

36 4. 95 

30 I 7. 95 

18 4.0 

34 I 8.5 

29 

15 

35 

24 

12 

7 

18 

3. 9 

5. 9 

3.35 

5 .. 3 

5.3 

12 I 6. 9 

TABLE II 

S latistical Returns, Ja nuary Test 

Grade IV Grade V 

Hale I Comp. 
Med. Med. I 

73 1 13 
67 9. 45 

67 10. 6 

54 8.2 

67 8.35 

67 10. 75 

54 8.6 

76 I 12. 1 

59 8.2 

44 6.5 

54 6. 9 

Sc.cl ions 
A and B 

No. 1Comp. 

3 1 9.9 

20 12 . 7 

23 8.2 

14 1 8. 65 

29 7. 3 

15 12.4 

39 9 

33 14 .6 

2 1 8.2 

14 1 10.4 

25 

2 1 

15 

35 

14 

0 

14 

0 

Hale I Comp. 
Med. Med. 

89 
76 

76 

87 

19 
13. 7 

16 

13. 7 

76 I 13.4 

8 1. 51 15 : 35 

76 13. 7 

76 I 14 . 7 

87 I 13.5 

67 I 10.2 

76 13.7 

Sec l ions 
A a nd B 

No. ! Comp. 

35 I 14 . 7 

22116 
24 14 .2 

25 I 12.2 

19 I 12 .3 

151 13.4 

42 13. 7 

34 1 18.0 

29 

25 

20 

15 

24 

24 

16 7. 75 

14 I 10. 6 

20 I 13.5 

11 I 13. 7 

Grade VI 

Sec lions 
Hale I Com p. 
Med. Med. 

A and B 

88 
8 1 

81 

98 

8 1 

81 

8 1 

98 

69 

81 

8 1 

20 
18 

No. !Comp. 

2 1 

17 . 71 13 

28 

19.81 13 

18.8 

17.8 

2 1 

12 

30 

26 

24 

19. 71 27 

16 

20.8 7 

28 

14 61 2 1 

8 

16 21 12 

14 

17. 10 

Grade V ll 

Hale I Comp. 
Med. Med . 

98 
98 

23 
20 .8 

~ 
<'.'> 

~ 
~-
~-
s;:j 

1-3 
<'.'> 

~ 
~ 

~ 

~ 
C1 
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pared for the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, being more difficult 
than that of Test I for the lower grades. The Austin curve is 
considerably below that of ·the norm throughout its entire extent. 

·This was to be expected, for the Austin schools had been forced tQ 
close for two periods of five and three weeks each because of the 
influenza situation. The first intermission was from October 4 to 

/ant/ 7 78s;f 

6r. 

November 11, the second from December 13 to December 30. These 
· two intermission~ necessarily had a detrimental effect· upon the 

regular work of the schools. How much of the difference is to be 
accounted for in thi;; way cannot be . determined. It seems safe 
to infer, however, that the greatest difference which can be ascribed 
to the broken school term is that shown in the third. grade. The 
reading habits of third grade children are not so well established. 
as are those of pupils in the higher grades, and a vacation would 
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consequently result in greater deficiency in reading ability for 
them than for older children. · 

If we grant that the comparatively poor score of the third grade 
is to be explained by the forced vacations, there are still other 
differences which must be accounted for. It will be noted that the 
difference between the two curves grows greater from the third .to 

. ~'-· 

.6 

the . fifth grades. This can mean but one thing, namely, that the 
Austin . school system does not succeed in developing as rapid 
growth in the ability to read for meani~g as do the schools · rep
resented by . the norm in grades III to V. This is doubtless be
cause instruction in silent reading is not regularly and uniformly 
emphasized. The truth of this explanation is further attested by 
an examination of the rate curv'es for the norm and for Austin, 
shown in Diagram II. . 'fhe fact that the rate . curve for Austin 
gains slightly upon the norm curve between the third and the 
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fourth grades shows that the falling away in the comprehension 
curve between these grades is not due to an inferior advancement in 
the mechanics of reading, that is, in the ability to recogniz~ words. 
This means that oral reading is taught as well in the third grade 
in Austin as in the third · grades represented in the norms, and 
perhaps a little better. As sho,rn by the two curves, rate and 
comprehension, Austin emphasizes the mechanics of reading suffi
ciently in the third and fourth grades, but does not emphasize 
interpretation sufficiently, particularly interpretation in silent 
reading. 

The same failure to stress silent reading is ftj.rther indicated by 
the behavior of the Austin rate curve between the fourth and filth 
grades, where it drops away from the norm curve. This does not 
mean that the mechanics of reading, or oral reading, is .not taught 
well in the fourth and fifth .grades, but that the type of teaching 
reading orally as used in the third grade is continued too long. 
The fourth !grade partieularly is the time of change in readin~ 
habit;;; that is, it is the time when the silent rate should begin 
to gaii1 apprecia~ly upon the oral rate. This time may come for 
some pupils in the third grade, for it should com~ at that period 
in a child's reading development when his ability to recognize 
words becomes greater than his ability to pronounce them. For a 
majority of pupils,. however, it is conceded that this stage is about 
the . fourth grade. At this stage speed · drills in silent reading will 
assist the pupil in acquiring the habit of the new eye adjustments 
necessary for rapid silent reading. A failure to give such train
i11g will result in more retarded ·acquisition of such habits for the 
class as a whole. The falling away of the Austin rate curve from 
the nonn curve shows that the children of Austin have probably 
failed to receive such instructiOn in the. fourth grade, since they 
have evidently not gained as much in silent speed as the children 
represented by .the norm. In the light of these facts, it is evident 
that increased attention 'should be given to the teaching of silent 
reading in grades III, IV, and V. This means that appropriate 
emphasis should be given to both phases of such training, trainin .~ 
for ,~peed and for comprehension, and that a much greater .quan" 
ti.ty <>f matter should he read by· the pupils. · 

This comparative loi:;s in both comprehension and rate in the 
preceding grades is largely compensated for by an improvement 
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in the sixth grade. 'rhe Austin curves make sharp gains upon the 
norm curves between the fifth and sixth grades. This is explained, . 
by the different character of the studies in the fifth and sixth 
grades as compared to· the grades below. In these two higher 
grades the pupil relies more upon the text than he does in the . 
lower grades. Particularly is this true is geography, hygiene, and 
arithmetic. The character of work in reading is also different, 
for it is taught more and more as literature. This study of text
books, together with an increasing amount . of outside readi11g, 
reacts upon the pupils as instruction in silent reading, and their 
ability to read rapidly and to comprehend increases very satisfac
torily. This gain in comprehension remains static up.to the sev
enth grade as indicated by the practically parallel curves, but the 
gain in rate is shown to be increased by the converging rate curves 
between the sixth and seventh grades. It will be noted that tht
Austin curve for rate does not rise as sharply fo the sixth grade,_ 
in comparison with the remaining portion of the curve and the 
norm curve, as does the Austin curve for co~prehension. The in
dication here is that, while this study of texts gives a satisfactory 
improvJment in interpretation, there is still some improvement to 
be desired in rate.. Such an improvement would ·be gained by the 
speed drills oi a wisely ordered instruction in silent reading, and 

· by a greater quantity of silent reading in the fifth and sixth gradef;. 
The idea may come to the minds of some that, since the curve 

for comprehension almost makes up between the fifth and sixth 
grades the loss it suffered between the third and fifth, there is no 
need tO put greater emphasis upon silent reading in grades III 
to V. In this connection it niay be argued, also, that the Austin 
curve is a much smoother curve than the I).orm curve and, there
fo1:e, represents a more normal type of learning progress. The 
answer to both these objections is that children with better silent 
reading ability in grades III to Y will read more widely and more 
understandingly than others and will, consequently, have a richer 
and fuller mental life. Besi<les, they will be more likely to form 
early a taste for reading with its constantly increasing benefit~ 

throughout life. 
The Place of Silent Reading : , 

. -

The place of emphasis upon silent reading is pointed out by the 
different stages in the process of lel'ming to read. The :first three 
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grades are necessarily devoted to the mechanics of reading. The 
attachi11g of meaning is, of rnurse, to be carefully fostered from 
the introduction of the printed symbols in the first grade; but the 
words which are taught are those which are already in the child's 
vocabulary, a11d the main task of the teacher is to train the child 
to recognize words whose meaning he knows and which he already 
uses in oral speech. By the end of the third grade the pupil i;; 
expected to have acquired a reading vocabulary which embraces a 
majority of common words and the ability to read fluently selec
tions of ordinary difficulty. The purpose of the next three grades 
is to increase that vocabulary beyond the bounds of the one he 1s 
accustomed to hear and use, and to give such training in the art 
of extracting meaning from ihe printed page that he will be able 
to apply thi~ art independently to the work of the junior high 
school grades. Silent reading, then, should be emphasized in 
.grades IV, V, and VI, just as oral reading was emphasized in 
grades I, II, and· III. Training in silent reading for these grades 
should include training in both comprehension and speed. 

However, training in silent reading should be .undertaken before 
the fourth grade. The perfecting of the habits involved in fluent 
oral reading will be assisted by silent reading. Many teachers 
depend upon the sight reading of easy supplementary texts to de
velop this fluency; but, since the time for such oral sight reading 
is limited, it is easy to see that silent reading of sirnilil.r material 
both in and out of school will be of great added benefit. Moreover, 
unless training in silent reading is undertaken before the fourth 
grade, there is danger that harmful mental habits may be formed 
which will retard growth in the art of reading for meaning. Thi~ 

danger arises from two natural tendencies. Some children find it 
difficult to free themselves from the necessity of speaking the word 
or hearing it spoken before translating it into meaning. This is 
demonstrated in the many eases of children in the upper grades 
whose silent reading sh6ws strong motor characteristics. Other 
children have a tendency to become mere word callers, a tendency 
which will not be corrected through instruction in oral reading 
alone, even by a skillful and alert teacher. Both of these dangers 
will be lessened by a · wise lise of silent reading in grades II and 
III. By the end of the third grade, the pupil must not only have 
a reading vocabulary of common words, and the ability to read 
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them fluently, but he must have the habit of reading for meaning. 
The material of the third grade is easy for him; there is hardly 
a word in his reader whose meaning he does not know. If he does 
not form the habit of reading for meaning when using this easy 
material, it will be difficult to train him in that habit while using 
the harder material of higher grades. For this reason, particu
larly, training in comprehension through silent reading should be 
given a place of impC'rtance in the third grade . 

.A Comparison of Indi11idua/, Schools 

(flmeral Causes of Differences Diagrams III, IV, ·and V show 
the comprehension c:u_rves for each of the schools studied, together 
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with the norm and the Austin curve. A comparison of these . 
graphs will show that .no ~chool stands above the .city's median .in 
all grades. Two schools, I and VI (Diagram V) are above the 
median for the city in three grades; schools IV and V (Diagrams 
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10 

D1~/l7.m IV 
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-------

IV and V) i1dwq;· · s~_bools II and III (Diagrams Ill and IV), 
in one; school IX (Diagram III) touches the median at one point; 
and schools VII and VIII (Diagrams IV and III) 'are entirely 
below it. Various conditions may affect a school's reading score 
bes,ides the course of study and the character of instruction. Some 
of the most easily seen of these are the conditions under which 
instruction is given, economic and cultural ·conditions of. the c<lm
munity, and the language spokenin the home. .When all these are 
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taken into consideration, the general differences between the 
schools appear to be such as might be expected in all cases save one. 
Schools I, IV, and V, whose scores rank them among the best, are 
ranked fir~t a~ to e!'onomic conditions arnl culture by tho;;e who 
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know the city. Schools JI and III draw from communiti es which 
are ranked somewhat lower in point of economies. }foreover, the}' 
have a leo:,; homogenous patronage, with a greater percentage of 
children of 'ifdreigi.1 b'orn ' parent~. School IX is · a small ~cl iool 
\vho~e t<?ai'heh h'a've 11ior<d classe~ ai1cl a larger variety of ela~~es 
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than those of most other schools of the city. Schools VII and 
VIII would be ranked lowest in the -scale of economics and cul
ture. School VIII is a small school with a hard-worked corps of 
teachers serving an outlying distdct fqrmei;ly included in the dis
trict of school VII. The one surprising record is that of school 
VI. The economic and cultural conditions are not such as to 
make us expect it to lead the city at two points. Besides, the pop
ulation is somewhat shifting. The curve, as seen in comparison 
with the other curves, indicates a superior type of instruction from 
th':l third grade U:p. 

Differences in Regularity 'l'he curves for the individual schools 
differ in point of regularity. Regular and progressive achievement 
is to bJi desired, and. a learning curve rising at a somewhat uni
form angle is a token of good organization and well distributed 
emphasis. Schools I and IV (Diagrams III and IV) exhibit 
smoother curves than any of the other schools. Both these schools 
are a little below the Austin score in the sixth grade, but .it will 
be noted that their graphs parallel very nearly the norm graph. 
However, · there seems to be no reason why these two schools shoukt 
not make as good records in the sixth grade as school II or Ill 
or V (Diagrams V, IV, and III). Of course, as it is frequently 
done. the reason might be offered that these classes are nat
urally slow. 'l'hat this is sometimes the case is to be conceded, 
but it ii:: urn;afe to accept this explanation until every other hy
pothesis has been disproved. In ·many cases, the natural slowness 
of a class· is caused by the character of the instruction either past 
or presmt. It would be well for these schools to look into th~ 
type of instruction not only in reading, but in all studies whicb 
use textbooks in the fifth and sixth grades. 

School VI (Diagram UI) exhibits the most erratic graph. The 
score for the third grade is lower than that of any other school 
save VIII (Diagram V) ; the fourth grade score is the highe~t J.h ' 
the city, and the sixth grade score is higher than that of the norm . 
Several things may contribute to the low third grade score.· In 
the first place, there are twice as many low third, or. 3A, pupils 
as 3B pupils in this grade. All of the other schools of the city, 
save school V, have more 3A's than 3B's in the third grade, but 
none of them has so large a proportion of 3A's as school VI. Tl:e 
shifting dmracter of the population is accountable to some extent 
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for the low. grade also. Such a population would throw into the 
third grade a number of children who had received their previous 
instructio:p. in poor rural schools. Still, with the score as low as 
it ifi, it would be well for this school to examine carefully the 
eharader of instruction in the. first and second grades . 

. . School V presents a surpr~sing drop in the fourth grade. Con
sidering the community in which this -school is located · and the 
excellence of the scores for the other grades, this fourth grade 
f:core is not to be expected. One division of this grade, the divi
sion which contained a majority of the pupils who made low scores, 
has been under the sa1~1e teacher for several terms, or semesters. 
She report~ that it is a slow class. When the poor readers of 
ohis class were g-iven the Gray oral tests, as will be described in 
a later secti·on. it was found that their oral rate was considerably 
abovr:: the rate of other fourth grade children who had made low 
scores in the silent tests. That is, while in other schools it. was 
found that the poor · readers were poor because of slow word rec
ognition, these children were po.or merely because of a failure to 
comprehend quickly. The last word "quickly," was added because 
their silent rate is low, -much lower than is warranted by the oral 
rate of the poorer readers in the grade. Oorroboratory evidence 
that the rhildren of this class are of the word-calling type of read
ers is the fact that the average oral score of those tested is some
what· lower than the average oral score of similarly placed pupil~ 
in ~chools JI, III, and IV, in spite of the much better oral rate of 
the group in school V. With equal accuracy in reading orally, the 
~core for s1·hool V would have been much better tha.n the others, 
for the · Gray score is e:onditioned upon both accuracy and rate. 
This evident inaccuracy means that the children do not pay a great 
deal of attention to the meaning of the matter as they read orally, 
for such attention would greatly lessen the nmnber of omissions, 
rnhstitutiolls; and iTIAertions. 

'l'he graphs of ~chools II and III (Diagrams V and IV) are 
~omewhat erratic, but show a steady upward movement . beginning 
with the fourth grade. One explanation offered for the low scores 
in the lower grades of these two schools was that the tests . were 
given by upper grade teachers whom the children of the primary 
department did nol know and understand. It _is. reason.able to be-
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lieve, also, that the disadvantage of having children. of foreign 
rxtraction in school would appear greatest in the lower grades. 

The drop in the sixth grade shown by the graph of school VII 
(Diagram IV) is hard to explain on any other theory than that 

the previous instruction ·of these pupils had been poor. The fourth 
g;-ades of schools VIII antl IX (Diagram V) are composed only 
of 4A children~ This partially explii.ins the low showing, particu
larly in school IX, whose curve is deci~edly broken at the fourth . . 

JJ,ate Scores. The rate scores of the individual schools may be 
studied in Table I. The differences between these scores with 
rcspeet to both grades and schools correspond in general to the 
differences between the scores for eomprehcnsion. Notable excep· 
tions are seen in the rate scores for the fifth grades of schools II 
and VIT. 'rbese are much higher than the rate scores for the 
same grade of the other schools. The indication js that these 
pupils read more carelessly than any other fifth grade pupils in 
the city. 

Need .for Delinite Standard.s . in Primary Grades 

Differences A.mong Third · (frarle.~ An interesting study of the 
differences found among the third grades is found in a compari
Pon of the different scores m>ide by the third grades of five schooh 
in which remedial work · was attempted. In these schools oral 
tests were given to tho!'le pupils who made low scores in the silent 
test, in an effort to analvze their difficulties. , . Table III shows the 
median ~cores in comprehension for the third ~rades of these schools, 
together with the average oral rates and oral scores of the groups 
of poor readers . . 

I . 
11 . 

111 
J.V. 
v . 

Schools 

TABLE III 

Third Grade Scores of Five Schools 

Grade 
Median 

in Comp. 

6. 8 
5.3 
!)_4 
6.0 
6. 9 

Averages of Poor Readers. 

Oral R a te 

I. 6!1 
I. 86 
I. 80 . 
2.36 
I. 7 1 

Oral Score 

14.0 
:19. 9 
38. 7 
47 . I 
28.5 

' ~'rorri an examination of this table it is easy tO see that th.e poor 
readers of schools I and V, which rank hicrhest in comprehen-

o ' 
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sion, are poor because of inadequat~ word recognition. ln a less 
dpgree this is true with schools II and Ill. With school IV thi~ 
is. 11ot true. The standard oral score. for the third grade is 46. 
'i'herefore the oral score and rate of the poor readers at that schoo~ 
l:'eem to leave nothing to be desired so far as the mechanics of 
reading is concerned. It appears clearly that the differences iu 
the comprehension scores of these five schools are not due to dif
ferences in teaching the mechanics of reading, ·but to differences 
in teacliing reading from the comprehension standpoint. The dif
ferences in the third grade score, which are more evident when we 
notice the very low ~cores in comprehension of two of the other 
schools, argue for a unifyiJJ.g supervision. Even when we take 
into considemtion the different conditions mentioned in an earlier. 
:passage, such great <lifl'erences in ability to read manifested so 
early in the school career show that different governing purposes 
and different methods prevail among the, primary teachers. A pri
mary supervisor was employed for the first time this year, and it 
i.8 to be hoped that similar tests given a year or two later will show 
srores more nearly alike. 

Definite Standm·rls 'rhese differe,nces :irgue not only for a clo;:e 
supervision of primary iriethods, but for. definite quantitative anc 
quiilitative standards fcir reading in the .first and second grades. 
It. should be required of first grade pupils that they read a certain 
nu.mbe1· of pages of n1atter and make a certain score on · a chosen 
standardized oral test before being promoted to the second grade. 
Corresponding definite requirements might be made for the seconrJ 
gr~de. In a similar recommendation to the Indianapolis schools, 
vV: S. Gr11:v ( l 3) suggei;ted as an illustration that each first grade 
pupil, "in order to be promoted, should read at least 600 pages 
q,nd should be able t-0 make a score of 30 when reading the Stand
ardized Read.ing Paragraphs." Such definite standards will tenil 
to level the differences this test has shown in third grade readin'.~ 
ability. They will be needeq all the more in the next grade, for 
the greater number of supplementary texts furnished under the 
free textbook law will offer opportunity for considerable differences 
in the amoµnt of matter read by the same grades in different 
schools. . 

Similar requirements should be made of the third, and perhaps 
of the fourth, grade. An examinatio1i of promotion records shOW$ 
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that during the past two years school IX, whose record in the test 
is the lowest in the city, promoted each term as large a percentage 
of pupils in reading as any other school in the city, and at the 
close of the first term of the present year it promoted a large• 
percentage than any ot?er school. 

Wider Readi'.ng "fiJxperfrnce The outlook for a greater amount 
of reading both in and out of school is very promising. The com
pi.:ratively large number of supplementary readers to be furnished 
by the State will give the teacher ,opportunity to choose plenty of 
reading matter adapted to the taste and ability of her class. Be
sides, a healthy interest in libraries .tias .been shown by all the 
schools during the present year. It is to be hoped that, since there 
is no city library, each of the schools will soon have a working 
library suitable for primary and intermediate pupils. These 
libraries should contain not only bookg of a general nature, but 
books which bear upon the content subjects of the curriculum. 
Wide reading upon a subject of study gives a much stronger con
crete grasp ftfr -the present, and a better background of meaning 
for future use, than. intensive study of a few pages of text. A 
library of attractive books will give both the incentive and the 
opportunity for outside 'reading. In addition, special inducements 
may be offered to get children to read well cho[ien matter. These 
inducements might take the form of increased i:rrades in reading, 
or other marks ·and distinctions; or the penalty of a reduced grade 
in reading might be imposed unless a certain minimum number 
of Yolumes were read. The great need of the intermediate grades 
is quantitative silent reading. It is through this, in great meas- 
ure, that they will build up a background of meaning, and through 
this alone that they will develop the ability to comprehend the 
printed page. The wider this reading experience, the wider the 
range of reading ability will be. 

A Later Test 

During the last week of . May, four months after the first test, 
another test was given to these same grades, using Form 2 of the 
Monroe test. Form 2 is of the same nature as Form ·1, with en
tirely different material. The values are, similar, but not exactly 
the same. The tests were given and scored in the same manner ~s 
the first, e:xccpt that each elementary principal gave the tests in 
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his own school. Table IV shows the returns of the test arranged 
in the same order as Table II. A glance at the scores of the 
standard norm and the Austin norm shows that Austin is aboY1· 
the . standard in every grade. Diagram VI presents graphs illus
trating the respective positions of the two sets of scores. A glance 
at this diagram makes clear that the AUfitin showing is very c~d
itable. · A comparison ot these curves with those illustrating the 
February scores (Diagram I) shows that the pupils of Austin mad·~ 

a gratifying improvement in ·silent reading ability during the 
second term of school. Several thingscontributed to this improve
m~nt. These are seen in the following facts : ( 1) that they were 
given later in the year; (2) that this was the second test of a 
similar nature; (3) that the second term was not broken; and 
( 4) that a great deal of interest had bee:ri aroused in the matter 
of silent reading. 

A brief account of the presentation ot the results of the test 
given in Febr~ary to the teaching body will serve to make the la8t 
reason cle~r. After the data of the January tests had been tabu
lated, the graphs shown in Diagrams I and V were exhibited at 
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.a principals' meeting with sufficient explanation to give them mean
ing. They aroused a great deal of interest. At the next teachers' 
institute this data was presented to the entire teaching body, with 
<:urves drawn on a blackboard to show the standing of every school 
with reference to the norm and the Austin median. On this occa
sion a number of teachers and prinCipals offered explanations of 
ihe comparative positions of the curves for their grades or schools. 
The announcement was made that similar tests would be given at 
the dose of the year, and a procedure for drills in silent reading 
was deseribed at the request of some of the teachers. Another 
thing which added to the interest in silent reading, particularly 
in thE, schools concerned, was the remedial work which was orgat1-
ized in five of the schools. During the last term several of the 
teachers mentioned the increased emphasis they were giving to 
training in silent reading, and at the close of the term every prin
<:ipal, save one, told the investigators that his teachers had given 
considerably more attention to silent reading than ever in the past. 
A letter fron1 one of the principals is quoted later. 

While a coniparison of Diagrams I and VI shows a great im~ 
provernent, it is interesting to cornpare that improvement, in 
figures, with the January scores. It is not possible to compare· 
the May scores with the January scores directly, because of a 
difference in difficulty of the two tests. The standard scores for 
the test used in January are greater than those . for the test .used 
in May, which fact shows that the May test is the most difficult 
of the two. Tnble V gives the two sets of standards . with the 
clifferent'e in units between the standards for each grade: In the 
fourth line of the table these differences are expressed as percent-
ages of the May standard ~cores. . 

TABLE V 

Diffe re nce in Difficulty Be twee n th e Tests Used in Ja nuary and M ay 

Grade. Ill IV v V I V II 

------------1--- ------ - -----

No rm . forrn 1 . 
N orm . form 2. . . . . ....... . 
Increased d ifficul ty of fo rm 2. 
Per cent o f increase . 

7.2 
5.2 
2.0 

38.4% 

13.0 
10 .6 
2.4 

22.6 % 

19. 0 
16 . 5 
2.5 

15. 1% 

20 . 0 
19.4 

.6 
3. 0% 

2:\.0 
22. 1 

.9 
4.0 % 

If the scores "made by the .Austin pupils in May are to be com
pared with the ~coreR they made in January, the scores for each 
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grade must be raised by the percentage of increase shown in Table 
V. This has been done in Table VI. 

TA BL E VI 

Aus tin's May Scores in Compre he nsion Compa re d wilh January Scores 

Grade III IV v V I V II 

·--- - - -- ---
Aust in's scores, May . . . . . 9 . 6 13.4 17.7 19 . 8 23. 6 
Increment of difTerence . . . ... 3. 6 3 . 0 2 . 6 . 6 .9 
May scores on January baris . 13. 2 16 .4 20 .3 20 .4 24 . 5 
Au stin's scores, January .. 6. 15 9 .45 13 .7 18. 0 20.8 
Gain in com p. units . . . 7. 05 6. 95 6. 6 2.4 3 .7 

. Diagram VII shows graphs which illustrate this gain. This 
diagram contains curves for the Austin median in January, the 
norm for the test used in January, and the Austin median in May 
expressed in the comparable terms of Table VI. One of the first 
things to be noticed is the similarity of the comparative positions 
of the AuC'tin :May median and the norms in Diagrams VI and 
VII. The graph where the new scores are used shows the same 
general differences between city median and standard norm as the 
graph where the unchanged city median in May is compared with 
the norm for the May test: . This similarity is, of course, what 
was to he expected when the Austin May scores were raised to the 
January basis. 

These curves show a marked improvement. The most gratifying 
increase is that of the fourth and fifth grades. As pointed out in 
the interpretation of the January returns, the low position of these 
g-rade..~ with reference to the norm curve was due chiefly to lack 
of training in silent reading. Their higher scores, which put them 
w~ll above the norm and raised them practically a!? many units as 
the third grade, are due in large measure to the increased amount 
of training in silent reading they received. It is to be noted that 
the May curve for Austin is much more like the norm curve than 
is the January graph for Austin. This means that, with increased 
emphasif: on silent re1ding in grades III, IV, and V, the children 
more quickly reach a comparative maximum of reading ability, 
with the mental advantage that such an ability adds. 

'l'he position of the sixth grade in the May curve for the city 
is a digappointment. The increase over the Jan~ary · score was, 
of course, not expected to be as great as that of the lower grades, 
but from the shape of the other portion of the curve the sixth 
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grade is out of place. It seems that the. sixth grade should ·have 
shown at least as . much improvement as the seventh. The . faCTt 
that the sixth grade has reading classes while the seventh ·does 
not, and that 8ilent reading was emphasized in more than half of 
these classes, at least, argue that the sixth grade improvement 
should be greater than that of the seventh. The low showing is 

01oyrom Y/, 

Ausl1i'I A/ed;a ~ 

due to the very· low scores of two schools. 'rhe principal of one 
of these schools expresses' the opinion that the low score or . his 
school. .is due to a considerable proportion of over-promotion, whit h 
has affeeted the work of that grade. This may be true of the other 
also. In addition, it must be remembered that the ·seventh grade 
pupils have more silent reading to do in preparation of their 
i;tudies than the sixth. At this point it is interesting to compare 
D~agram VI, which shows the May graphs in comprehension, with 
Diagram VITI, which shows the May graphs in rate. Comparison 
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shows that the rates of the sixth :md seventh grades were out of 
proportion to their comprehension. In other words, they read •l 

great deal more carelessly than the children n~presented by the 
norm. This is, perhaps, due in both grades to an effort on the 
part of the pupils to read as much as possible and raise the record 
for their grades. Comparison of these same diagrams does not 
show similar carelessness on the part of the lower grades, though 
it is manife~ted slightly in the fifth. The indication, as fa:r as 
the sixth grade is concerned, is that in their silent reading drills 
the teachers of the sixth grades did not · succeed in impressing an 
ideal of accuracy upon their ptlpils as well as did the teachers of 
the lower grades. The seventh grades had no drills in silent read
ing. However, in the opinion of the principal of the Allan High 
School, the teachers were interested in the investigation after the 
public presentation of the J anua.r,y returns, and gave the tests in 
May with mnch intercf't and sympathy. This attitude Oil the part 
of the teachers might easily induce overspeed on thci part of their 
1mpils. 

In taking up agam the examination of Diagram VII, or even 
Diagram VI, it is seen that the third grade makes by far the most 
creditable improvement of any grade in the city. lri the earlier 
part of this chapter slight indications were noted that the me
chanics of reading were taught better in Austin than they wen~ in 

·the ,:chools represented by the norm. 'fhe unusual distance of the · 
third grade point in the cune above the norn1 would tend to .bear 
out this earlier interpretation. 'l'he high score shows tha~ the 
formal traini11g in oral reading was not dimilj.ished in the leai;t in 
quality, but that a greatly increased reading ability was gllined 
through more instruction in silent reading. · . 

The comprehension scores for the individual schools may \ be 
studied in Table IV. 'l'he rP.sults for school VIII deserve special 
notice. The~e results are shmrn in Diagram IX. Th~s curve should 
be compared with the curve for the same school in Diagram V, 
whirh show$ the relative position of the school in the January test 
The improvement both ab$olutely and relatively is astonishing. In 
the .January test, the sr~hool stoo.d so low :is to be in a class by 
itself. In the May test it stands in three grades with the schools 
which made the best showing, though the sixth grade is low. The 

' ( 
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reason for this great improv-ement cannot be stated better than by 
quoting a portion of a letter from the principal: 

"* * * The very poor showing of our school in silent read
iI).g was humiliating to the teachers and especially so; to me. At 
c~ch weekly faculty meeting after tb.at I kept before the teachers 
t1,te importance of silent reading, and urged them to :devote more 

. I 
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Role · 
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tiipe to it. They gave frequent speed drills, and longer compre
hepsion drills. Not having a library nor supplement~ry readin5 
m11terial for practice, we used the regular textbooks, not only the 
rnhlers, hut histories, physiologies, geographies, etc. The teachers 
of these special subjects would occasionally use the recitation period 
for intensive silent r.eading of a p<>~tion of the text. At such times 
they ·were always C'areful to test the comprehension of what was 
rPad. * * !!'" 

This is an interesting letter; It illustrates the homely saying: 

or. 7 
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"Where there's a will, there's a way." No teacher need fail to 
give highly successful training in silent reading because she does 
not have interesting library books or fresh supplementary reaae1s 
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that will delight the children. A point most worthy of comment 
is the aid in teaching reading given by the teachers of the e<in : 
subjects. Good teachers recognize that every teacher must be re
sponsible for teaching the elementary pupil -to read. This is the 
foundation of his future suc12ess in school. While teaching him 
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the facts of a subject, she mu~t train him to get those facts from 
the printed page. Every supervised study period is, during a 
good portion of the time, a silent reading drill in comprehension, 
and there are many occasions when it should be a drill in spee<l 
a13 well. When a pupil is trained to read the matter of a par
ticular subject accurately and quickly, he has not only become a 
good student of that subject, but his reading ability in all subjects 
is ii1creased. · . 



CHAP'l'E11 rtl 

THE LITERATUUE OF INDIVIDUAJ; . DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDY 

Afl stated in the iritroduction, one phase of the general problem 
of this study was the diagnosis of the reading difficulties of in
dividual pupils. It is the purpose of this chapter to give briefly 
the resuits which have been reported from various experiments upon 
the diagnosis of reading defbencies and upon rei:nedial work. 

While tests of both oral and silent reading call attention to the 
faults of poor readers and, therefore, lend themselves to the diag
nosis of reading difficulties of indivichial pupils, very few attempts 
<it such diagnosis have been made. Practically all of the experi
ments in diagnosis and in remedial treatment thus far have been 
made in the training schools connected with departments of edu
cation. 'rhe diagnosis was made by specialists; and the corrective 
training was farried on by mature students of the psychology of 
reading or by teachers in the training school. It is clear that 
the conditions under which such investigations weri~ carried out 
were different from the conditions under which this investigation 
wa:; to be made, since it would be circumscribed by the limitations 
and demands of a public school system. However, it was recog
niu,d that the principles . must. be the same in each type of work. 
.1-\ccordingly, a study was made of the chief investigations and 
experiments which have been reported. The results of this study 
.ire given in this chapter. · 

DEl<'F.C'TS lN REATIING REVEALED BY TESTS 

Uh.l's Im•estigation One of the first attempts at individual diag
nosis was made by Uhl (14). This investigator .made a diagnosis 
of the reading ability of a group of pupils in the Oshkosh Normal 
Training School. All pupils from the third to the eighth grades, . 
inclusive, were given the Kelly silent reading tests. The next day 
the Gray oral readiug scale was given to each of the same group of 
pupilR. The following defects were noted: ( 1) extreme care; ( 2) 
carelessness; ( 3) mispronunciation of small words; ( 4) carrying 
ove:r of the direction of one test into another; ( 5) reading word 
hy word ; ( 6) reading very loudly; and ( 'l') repeating the first 
word of every sentence. 

In addition to the analysii; just noted, a record of certain other 
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poi.tits which came under the observation of the experimenter was 
made. These were as ·follows: ( i) lack of intelligent interpreta
tion; (2) hesitancy; and (3) gross bodily movements. 

Zifbes' I ni•estigation Another author who attacks this same 
· problem is Zirbes ( 15). By using testS and observations, this 
author finds nine typei:; of defects, listed as follows: ( 1) failure 
to phrase properly; (2) lack of proper motor habits;f.9r th.e ey~; 
(3) lack of ability to get meaning from. a pa~,Sage as: a w~ole; (4-J ,_ 
lack of ability tO· get a particular idea; (5) lack of ·ability to di!:: . . 
ferentiate words; ( 6) · errors in oral reading, such as omissions, 
repetitions, etc.; ( 7) lack of proper breath control; ( 8) lack of 
proper articulation; and ( 9) lack ·of voice control. 

Another element which entered into the diagnosis made by Zirbc~ 
im•olved the division of the class into certain groups. ·This W~§. 
Clone as follows: "A" readers were those whose rate was more than 
thirteen lines per minute; "B" readers were those whose rate was 
more than nine lines per minute but less than thirte.en; uc" retl<l"' 
ers had a rate between six and nine times per minute; and those 
whose rate was less than six lines per minute were spoken of as 
"D" readers. Each of the defects mentioned above and each of 
these groups had special remedial measures applied. 

Other In11e.~ti,gations Brown (1) has also attacked the problem 
of diagnosis. After _reviewin,g a certain part of his data; he says: 

"Pupil number one is deficient in the rate at which he can read; 
h1: gets a relatively large proportion of the context at his present 
rate of reading, but he reads so little in the unit of time that hi~ 
efficiency is low." Further _oh he says: "Pupil nu'mber five has 
a difficulty which is easy to diagnose. In the first place, his rate 
of rending is not sufficiently rapid, but his quantity of reproduction 
is high. His mark for quality; on the other hand, falls to zero. 
In other words, he gets il good many ideas in the rough, but gets 
notbing accurately. What he gets is a mere smattering o~ the 
idea .. His low mark for comprehension, together wifn his low rate 
of reading, ~ives him 11 low efficiency.'; 

Couttis ( 3) has al~o touched upbn the problem in these words: 
"The child whose rate falli:l blilo\t the standard for his class is 

in nMtl of speciill assistance~ The causes of faulty re~ding are 
itumy, not one, and illle re'Ill:~y to lie 'applied differs from individ~ 
lilil fO irtdi'Vidtittl. T'rsm1n<g in eye-meveilie'Dts, in ability tO .grasp 
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wol'ds, and in reaction time are among the types of training which 
might be used by the progressive teacher." 

, Judd (8) has emphasized the following difficulties in reading:: 
\i) . lack of ability to analyze words; ( 2) over care in reading; 
{;H rap~d ,reading which neglects details; and ( 4) careless reading. 
, _I11 ;iddition to these investigation&, Starch ( 12 has described in 
some P,etail . one case in which the . defect seemed to be slow as
simila.tire ·. power. 

Gray (6} has prepared a diagnostic chart This chart gives 
dat,a upon seven different phases of reading ability, as follows: 
:(,1 ) oraL reaqing achievement; (2) rate. of oral re~.cling; {3) 

.. number of errors per paragraph; ( 4) rate qf sile,p,.t' ;reading; ( 5) 
:n;qmber of!Lquestions interpreted in five minu,tes; ( 6) . accuracy of 

ri _i,i;i,~erp:retation; ( 7.) ability to ihterpret material of increasing dif-
ficulty. , 

Finally, Monroe (10), in a chapter on" "Correcting Defects in 
Re&-ditig,!' has ·summarized and discussed the various methods of 
diagno,sis. 

REMEDIAL. MEASURES 

: l )tost of tl1e authors \vho have just been quoted upon diagnosis 
r.ave <1Jso proposed cerfairi remedial measures. In this connec:tion 
·Uhl; suggeste<l the following remedial plans: · 

(1) ' The reading of very easy and interesting material; (2) 
the •giving of particular attention to meaning) ( 3) the reading of 
sh0rt; easy sentences until read correctly; ( 4) ''looking ahead'1 
while: reading; ( 5) a. limited amount of drilling upon abstract ma
temaL; ·and ( 6) encouragement of children to do .outside reading; 

,Jitdd's Bxperiments ,Judd (8) emphasizes training in the anal
y~~s of, wo1:ds. · Such training a8 this may be objected to on the 
grot1nd that it would decrease the unit of perception instead-of in
crea,sing it . . • Judd, however, justifies such training in the follow
ir.t:g words: : ·"Trafoing a child in the analysis of words may very 
prpp{'i"ly be • described as training him in the mechanics of reading. 
Purely mechanical training is, in air important sense, in opposition 
tojJ:i~,purpose of the school in its effi:ir.ts to make good readers. The 
schqol aims to. reach the level of fluent synth~tic grasp of . phrases. 
¥~Phitn~~~l training\loes, in.deed, . tempor~rily prevent from · under~ 
P:tanding th~ . n1eaning 0£ · p~ssages .. ; Mechaniea;l training· would not · 
bp. ju~tjfied if· distractions -could be avoided by ready recognition 
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of all words . . Mechanics are j-U:stified when they contribute to th'e 
final :fluent recognition of words." --; , , 

Further types of training suggested by this same author are 
training to reduce• vocalization, to see phrases, to restrain move
ments of the. eye, and training for proper interest in the subject 
matter. · 'l'his writer also gives in' some · detail the results . of cill'

tain types of training. , Case G was given training in oral read. 
ing for six · weeks. A second . sfr ·weeks were given . over to drill 
in phonics aild to word .analysis.<: In .the third six weeks a great 
dea.l of silent . rea·ding was ,giv.en.;• Each of the types bf training 
was carried on at all times, but. ~the various ·phases. were stress.ed; 
as indicated above. As a result ofjbis training, the n1te of oral 
reading increasedf;rom 2.4 words p~r second for . the .first ~ix weeks 
to 2. 7 words per .secon<l for the last six weeks, while , tbe errors 
decrease~ from 4.5 per hundred words re~d to 1.L,. per hunrtrecl 
words. In 'teaching word 111111.lysis various systems ofphonics with 

· variations were used. In teaching silent reading, paragraphs or 
selectio11s dealing with topies whicl:i,, were of special interest to the 
child were used. Jn some cases the selections were modified so 
that they contained words lcarne<l in .. th_e exercises in phonics. In 
other. cases questions were proposed, the answers to which were to 
be_found in the material to be read . . As a result of this training, 
the rate of silent reading increased f1;om 2.4 to' 3.6 words, per, 
second, and comprehension increased from 22 per cent to 74 per 
cent. . . . .. . . ... · , ' 

In addition to these results certain other effects ~f the training 
are recorded, as follows : 

"Her· teachers report that case G readS'~ith'.much greater ease 
and fluency of expression, the quality of her voice has improved . 
and the nasal tones have .almost dis.appeared. She seems to • enjoy 
reading silen!ly mueh ,more than before trainiJ),g. Frequently ~h~ ! 

expresses .!J: preference Jor reading _a , passage silently; sayi:µg, . ;'l 
can d0 it faster.' Her oral reproductions contain many wgre . p.f , 

. tl•e expressions found in the original passage than fo17Ilerly." < 

.. Case H was given much oral reading and phonic analysii1i with 
a few minutes of silent reading for the :first flix weeks. This .train, • 
it1g resulted in increasing, the . rate (}f ~rah-reading friJm ,1;33 ' words, 
per second to 2;57, .words per se®nd, and the .numbe:r· of errors •in : 
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the same passage before and . after practice was reduced from 47 
to 15. 

DurinK a second period of six weeks silent reading was empha
sized. In this trainmg narrative material was used at first~ and 
later informational material was introduced. The factor of per
sonal interest was also used to advantage. After such reading, 
either oral or written reproduction was required. _ 

In the report upon another pupil an intensive study of words 
is suggested. The term, "an indomitable hero;' was introduced 
in a selection read by the child. This led to the following syn
onyms and equivalent phrases: 

indomitable heroic 
cour'ageou1! bold 
resolute daring 
manly plucky 
fearless stout hearted 

to look danger in the face 

intrepid 
audacious 
defiant 
undismayed 

to screw one's courage to the sticking point 
to . take the bull by the horns 
to beard the lion in his den 
to put on a bold front 

Gmy's Experiments Gray (5) has also devised training with 
reference to special difficulties in reading. The pupils used as sub
jects in each case were selected because earlier study of their read
ing processes had shown their individ.ual needs. The practice was 
carried on in each case for twenty days, twenty minutes each day, 
under the direc:tion of a college student. 

The first type of training may be designated as training for 
speed. The subject here was a fifth grade girl. The directions 
given to the child were that she was to read fast, even if compre
hension should be sacrificed. · The results ·of this work showed a 
very decided increase in speed and in soine parts of the work a 
considerable gain in comprehension. 

The second type of training was given in short exposure work. 
The objeet of this work was to determine whether the gpan of at
tention could be increased by training. The importance of the 
span of attentfon in it!l relation to reading has been emphasized; 
and, if the range of at1:erttfon can b\:i · increas-ed by training, it 
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seems plausible that the effect of such practice could easily be 
carried over into the reading activity. 

Two different experiments were performed. In the first, two 
boys from the sixth grade were' the subjects. This training failed 
to produce results. The second experiment was performed with 
two pupils in the fourth grade; In this case there was a distinct 
improvement. Such results show that praetice in perception is· 
effecti:ve if given early, and that certain habits ih connection with 
the reading process seem to be established earlier in the life of the 
child than .has been supposed. 

In passing, it should be noted that this type of work is closely 
related to the flash-card- work done in the early grades and gives 
such work a new importance. It seems highly probable that work 
of this kind should be much better controlled and given more em- · 
phasis in the early training done in reading. 

The next type of training had to do with the decrease of vocali
zation in · silent reading. The subjects in this case were pupils 
whose silent reading might be characterized as "inaudible oral" 
reading. At the beginning of the practice some explanation of 
the effects of a large degree of v.ocalization was made. The sub
jects were directed to read in their normal way except that they 
"'ere to eliminate the vocalization. After a few days the move
ments disappeared almost .entirely, and the instructor reported 
great progress and was very enthusiastic about the results. When 
the work was checked it was found that there had been a very 
C'onsiderable increase made in rate, but that there was a decrease 
in comprehension. This decrease in comprehension may have been 
due to the faC't that these were children whose mental activity 
demanded moto1' accompaniment; or it may have been due to tho 
fact that the decrease in voC'alization was brought about too rapidly. 

Another type of training had to do with comprehension. The 
work here consisted in reading selections carefully with a view to 
emphasizing those elements on which the meaning depended. Such 
matters a8 topie sentences, relational words, and the effects of 
different types of modifying phrases were discussed. The results 
m~ be summarized briefly, thus: (1) there was a distinct increase 
in rate; (~) the fi.rst subject made ii. slight gain in comprehension. 
while the second orte failed to make any gain in this phase of the 
work. The results fot the second 1mbject were explained by the 
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instructor as being due to this pupil's attitude toward the work, 
which was entirely adverse . . These results do not seem very ·en
couraging, and yet it is true that where gains in c9mprehensiou 
were made. they are greater than th.ose shown in any other type 
of. training. · lt is probably true that this phase of reading reqmres 
a longer period of practice in which to prod~ce changes than . does 
any one of the ot:Qer. phases so far tested. 

'l'he last type of training to . be considered had to do with phonics. 
Two thircl grade boys who showed a lack of ability to deal with 
new words were trained in this work. The practice was not con
nected up ip any way with their reading work; and, although there 
was a very appreciable increase in their ab.ility to analyze and pro
nounce new words, the effect did not show itself in their reading . 
. This makes dear the desirability of correlating any type of train
ing with the reading activities of the pupil. 

The . results of these experiments may be summarized as follows: 
i. It is quite clear that speed, comprehension, and vocalization 

can be changed and modified in a positive direction by practice. 
It is true also that the perceptual span can be increased if the 
training is given e3;r!y in the child's school life. 

2. Jt is evident that there is need of a careful technique for 
the different types of practice, and that especially trained instruc
tors are a neces$ity if such training is to be carried very far. 

3; It is an open question as to just how far certain; types of 
training should be carried, as shown by the falling off in compre
hension in many cases. 

4. Rate lends itself to improvement by different methods. Such 
an · increa.~e can be brought about by training in rapid reading, by 
training in decreasing vocalization, by training in phonics, and 
by training in comprehension. In three of these methods speed 
in reading wai; not emphasized, and yet in each case there is a 
marked increase i11 rate. In other words, it ·seems that if the 
attention of the reader is directed to any one of these four phases 
of . the reading process the result is an increase in rate. 

liJxperim1mts in a 8choolroom An objection to the preceding 
methods may be raised because they do not seem practical, since 
they have been based upon individual instruction and have been 
conducted by a special teacher outside the regular reading period:' 
Such objections are p.robably valid, but such methods have value 
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because they show that the poor reader's efficiency can be increased 
by certain types of training, and they give ~ome idea concerning 
the amount of training required to get certain results. 

That special training in reading can be conducted in a school
room by the regular teacher as a part of the daily work has been 
shown by Miss Zirbes (15). She has given special training to 
a class for a period of seven months. This training was of 8UCh 

a nature as to meet the particular needs of the various pupils and 
was conducted during the regular reading period. The work was 
divided into ten different types of lessons. These are elaborated 

- by this author as follows: 
"Type Lesson 1 . All look at the first phrase, looking up when 

they reach a comma, or a period. When the entire group is look
ing at the teacher she nods and they repeat the phrase. She watches 
individuals to find their difficulties, but does not interrupt. When 
they have said all but the last word of the phrase they again look 
down, silently getting the next phrase and looking up, holding the 
phrai::e in mind until all are ready. Again the teacher nods and 
the group gives the phrase orally, looking down at the last word 
and continuing this procedure to the end of the paragraph or sec
tion. The intensive study calculated to improve poor readers can 
be made to yield a double analytic study, the unit is the phrase or 
group .of wo1·ds which expresses an idea. Instead of working at a 
difficult word, the phrase in which it appears is mastered. Instead 
of working with a child at a time and giving each child only a few 
minutes of actual oral reading, four or five of those who have 
similar ability are grouped together, while other groups of poor 
readers follow flilently. Third grade material or very simple fourth 
grade material is used for this purpose. 

"While oral reproduction and discussion is then employed to 
measure the quality of silent reading done by pupils who have 
been working at type 3 lesson, the ones who have had type 1 
answer mentally or in writing, blackboard questions concerning 
the material of their lesson. Occasionally duplicated sheets con
taining uncompleted sentences or a story are used instead, the 
children filling in th~ blanks mentally or in writing. 

"Type Lesson 2 Eye-training and Focus Field of vision en
larged to include several words rather than one. First, by having 
the book far enough from the eyes. Second, by eliminating the 
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use of a finger or oth01· place,keeping devices. 'fhird, by workwith 
flash cards, flashing phrases, trying to get a phrase with one :flash 
(orally), conn ting the number of fl.ashes needed for each phrase. 
These phrases_ can be cut from current printed matter and mounted 
on small cards. Written sentences directing children to perform 
certain activities are also to be used as flash material. The one . . 
who first reads the direction carries ii out. The pupil who had 
three such opportunities in ;;uecession wa~ given a sheet with sim, 
ilar work in <iilent rearJ.ing. This finished he returned to the group. 

"Type Lesson 3 Silent reading for the purpose of oral repro, 
duction and comprehension. 

"Type Lesson 4 Silent reading in ~earch of a given phrase, 
answer, idea, or suggestion in the content of s].!pple)11entary books, 
geography text, arithmetic text, a_nd blackboard work. 

"';I.'ype Lesson 5 Pifferenhation for pupils who confuse siniilli\r 
words or miscall syllables, guess a.t words, or omit endings. J_.ists 
like the following form the basis of such work. . Lists are come 
piled from actual mistakes made by children. 

that woman beautifully 
when every prettiest 
wh!lt never prettily 
then even probably 
how ever ·lovingly 
who 
then 
there 
than 

very 
th.ese 
those 
now 

women know 
man -beautiful 

(;OJ~1panions 

understand 
understood 
laughingly 
quietly 

swimming 
board 
dose 
chose 
lying 
buying 
tired 
tried 
certain 
curtain 

"Type Lesson 6 -Lessons in accuracy for those who make errors, 
substitutions, and o:missions, reading a page and counting .error8> 
or reading until they 11rnke an error to see how many lines they 
can read ·perfectly. 

"Type Lesson 7 Breathing exercises. Children are taught to 
br<:>athe rhythmically at ends of phrases or clauses instead of break• 
ing the smoothness of reading, Practice in breath control is thus 
related to the problem of meaning and interpretation~ Abdominal 
breathing is taught. 
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"Type Lesson 8 Articulation exercises for mumblers, or those 
with other bad speech habits. 

"Type Lesson 9 Voice work and expression. Unpleasant voice 
quality and monotony corrected by special practice and training. 
Children are taught to vary . meamng by change of stress and to 
show relative importance of ideas similarly. Punctuation is 
studied for the same purpose." 

Any pupil who was found deficient in any of these phases of 
reading was expected to take training in that. pa;rticular phase 
until satisfactory proficiency was attained. This means that· the 
number of lessons in any one aspect of the training was a variable 
quantity depending upon the individual pupiL In addition to 
this, a great deal of reading was done. 

The charts and graphs showing the progress made by the dif
ferent pupifo cannot he presented here, hut it is sufficient to say 
that the result seems highly satisfactory. In a personal confer• 
ence Miss Zirbes maintained that such a procedure rationalized the 
whole reading proceRs for the children, that they saw the reason 
for eyerything they were required to do, and that for this rearnn 
their work was even more satisfactory. 



CHAPTER IV 

INDIVIDUAi, DIAGNOSIS . AND REMEDIAL MEASURES PRESCRIBED 

Five centrally located schools were chosen for the diagnosis of 
the difficulties of their poor readers and for the administration of 
rem(;dial training. These were schools I, II, III, IV, and V. 
One disadvantage, apparent at the outset, was that the investi
gators had no official connection with any of these schools, except 
m the case of the one school of which Mr. Lloyd was principal. 
They were forced to depend entirely upon the friendly interest 
of the principals and teachers of the other schools . . This interest; 
however, waR good, and it was strengthenej]. by the encouragement 
of the superintendent. Another clear disadvantage was that, with 
the demands of their own work upon them, the investigators would 
nave no chance to supervise the work after it was put in the hands 
of the teachers. However, it was felt that these disadvantages 
would make . the exp~riment. all the more valuable if it succeeded, . 
for it would ghow what might be done in almost any .system. The 
discussion which follows will Rhow the plan of selecting the poor 
readers, the method of diagnosis, the· training prescribed, and the 
types of instruction given the teachers for carrying on the remedial 
work. The results of the training, as shown by a later test, will 
be given in another. chapter. 

The Method of Diagnosis 

Interpretation of the Sil,ent Test Scores From the test papers 
of each third, fourth, and fifth grade of the schools mentioned 
above, three groups of papers were chosen for further study. These 
were those papers whieh were notiCeably below the median in com
prehension for the grade in that school, those which were unusually 
high, and those whose compreh~nsion score was low in comparison 
with the rate score. The first group usually comprised about one
tl1ird of the class. The next two groups contained very few pupils, 
sometimes none. A sheet, hereafter to be ·known as a class sheet, 
was then prepared, containing the names of pupils listed in the 
J)rder of their scores in comprehension. The data noted for each 
name were age, grade section, and scores in rate and comprehen
sion. To the right of this data was left a blank space for the 
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investigator's interpretation. On the · :first line of this grade sheet 
the median scores for that grade in rate and comprehension were 
placed. Th«:> scores of the individual pupils listed were to be com
pared with these medians, and the pupil's condition and ability 
as a reader interpreted from such comparison. 

In the effort to make this interpretation it was found nece'ssary 
to examine the papers themselves. This seemed advisable because 
the prescribed method of answering in some cases gave a pupil 
no credit for . his answer, although the internal evidence showed 
that he comprehended the matter tlioroughly. Some of the exer
cises, fo~ · instanre, are to be handfod by underscoring a certain 1· 

. word, while all other methods of indicating the answer are to be 
marked incorrect. The pupil who draws a circie around a word 
instead of underscoring it is, of course, not as careful in following 
directions. as he might. be, but he shows no lack of ability in com
prehending the meaning of the passage. To be marked down for 

· his failure in following a minute direction is contrary to the pupil's 
school experienre, for usually he is commended when he arrives 
at the heart of the matter, even if he does not express it according 
to the prescribed formula. Experience in this effort to estimate 
the individual pupil's ability showed that, where the tests are used 
for purposes of analysis rathi;r than as a basis for comparison of 

· school systems, it would be more expeditious to mark · as correct 
any answer which gave evidence that the pupil understood the 
passage. In this connection it may be stated that the use of a 
mark for index of comp~hension would facilitate the work of in
dividual analysis. · Such a mark, showing the proportion of cor
rect answers to the number attempted, or the prop,ortion of the 
value of those answered to the value of all attempted, together 
with the more liberal scoring for comprehension suggested, would 
enable the investigator, by a mere glance at the scores on a paper, 
to make an interptetation. 

In interpreting the pupil's condition and probable needs, the 
chart ·of interpretation, Chart I, was used. This chart is an ac
curate description of the scheme actually used. It developed 
through practice and was put in its present form after procedure 
had crystallir.ed into such a course. Acknowledgment must be 
made here, however, of suggestions received, both as to the method 
of work and the form o:f the chart, from the somewhat similar 
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chart published by Courtis. The descriptive terms used are to be 
understood only with reference to the class median, with which 
each score was compared, except in those cases where rat~ and corn
prehern;ion are compared with each other. The scores for each 
pupil in both rate and comprehension were compared with the 
grade medians at the head of the class sheet, and the :findings in 
accordance with the ehart of interpretation were written d<twn in 
the blank space to the right of the name. It is understood, of 
course, that the scores in comprehension were modified at times in 
the minds of the invP-stigators by the internal evidence as described 
in a preceding paragraph. In imch cas~s interpretation was based 
upon what the score should ha~e been, and not as actually written. 

CHART I 

Chart of Interpretation Use d With th e Monro e S il ent Reading T est 

Rate Score Comp. Score 

Very high . . 

2 High 

... Very high ....... Unusua l ability. 
Should probably be promoted . 

. . . Low in comJ)ari- Careless reader. 
son wilh rate. 

3 About class med- Low. Poor comp re hension. 
ian. 

Mod. low. . ..... A~oul cl ass med- Careful reader, somewhat slow. 

5 Low. 

6 Low. 

ta n . 

. . . . . . Nea rl y perfect Slow read er. 
score . 

. . . . Imperf eel sco re .. Poor reading ability. 
Training in word recognit ion and com

prehension. 

7 Very low ........ Very low ........ Pr:ob ably vary poor na tive a bility . 
Perhaps <l'emollon. 

Dwgnosis by Oral Tests To all the readers listed on the clas8 
sheets, save those whose scores in · rate and comprehension were 
very high, the Gray oral tests were given. The single score with 
which the oral sheet is marked was found to be not sufficiently 
discriminating for purposes of diagnosis. This had to be supple
mented by the rate in words per second and by an estimation of 
the pupil's accuracy. In fact, rate and accuracy were found to 
be the most important data. The score does not show whether the 
errors were due to ·ignorance of the words or inaccuracies in the 
nature of insertions, substitutions, or omissions. Besides, it was 
found possible for a poor reader whose ·familiarity with words was 
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not sufficient for him to recognize them speedily enough to read 
for meaning, to mako a score greater than the published standard 
because of his extreme care in calling the words. The accuracy 
was indicated upon the face of the . sheet by the ·number of sub
stitutions, insertions, and omissions. The difficulty in determining 
the rate of an individual pupil ·was in deciding upon what para
graph should be used for his grade. There was not time to make 
accurate investigation; but, in order that the work might proceed, 
a tentative choice was made of paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 for grades 
III, IV, and V, respectively . . These were chosen because in a 
number of cases it was noted that fair or good oral readers among 
those being tested showed a tendency to slow down, or drop, in 
score after these paragraphs were pass~d. The appropriate para
graph was used to determine the rate of a pupil unless his 
for lthe paragraphs immediately preceding or succeeding this 
showed it to be unreliable. 

Charts U, III, and IV show the results of an investigation to 
determine whether this tentative choice of significant paragraphs 
was correct. In the middle of the second term, .oral tests were 
given to thirty-six pupils chosen by their teachers as good readers 
from grades III, IV, and V of schools I, III, and Y. Two pupils 
were chosen from each section of these grades in each of the schools. 
Teachers were asked to furnish readers they considered good, or 
thoroughly satisfactory, but not the unusually fine readers. These 

'charts give t.he number of paragraphs, and under each initial are 
recorded the number of seconds consumed in reading each para
graph and the score made upon it. The approximate number of 
words in each of the first six paragraphs is given. The other 
paragraphs contain as many lines as paragraphs 4, 5, and 6, but 
fewer words. The irregular line drawn across the page marks the 
point at which there was a decided slowing down in rate or . drop 
in score. An examination will reveal that in the third grade this 
line comes abov~ the fourth paragraph in three cases. In most of 
the others it runs bet.ween the fourth and fifth. Since these were 
good readers, the diagram shows that the selection of the fourth 
p~ragraph was a little severe, especially for the 3A pupils. The 
third would have been a more conservative choice. ·The choice of 
the fifth pargaraph as the criterion for the fourth grade pupils 

. seems amply justified by the diagram. The line of division lies 
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below the fifth paragr-aph in every case save one. This one case 
is probably that of a poor reader included in the list of fair or 
good readerR . because ·his reading lessons are well prepared. 
Through such careful and commendable 'preparation he keeps his 
teacher from finding out his weakness. The line across the chart 
for the fifth grade shows that the sixth ;paragraph is an easy test, 
but perhaps rigid enough. Only one of these readers showed a 
perceptible retardation before the eighth. 

C HART II 

Paragraph for Rate M e asure of Third Grade 

Approx- I 
N umber seconds req uired for p aragraphs 

No. by each pupil. 
Para- imate 
graph N umber 3-A Pupils 3-B Pupils 

Words 
PS SM ES SR FM VE JM SR RF KL JC EW 

- --- - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 . .. ,,. ... 50 .. 25 21 20 20 20 15 15 20 20 . 20 15 12 

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 
- - - - - - - - - - - -

2. 50. 20 20 21 20 20 25 15 15 20 20 20 15 
2 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 

- - - - - - - - - - - -
3. 50 .. . .. 25 20 30 20 20 20 16 20 20 20 20 12 

2 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 

35E[ 25 30 4ol25 20 fil[1 
- -

4. 60. · •· 25 15 
3 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 

·-~ 5 ..... 60. 75 35 _!li 70 60 25 30 30 25 30 20 
0 1 0 1 4 2 4 4 4 3 4 

6 . 60. ..... . . 45 40 35 40 30 30 40 25 45 17 
1 0 3 3 2 1 3 1 4 4 

- - - - - - - - - - - -7 . . . 70 40 ... 75 40 35 62 25 40 25 
. . . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
- -· - - - - - - - - - - -

8. .. .. .. . ... 40 55 45 20 
... .... .... .. . . 2 0 .... .. . . 1 3 

The data from the oral test in most cases enabled the investi
gators t.o make a diagnosis of the cause of the reader's condition 
as shown by the silent test, and offered a basis for the prescription 
of remedial treatment. In handling the first class sheets an attempt 
was made to diagnose and prescribe on the basis of the data from 
the silent te~t alone; but in many instances the judgment of the 
investigators was shown to be wrong by the returns of the oral 
test, except in cases six and seven of the chart of interpretation. 
Taking up the cases according to the number given in the chart 
of interpretation (Chart I) the different diagnoses which may be 
made are shown as follows: 

Case 1 The oral test was usually not given; but in those cases 
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CHART Ill 

Paragraph for Rate Measure of Fourth G rade 

No. 
Approx-

imale 

Number second s required for paragrap hs 
by each pupil 

Para- N umber 4-A Pupils 4-B Pupils 
gra11h Words 

KL WEFM DC TM SC MFMI-1 SM BGKP QP 
------------------------

1. ····· 50. IO 30 20 I I 15 4· 4 2 4 4 4 4 
---------------------- - -

2. ..... 50 . 12 25 15 15 JO . .. . 
4 . . .. 4 4 4 4 4 4 

------ ------------------------
3. 50. ... .. . . 15 30 20 20 15 20 15 

4 2 4 4 4 4 4 
----- ---- ----------- - --

4. ...... 60. . ... 20 20 40 1 2~ 23 15 20 15 15 15 25 15 
3 4 I 3 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 tI--------5. .... 60 .. . .... 21 22 70 23 20 25 25 25 20 30 20 
4 4 0 4 4 3 4 4 4 2 4 

--
30 30 20 20 25 20 ~15 6 . 60. .. 17 25 

4 4 4 2 4 4 3 4 I I 4 
-- " " " l"I"" " " -;;-7. ······ · ..... . . ... 20 20 

2 4 3 1 4233124 

8. . ..... .. . . . 25 , 25 . . . . 30 45 20 35 30125 30 35 25 
34 ... 3 1 4343 I 04 - - ---- --- i---9. . ..... . . . .. ~1~1 w ~1w1w ~1w w . ... w I 3 .... 3 I 4 2 0 2 0 ... . 4 

C HART IV 

Paragraph for Rate M easure of Fifth Grade 

N um ber seconds requ ired for paragrap hs 
Approx- by each IJUPi l 

No. imale ·-
Para- Nu mber 5-A Pup ils 5-B Pupil s 
graph Words ----

MDDM BFJD HM SM LVG D G DWM ACR B 
-- -------------------- - -

4. 60. . . ... 16 15 20 20 15 20 20 15 15 15 30 15 
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 

------------------------
5 . ... . . 60. 17 15 20 25 15 20 20 20 20 30 25 30 

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
-- -------------------- --

6 .. ..... 60 ... 20 20 17 15 20 25 20 20 20 30 25 20 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 

------------ ----
2~ 3~ Pf --

7. ···· · ·· 15 25 20 20 15 25 20 20 20 
4 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

~----- "25123 - -8. ···· · · ·· · 20 33 20 30 20 30 40 30 30 
2 2 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 I 2 

-- ,, ""'"'" - ------
9. 35 25 25 50 25 20 

3 0 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 - --- .------------
10 . . 30 30 35 30 20 40 30 25 50 25 30 

3 2 .... 3 3 3 2 I 2 3 0 3 
-- -- --

""~ 
------L_ --

II . . . . . .... 35 25 40 20 30 90 35 
I I 3 0 I I 2 I 0 0 

----- ------
12 . .... . . 35 

0 
35 . . 40 40 40 40 

J 1 .. . 0 0 0 0 
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where it was given it showed, as was to be ' expected, that the oral 
rate is 'always high. 

Oa8e 2 A high oral rate shows that the pupil is a word caller 
and needs training in comprehension. A low oral rate shows that 
the pupil hurried over in silence a great deal that he was really 
unable to read. 'l'raining in word recognition is shown to be the 
first need. Frequently the oral sheet shows a great deal of in
aecuracy, which calls for. training to counteract it. In the more 
prominent instances of Cl}Se 2 a marked lack of intelligence is 
suspected. · 

Case 8 A fair or high oral rate here shows that the trouble is . 
merely . in interpretatibn, and training in comprehension is needed. 
A low oral rate shows that· so much of. the energy goes into word 
recognition that there is little left for comprehension. Training 
in word recognition, then, is the first thing necessary. 

Case .4 If the oral rate is fair or high, training in rapid silent 
reading is called for. Frequently the oral rate is low, and this 
il;dicates the need 'Of training in ·word recognition to increase the. 
speed. 

Case 5 As case ! above; the two cases are really one, with a 
difference in degree. In the claf:ls sheets made toward the last, no 
distinction was made between them, but the pupil was merely 
designated a~ a slow, careful reader .. 

Ca..~p, 6 The majority of such cases show low or.al rate and score, 
calling for a fundamental training in word recognition. If the 

. oral rah~ is fair, Yery weak interpretation is indicated, with the 
inost elemental training in meanings needed. 

Case 7 This case always shows a low oral rate and oral score. 
In the case<J just described the function of the oral score was 

not shown, and yet. it aided in the diagnosis in conjunction with 
the rate. Usually rate and score were in proportion to each other; 
but when they were not in proportion, an explanation was sought 
by an examination of the oral sheet. A low score. with a fair 
oral rate niight mean merely· oral inaccuracy; or it might mean 
that the pupil reads rapidly, calling correctly the words that he 
knows, but pm;sing over with the barest attempt at pronunciation 
the words he is ignorant of. The :first case above. would need chiefly 
training in the careful inspection of words, while the second caSe 
would need training in word structure. A high score with a low 
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oral rate would indicate great. oral accuracy, but need of such a 
training in word structure as waulcl give quiek recognition and 
an increa1<ed reading vocabulary. In practice, no diagnosis ·wa:s 
made without careful examination of the oral sheet. An oral rate 
below 2 words per second was usually considered low; a rate above 
2.3 words per second, fair; and a rate over 3 words per second; 
high. 

In order that the diagnosis may be understood more fully by 
the reader, a diagnostic chart, Chart V, is p-resented. This chart 
gives in less detail the description that has preceded, showing both 
the diagnosis of the difficulty and the .general character of the 
remedial. work that such a diagnosis suggests. 

CHART V. 

Diagnostic Chart Used With the Monroe Sil e nt Reading T est and th e G ray O ra l 
R eading T est 

Silent R nte I Com m ch en- Oral Rate 
Sl0 11 

- ----·--- ------ ---------~--------------

Very htg h .. Very hi g h. I-ligh (a lways) Unus ua l a bility. 
Should p rob ab ly be p rom o ted. 

-------1-------1----------------- -------
:! Hi g h. 

3 H igh . . 

4 Mod. low":" .. 

5 Mod . low. 

6 Abo ut class 
m edia n. 

7 A bout class 
m edi a n . 

8 Low . 

9 L ow. 

Low iri com-
p ~ rison 
with rate. 

Low i_n com-
pa rison 
wit h rate. 

H igh . 

Low. 

C a reless reaclcr. 
Tra ining in accu racy. 

Hu rried in sil ent test over a great dea l 
he was rea lly un a ble lo read . T ra inin g 

in word recogn iti o n fi rs t. Also in 
accuracy. 

1------1------1--·-
Fa ir or hi gh . Cn refu l reader. so m cwh !=!. l slow 

P erh a ps a t ra inin g in sil en t speed. 
About class 

m ed ia n . 

About class 
m edi a n . 

Low. Ca reful t,rn t slow rea der d ue lo faully 
word recogn itio n . 

Tra ining in word recognitio n. !'r.) 
·---1------1-------

Low. 

Low . 

Fa ir o r hig h . Poor como rehe ns ion. ' 
Tra ining in comprehe nsio n . 

. P.oo r comp rehe nsio n. as energy goes into 
word recogn i Lio n . ,. 

Training in wo rd recognitio n . r"9' 

Low . 

, _____ _ 
Nearl y per- F air or hi gh .. Slow sil ent re::i dcr . 

fee l sco re. T ra ining in sil ~n l speed a nd qui ck in ter-
pre ta tio n . 

. Nearly per- Low . S lo w reader . 
fee l score. Tra ining in word recognitio n . 

10 Low. ------ -i-1-m pcrfee t F a ir or hi gh P oor comprehen, ion . 
score. (r are) Ca reful tra ining in co mprehension . 

-------1----- -- ·-----·-----·--------- --
11 Low .. 

12 Very lo w. 

I m per fcct Low. . Poor rea ding a bility. F und a m enta l 
sco re. tra ining in word recognition . 

. Very low 
na tive a bility . Fundam ental train
ing in word r ecoQnitio il, or ungraded 

. . . llLow (always) Poor readin a a bility. . Usua lly poor 

· room , or dem o tion . 
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CHA RT VI 

Classes of Readers 

Silent Ra te ComJ?rchen- Ora l Rate 
s10n 

------------------!--------------

.... R ead ers of unusua l ability. 
Should probably be promoted . 

1 V cry high ... High index . . 

------------- -------!---------------
2 High or 

median . 
High index .. . Sa lisfac tory readers. 

----------------- -------·---------
3 Medi an, high, Low index ... !?air or high .. Poor in co m prehe nsion. 

or low. T raining in accuracy of interpre tation 
needed . 

4 M edi an, high, Low index ... Low. 
or low. 

. Poor in comprehension because of poor 
word mas tery. 

5 Below 
median. 

High index. 

Tra ining in word recognition needed . 

F~ir or high .. Slow reader. Slow rate due lo slow 
eye habits, or s low assimilati ve 
power, or over-care fulness. Training 
in s ilent speed and quick inter
pre ta tion needed. 

------ ----- ------ ------------------
6 B elow 

m edian. 
High index. Low . .. . Slow reader. Slow ra te due to poor 

word mastery. 
Training in word recognition needed. 

The similarity of diagnosis and remedial treatment indicated in 
several cases of. the diagnostic chart suggests that the types of 
readers Rhown by the tests ma:v be grouped into a few classes. This 
has been done in Chart VI, which is labeled "Classes of Readers" 
to distinguish it from the fuller diagnostic chart actually used in 
the work of diagnosis and . prescription. To this chart has been 
added that class of readers whose scores cluster about or are above 
the median-- -readers who do not show on the other charts, anrl 
to whom in this investigation no oral tests were given. This class 
is numbered two, and is, of course, the most numerous of all. 
Together with class one, it includes all the readers whose ability 
as shown by the tests i.s satisfactory. The last four classes com
prise those for whom remedial treatment was attempted. In this 
chart the term index of comprehension is used to indicate the com
parison between the score in comprehension and the score in rate, 
or the proportion which the number of answers that were correct 
bears to the number attempted. 

Tests for Perceptual Span In addition to the silent and oral 
tests, a test for perceptual span was given to the selected readers 
.of the two schools whose class sheets were prepared first. This 
was done by means of a stereopticon lantern fitted with a photo
graphic Rhutter which, was timed for an exposure of one-fifth of 
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a second. The test was conducted in a partially darkened room. 
The pupils were grouped in easy seeing distance before a: white 
canvas, upon which were fl.ashed in order sixteen phrases and sen
tences made up of words which any third grade pupil should know. 
~he general charac~r of the phrases may be seen in· the samples 
which follow: 

Pick flowers. 
One of my chicks is lost. 
The man can run :fast. 
Swim and play. 
They bow to the wind. 
The ark is ready. . 
They keep step a_s they march. 

After each exposure the children were given sufficient time to 
write on a sheet of paper the words they saw. These sheets were 
examined for the (a) percentage of words read correctly; (b) the 
number of lines missed entirely; and ( c) the greatest number of 
words read in a liJ!€. Table VII shows these data for the pupils 
of the fourth and fifth grades of one school. The names have been 
arranged in the order of their oral rate. An examination of this 
table shows in each grade il tendency toward improvement with 
increased oral rate both in percentage of words read correctly and 
the greatest number. of words read at an exposure. However, there 
are notable differences that do not tally with the rate or oral 
score-that is, differences which cannot be explained by different 
degrees of familiarity with language forms. These, as pointed out 
by Gray ( 12) , may he due to differences in the organization of 
the nen;ous system, in the level of attention at which the subjects 
worked, or in the kind of training they had received in reading. 
'rhe only training which has ever been used successfully to increase 
span of attention, other than ordinary practice in reading silently, 
is the short exposure method. As was shown in an. earlier section 
this succeded in Gray's experiment with third and fourth grade 
children. The only change in remedial measures then effected bv 
the test for the span of perception would be the use or omission 
of flash card practice. After consideration, the investigators de
cided to prescribe flash card practice for all pupils whose oral 
reading was shown to be poor. This decision, which rendered un
necessary the continuation of the investigation of perception, was 
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made because the time which could be given to the work of diag
nosis was limited. 

'fABLE VII 

Span of Perception 

Pupils Rate Score 
Per Cent Exposures 

Words M;ssed 
Read 

Greatest 
Number 
Words 
Read 

--·----·----1---- --------- 1-----1----
GRADE IV 

W . v . ------------------------- 1.3 14 16 10 2 
w. J. ---------------- ------ -- 1.4 37 23 3 3 
L . J . ----------------------- -- 1.6 42 33 4 3 
R. c. ---... ------------ ------ --- 2.0 40 41 2 3 
w. A. ----------------------- - 2.1 31 48 2 4 
N. M. ---- - - - -------- - --------- 2.4 37 10 11 1 
G. P. ------ ---------- -- -- -- --- 2 .5 67 51 1 4 
c. I. ------------- -------- ----- 2.7 49 25 8 4 
L. B. ----------------------- - 2 .7 55 42 2 4 
Y. } ' . ------ - -- - -- -- ---- ------- 3 .0 49 28 8 3 
P. o. --- ----- ---------- ------ 3 .0 64 54 4 5 

GRADE v 
M. E . - ----- -- - - -- - -- -- - ---- -- 1. 7 39 22 7 2 
B. w . ---------- ----- ------ --- 1.8 11 34 0 3 
G. M. ------------------------- 1.9 39 44 0 4 
c. E . - -------- -- ------- -- ----- 2 .0 12 33 1 2 
A. M. -- --- --- - --------------- 2.0 50 39 2 4 
M. J. --- --------------- ------- 2.0 51 28 3 3 
s. A. - ----- ----- -- --- -- -- -- --- 2 .2 50 39 3 4 
s. H. - ----------------------- - 2.3 51 48 0 4 
J. P . ------------------- -- - --- 2.4 32 48 1 4 
H. J. ------- --------------- --- 2.5 47 16 8 2 
w. E . ----- -- ---- --- ----------- 2. 7 60 48 0 3 
R . M. - ------- - --- ------ -- -- -- - 3.0 45 47 0 4 
D. E. ------------------------ - 3 .0 63 43 3 4 

Tests of Eye-m01•ements Tests were made of the eye-movements 
of the poor reaclers at one of the schools. These tests were made 
by means of a mirror held in front of the eyes of the pupil while 
he read a chosen p11ragraph of matter appropriate to his grade. 
Looking at the reflection of the subject's eyes in the mirror, the. 
examiner counted the eye pauses in each line, estimated the length 
of thr pau!"es as long, short; or average, counted the number. of 
regressive movements, and estimated the length of the regressive 
movements. These data for each line were recorded upon a sheet 
with the pupil\: name and grad~ and the selection chosen. The 
young lady who made the observations went through .a consider
abfo period of practice to prepare herself for accurate work. It 
was intended to make such examinations of some of the poor read
ers in every school, but the work of examining was unavoidably 
retarcled, and the returns from this first school were not received 
in time to be used in the diagnosis. However, to show the aid 
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that may be given to individual analysis in some cases, the eye
movement records of tivo pupils are discussed. Chart VII shows 
the records of two pupils taken from the class sheet, together with 
the medians of their respeeti ve grades. The explanation of the 
class sheet is given in the description of Chart VIII. 

C HART VII 

Class S heet Records of A. I. and D . L. 

G rade Ra te Com p. Oral Span In lcrp re la lion- Suggestions 

-----11-----------1--~---------

c 1ass median. 
A. I ., .. 

I V 
413 

67 
44 

10. 6 47 
6.9 1. 6 

24 
. 18 Slow re ader . Nervous. Q. P. 
I 0 E yes? Much hom e prac tice. 

Close in spection . \.Vord struc
ture. 

--------- --------------------
Class med ian. . V 
D. L. 5A 

76 
67 

16 
11 

48 
3 

68 
. 80 Slow reader. Tra ining in speed. 
0 May be due to exlrem ~ care. 

An examination of A. L's oral rate shows that her poor silent 
rate is due to faulty word recognition. This diagnosis is further 
confirmed by the very low percentage of words read in the test for 
~pan of perception, though '.;he ten exposures missed entirely sug
gested that her eyesight might not be good. No further effort at 
diagnosis was needed in this ease. Her eye-movement record sheet 
merely confirms the diagnosis by showing an average of 9.7 pauses 
per line and eleven regressive movements to ten lines. On the 
other hand, an examination of D. L.'s oral rate and score is 
baffling to one seeki11g an explanation of her low. rate of 67 in 
comparison with a cfa~s median of 76. Her oral rate and score are 
unusually good, with the score considerably above the standard 
for her class. The record for the span of perception is at one 

· with the oral record in indicating that D. L. does not suffer in 
the least in respect to word recognition. It was thought that per
haps her silent .reading rate was an accident, but careful observa
tion of her during silent speed drills of the class showed that she 
was regularly slower than half the class. The mystery is solved 
in the record of her eye-movements. '11his shows that she has a 
little over six pauses to the line and averages on'e regressive move-. 
ment to each line, never making more than two. A good reader 
in the fifth grade, one whose·r.ye habits show the develop~ep.t that 
might be expected. for that grade, ought not to have as many as 
six pauses to the line. Her ten regressive movements in ten lineo 
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are more th:in any other reader of the twenty-six showed, except 
A. I.; and this in spite of the fact that D. L. was a better reader 
both silently and orally than the twenty-five others. The .number 
of pauses she makes to the line indicates that she carries over some
thing of her oral habit into her silent practice. Just why she 
shouid make so many regressive movements is hard to explain. 
Perhaps she acquired the habit in oral reading, when the eye has 
plenty of time to make a regressive movement while waiting on 
the voice, or perhaps it is a habit induced by a natural slowness 

·of interpretation or by the desire to be extremely careful. It 
would .perhaps help in her case to explain the matter to her, and 
get her to do a great deal of silent reading of easy, interestin~; 

material with as much speed as possi~le. 
Class Ghnrts Chart VIII shows the class sheet made out for 

the fourth grade whose rncords in the test, for perceptual span are 
shown in table VII. This sheet is of the same arrangement as 
all the class sheets, save that the column for the span of 'percep-

. tion is blank on the sheets of those schools where the test was not 
given. The age of the pupil in years is placed at the right of 
the name. 4A in the grade column means the low fourth grade, 
while 4B refers to the high fourth. The next two columns con
tain the scorefl made in the silent test. In the oral column the 
upper figure is the rate in words per second, and the lower is the 
score. On the line for elass median, the oral score is the standard · 
published for that grade. In the span column the top figures 
mark the percentages of words correct; the middle, the number of 
exposures in . which no word was read; and the bottom, the greatest 
number of words read in any one exposure. 

This sheet is shown with crudities in it, because it shows the 
early method of procedure. In the column for interpretation and 
suggestions, the first line was written after examining the returns 
from the silent test before the oral and perception tests were given. 
'fhe second and third lines contain the clearer diagnosis and sug
gei;;ted remedial procedure after examining th.e evidence of the 
oral and perception tests. In class sheets made out later in the · 
investigation, only the interpretation of the pupil's reading ability 
was written after examination of the silent test paper. No effort 
at diagnosis or prescription was made ·until after the oral test. 
Q. P. meant quick perception to the investigators, an'd stands for 
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CHART VIII 

Class Sheet Fourth Grade 

Names Grade Rate Comp. Oral Span Interpreta tion- Suggestions 

------ ---------------1--------------
Class median . . 4 54 8.6 47 
-------1----------------1---------------

10 
c. I. ....... . 4A 31 2 . 7 

2. 7 .25 
49 8 

4 

Poor ability. Tr. in recog . and 
comp. 

Tr. in speed and comp. in silent 
reading. Q. P. or eyes. Close 
inspection. 

------'--'----------------1---------------
10 

W.J . . ... . . 4A 31 

------
10 

D.W. .. 4A 37 
---

10 
N. M. .. 4A 44 

1.4 .23 
3. 9 37 3 

3 

------
5.0 ... . . . . 

------
2.4 .10 

4.2 37 11 
1 

Poor ability. Tr. in recog. and 
co mp. 

Close inspection . Word structure. 
Q. P. 

Slow reader. 
speed. 

Tr. in recog. or 

Poor ability . Tr. in recog. and 
comp . 

Slow - in recog. Miscal!s words, 
sometimes destroying sense. 
Q. P. or eyes . Close inspection. 

-------1--- --- ------ ----1---------------

L.B . .. ..... . 4A 37 5.3 
2. 7 .42 

55 2 
4 

Slow reader. Tr. in recog. or 
speed. 

Speed and quick interpretation in 
silent. ------ ---------______ , _____________ _ 

9 
O. M. .. 4A 3 1 5.3 ... . . 

Slow reader. 
speed. 

Tr. in rccog . or 

_______ , ___ --------------- ----- -------
10 

w.v. . . . . . . . 4A 31 5.3 

------
10 

Y. F ....... 4B 37 5.4 

------
11 

W .A .. . .. 4A 44 5.5 

------
9 

P. C ... 4B 44 6. 7 

1. 3 .16 Slow reader. Tr. in recog. or 
14 10 speed. 

---
3 

49 

---
2.1 

31 

---
3 

2 

.28 
8 
3 

.48 
48 

4 

Slow and inaccurate recog Sub
jective. Eyes Close inspectwn. 
Word structure. 

Slow reader. Tr. in rccog . or 
speed. 

Reads rapidly orally. Needs some 
training m word structure. 
Speed and quick interpret ation. 
Eyes. 

Poor ability . Tr. in recog. and 
comp . 

Tr. in word structure a nd accura te 
recog. 

. 54 Slow reader. Tr. in recog. or 
·4 speed. 
5 Speed in silent. 

------ ---------------1--------------

R. c . ... . . .. . 4B 7. 1 2 
. 41 Poor comp. 

2 Word s tructure . Close inspection. 54 
40 3 Breathing. 

------ ---------------1--------------
G. P. 4A 54 

2.5 .53 Poor comp. 
7. I 67 1 Oral shows up well. 

4 
------------------·---1.--------------

L. I .... . . 4A 44 8.2 
1. 6 

42 

. 33 
4 
3 

Slow careful reader. Tr. in recog . 
~ or speed. 

Word structure and qmck recog. 
Practice . Naturally slow. 
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training by means of short exposu;re methods, prescribed when the 
data of the perception test seemed to warrant it. This was omit
ted from later sheets. Eyes m~ans that the teacher should con
&ider the advisability of having the pupil's eyes examined. This 
was suggeste'd when a large number . of exposures was missed en
tirely in the perception test, or when indications cif eye trouble 
were noted during the oral test. Close inspection and accurate 
recognition stand for training in the careful inspection of word:i 
before pronouncing them. Such training was prescribed for tMse 
pupils whose oral ·sheets showed a good deal of inaccuracy. 

An examination of one or two individual cases shows the in
creased clarity of understanding gained from the oral test. In the 
case of C. I. the interpretation from the silent test is "poor ability," 
with a suggestion · of training in word recognition and compre
hension. In the oral test she .made such a good showing it was 
seen that she needed no special training in word recognition, but 
training in speed of silent reading. How~ver; since her oral sheet 
showed a number of inaccuracies, she ·was marked for training in 
the careful inspection oi' words. Since she missed eight exposures 
i.:i the perception test entirely, it was thought that her vision Wllt· 

not good, or that she "was badly in need of training with short
exposure methods. In the case of R. 0., the silent reading test 
showed poor comprehension. The oral reading test .showed that his 
poor comprehension was perhaps due to the fact that he read. slowly 
and inaccurately; consequently, he was marked for training in 
wo~d structure and the careful inspection of words. The oral 
ex~mincr noted on the test paper that he seemed to have troub~c 
with breathing during oral reading. 

Instruction to Teachers 

Rirnedial Charts Chart IX is the remedial sheet for this same 
fourth grade . . Such sheets, made fr,om the data of the dass sheet, 
were compiled for every grade and given to the principal of the 
~chool in question with · the &uggEstjon that he arrange for sue'h 
traiJJing for the pupils as was indicated upon the remedial sheet. 
To the right of each name, the oral rate is given, and Q. P. marked 
if short exposure training was deemed necessary. . Any other in 
drvidual comments were put ·here also. The second and third 
groups were both intended for training in word structure; the 
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"intensive training" group, for fundamental training in phonic~. 
won~ structure and form; the "increased vocabulary" group, for 
a lesi:: fundamental training in phonics, word structure and form, 
w!fo the purpose of . increasing immediately their reading vocab
ulary. Decision as to which group a pupil should be placed in 
was usually based upon his oral rate. ,If the rate was below f3 
words per second he was placed in the first group, unless his 
oral score was comparatively high or .some other evidence showed 
that he did not need the more fundamental training. For. in
stance, L. I. was placed in the "increased vocabulary" group in 
tipite of his low rate of i.6 because his oral reading showed to the 
examiner that he understood well how to work out -a new word. 
Hi£ difficulty seemed to be a lack of practice, and, therefore, an 
inadequate reading vocabulary of instant recognition. 

CHA RT IX 

Remedial S heet- Fourth Grade 

Eyes Examine d: 
C. !. , N. M., W. V ., Y. F. 

lntensiv e Training in Word Structure : 
W. J .- 1- 4 Q - P.: W. V.- 1-3 Q. P. 

Increased Vocabulary: 
N. -M.- 2.4 Q. p_ 
Y. F .-3. 
W.A.- 2.1 

· L. l.- 1- 6 Q_ P. (Prac tice) 
R C.- 2. (13rcathing) 
L. W.- Q. P. (Practice) 

Training in Accurate Recognition: 
C- l.- 2 . 7 Q. p_ N. M. , W . A., W. J_ 
W .V.,R C. 

Training in Accuracy of Inte rpre tation : 
C. L , W . J ., W. A., R. C. , G. P. 

Training in S ilen't Spee d und Qui c k Ihtc rpretation: 
_ L. B.- 2. 7 Y. F.-3 . 

P. C.- 3. 

Typ1•s of Trainin,q Sug,qested -The first passage following, 
brnded Remedial Practices, is the description of the types of train- -
ing to be used with the children of the various groups given on 
the ren1edial sheet. Many of the mP.thods suggested have been 
used by teachers in regular work. Most of them have been men
tioned by others who have attempted special training of poor read
ers. Typewritten copies of this, together with the remedial sheets 
for their schools, were giveri to the principals in sufficient number 
ior each of the teachers who would be engaged in the remedial work 
that was to be organized to have a copy. At the same time, 
it was explained to the principals that the needs of the pupils as 
shown on_ the remedial sheet were t-o be modified, perhaps, and 
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supplemented in the light of the full personal knowledge that the 
teachers had of their pupils. It was recognized that there were 
certain to be instances . where, in either the silent or the oral test, 
th•. pupil would not show his true ability. It was evident that in 
some cases a second silent test should have been given, but this 
was precluded by lack of time. If the showing of the silent 'test 
had been untrue, the teacher would be able to know it :from ht!r 
intimate knowledge of the pupil's work. It was also explalned 
that it would be better for the special training to be organized in 
small groups. This delivery of remedial sheets and instruction& 
was followed in a little more than a week by a letter to each cf 
the teachers chosen by the principals. The letter, which appears 
in the second passage, will explain itself. 

Remedial Pract-ices 

I It1.t'ensive training in word structure 
Give training in phonics and word analysis. Train the pupil 

lo work out unknown words syllable by syllable. As much prac
tice ·in oral re~ding both at home and school as possible. 
JI Increased vocabulary 

This is training in word structure also, but a less fundamental 
type is needed. Train in the power to work out a new word. 
Mr.ke lists of .words which pupils do not recognize immediately, 
for training in ready recognition and comprehension., These lists 
shoul.d be typewritten and frequently practiced upon by the pupil. 
Af. much practice in oral reading as possible. 

TII Trainin,q in acmirate recognition 
Urge a close insper.tion of words before pronouncing them. Keep 

the thought of the selection uppermost, so that the pupil will feel 
the meaning-destroying effect of substitutions, insertions, and omis
sion!<. This can be done by close questioning. 

Let the group read competitively, counting the number of errors 
i.n ·a given amount of matter. Let pupils read until an error is 
made, to see how many lines can be read perfectly. 

Use the "looking ahead" device described under VI. At the 
beginning of this type of training count the number of errors, in
cluding repetitions, made in reading a given passage. After two 
or three weeks, have the same passage read as a test of the success 

· of the training. · 
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l 1' Differentiation of words 
'l'his should be used in both cases I and III, that is for pupils 

who are being trained in the analysis of words and in accurate 
recognition. Typewritten lists of words like the following, com
piled from the act1ial mistakes of children who confuse similar 
words and miscall syllables should · be studied and practiced upon 
for immediate differentiation: 

that· even lying ' fo:.h 
what very "uying fishing 
when these quite road 
then those quiet roads 
how foey tired from 
who their triefl for 
them T~OW certain etc. 
i:here know r • trtain 
every close farmer 
I'ever chose farming 

r ·. Trainin_q in .. quick perception, Q. P. 
These are methods to widen the perceptual' span and quicken 

the r1?cog11ition of familiar words : 

1. See that the book is held · far enough away from the eyes 
for them to take in sevetal words at a glance. 

2. Eliminate all place~keeping devices. -
3. Short exposure methods:· Make flash cards by pasting on 

small cards phrases cut from current printed matter. Arouse com
petition among the pupils to see how many can get the phrase at 
a flash, 0r how many flashes are necessary for the recognition o.f 
the phrase. Small car<ls can be held . Close to the group. Larn·« · 
card;:: containing phrases cut from advertisements, handbills, etc., 
may be flashed upon a larger group at a greater distance. 

\Vords written on the b~ackboard and covered, may be uncovereil 
for a fraction of a second. 

VI Trainin[J in Accuracy of interpretation 
1. Reading carefully, emphasizing the elements upon which 

meaning depends; e. g., topic sentence, r~lational words, and effect . 
of different rihrases and clauses. This is to be oral with question& 
au<l instructions by the teacher . . 

2. Reading compAtitively in silence to answer definite questions, 
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or to tell everything in the passage. Searching for essential points 
in any subject. 

3. Making the phrase the unit of meaning. (a) Have group 
pick ont the meaningful phrases in matter under discussion. Ha,ve 
matter read properly, showing the grouping of the words in the 
phrase by means of the voice. (b) In oral reading have pupil 
look ahead to be sure that he can read through the next meaningful 
group of words before uttering them. 

4. Building a background of meaning. An intensive study of 
word and phrase; of pre.fixes, suffixes, roots, synonyms, and equiv
alent idiomatic phrases. This is somewhat the same method as 
that described under II, but the emphasis here is upon meaning 
rather than recognition. 

'fhesc methods will not all be used perhaps with any group, nor 
with every individual in the group. The method, or methods, to 
be used must be chosen by the teacher with reference to the needs 
of the group, and only the teacher who works with them daily is 
rnpable of choosing. Perhaps the methods most used will be num
bers 1 and 2, with number 2 the most common. Some individual 
pupils, however, willneed the prescriptions of numbers 3 and 4. 

VII Silent spelld and quick interpretatio~drills 
1. Short selections to be read in a given time, or read competi

tively to see how soon they can be finished. ';l'hese should be timed 
to the second, and _the rates of the different pupils made known. 
Questions must be asked or reproduction demanded to insure 
t!1ought concentration. 'l'his should sometimes be written, some-
times 0ral. . 

2. Longer selections to be read rapidly for the story or to .find 
a cerfain number of interesting facts. 

VIII Type of material 
All the exercises preceding require interesting material well 

withi11 the comprehension of the pupils. This may be found in 
the grade readers, supplementary readers, readers of a lower grade, 
geography reailers, histories, easy hygiene texts, or children's story 
books. Whatever is used, it must be carefully selected beforehand. 
To depend upon the inspiration of the moment to choose the prac
tice matter will seriously endanger the success of the work. The 
selection of the material is one or the most difficult and essential 
phases of the teacher's remedial efforts. 
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In the training for comprehension a somewhat more difficult 
material, though no 1ess interesting, may be used. 

IX Ontside reading 
The pupil who reads only his school books will never learn to 

read. The more home reading the group does, either for pure 
pleasure or under the stimulus of ambition to learn to read, the 

. more bountifully will the teacher's efforts at training be rewarded. 
Everything possible should be done to induce home reading. A 
room library made up of the books owned by individual pupils, a 
group library', a book lent by some other pupil, or selected out of 
the school library-these, together with interesting short stories, 
may help. 

X l!'athers and mothers 
The teacher should not fail to tell the parents what she is trying 

tO do for the pupil. They will appreciate it, and with a little 
advice on her part they may help. Many will be glad to buy 
suitable reading matter. 

She should find out whether the parents read to the pupil. If 
they do, the teacher should insist that suc;b. a practice be stopped 
by showing them the damage they are doing their child. 

LETTER TO TEACHERS 

Additional Suggestions as to the Remedwl Work in Reading. 

The tw.o groups in word study were divided on the basis of rate. 
The slower ones were grouped under the heading, "Intensive Train
ing in Word Structure/' and the faster readers under "Increased 
V oeabulary ." 

As the heading of the group indicates, the pupils in the increased 
vocabulary group need an increased reading vocabulary, for they 
have not mastered certain words which appear in their regular 
grade reading. Few of them will need much training in phonics 
and word analysis over what is regularly given in their class. Some 
of them need only a great deal of practice in both oral and silent 
reading for greater familiarity with words and quicker recognition. 

Both of these groups should be given practice in quick percep
tion, whether their names hii.ve the letters "Q. P." after them or not. 

Both of these groups should also be given training in compre
hension by one or more of the methods described under VI on the . 
sheets describing remedial practices. They should also be given 
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training in silent speed and quick interpretation. The pupils who 
were listed in the group for accuracy of interpretation were -those 
who8e achieYement in comprehension fell noticeably below their 
achievement in rate; and the pupils placed in the group for 
training in silent speed were those whose silent rate seemed much 
slower than their oral rate warranted. However, all of the chil
dren whose achievements in reading are poor because of slow or 
imperfect word recognition, certainly need both types of training 
in silent reading-that is, training in comprehension and in speed. 

If the teacher is· conducting regular silent reading lessons for 
the whole class, these regular exercises may afford sufficient practice 
for the special group. However, the very slow readers should 
have easier material than the regular grade reading. Pupils can
not receive much benefit from practice in comprehension and silent 
speed when so much of their energy must go into the work of word 
recognition. In most cases a reader for a lower grade will be 
more suitable for their silent practice than their own reader. 

In a few individual cases difficult breathing was noted on the 
sheet. This noticeable· breathing may be due to an extra effort 
on the child's part to recognize the words, and in such a case will 
perhaps disappear with greater familiarity with words. In all of 
these cases, however, it will be well to give traini:ng in proper 
breathing. This may be done very much as the vocal teacher does 
it, by marking· in the paragraph to be read certain natural pauses 
and directing the pupil to breath at the points marked. This con
nects breathing directly with interpretatiOn. 

I hope that each teacher will keep a record of the types of train
ing she uses and the time given to them. This will enable us to 
'pick out the methods of procedure that were .most helpful. The 
pupils should be tested, after the special training has been given 
for two or three weeks, to see if it is beginning to be successfol. 
I shall try to get some of the W. S. Gray oral sheets for testing 
in oral accuracy and rate. With a half hour's study any teacher 
can use these ~asily. The speed and comprehension drills given in 
silent reading will in themselves pi:obably give the teacher sufficient 
evidence of their effectiveness. 

(Signed) s. M. LLOYD. 



CHAPTER V . 

REMEDIAL TRAINING 

Before the examination of the groups of pupils who received 
special training is taken up it should be. explained that the work 
was of briefer duration than was desired, The work of diagnosis 
and prescription required a great deal of time, especially since the 
technique had to be developed. Besides, circumstances over which 
the investigators had no control thre~ them almost a month later 
than they otherwise would have been in taking up this work. Just 
as the results of the analysis were placed in the

1 
hands of the prin

cipals, all the schools in the city were engaged in preparation for 
an open air fete tO be presented by each school. This absorbed 
the extra t.ime and energy of the teachers, and, for the most part, 
the groups wP-re not well organized until after this fete was over. 
Most of the groups received not more than four weeks of training 
before the May test was given. In those cases where the training 
extended _over a longer period, that fact is indicated in the de
scription. 

In the discussions which follow, comparison~ are made by the 
scores in 'compreheusion usually, and the improvement in individ
uals and groups is regularly computed upon the . comprehension 
scores. This is done not only because comprehension is the chief 
desideratum in reading, but becaYse the score in comprehension 
embraces also the rate. Rate in the Monroe test papers is merely 
an expression of quantity, and that quantity is shown just as well 
by the mounting score in comprehension. The only cases where 
attention needs to be given to the rate score are those cases in 
which there i3 a notable discrepancy between the quantity a pupil's 
eyes passed over afl shown in the rate score and the quantity he 
actually read as shown in the comprehension score. Such of these 
cases. either individual or group, as deserve it are given mention 
in the clescriptions which follow. In order that the explanation 
just given may be clear and that data may be at hand for refer
ence if it is desired to look into the meaning of certain scores, 
the scheme of rate and comp~ehension for the test papers for the 
third, fourth, and fifth grades used in the May test is given in 
Table VIII. A pupil is given the full rate value for every · exer
cise he passes over_, but is given the ·comprehension values only for 
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those whose questions he answers correctly. The sum of the dif
ferent values allowed him in rate make his rate score, and a simi
lar sum his comprehension score. 

TABLE VIII 

Scoring Sche me o f Test 1, Form 2 

9 ........ . . • . 
9 . . 
6 .. 
7 ...... . ... • . 
5 . . 
5 . . ... . . .... . 

11. . 
9 .. 
8 ... 

R a le Value 

7. . . . . .. .. . . . . 
14 . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... . . . . 
5 .. ·· ·· ·· ··· · · · · ······ · · · ·· · ···· · · 
8 .... .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . ... . 

I O ... . . .. .. . . . . . . .......... . .. .. . . 
IO .... .... . . . . . . .. ... . ..... . ,, . . . .. .. .. . . . . . 

Exercises 

N o. 1 
No. 2 
No . 3 
No . 4 
N o. 5 
No. 6 

o. 7 
N o. 8 
No. 9 
No. 10 
No. 11 
No. 12 
No. 13 
N o. 14 
N o. 15 

. Special Groups in the Third Grade 

Comprehension 
Value 

I. 1 
I. 1 
1. 3 
1. 4 
I. 4 
I. 5 
I. 7 
I. 8 
2.3 
2 . 1 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.8 
3.5 

School I The number of pupils listed for special attention in 
the 3B grade at School I was twelve. Miss A, the teacher, was; 
urged to take about four of them for special training; but, since 
they were all in her room and she felt responsible for the reading
advanrement of all, she was unwilling to limit her efforts to a few, 
and undertook to giYe special training to all of the twelve. Ac
cording to her description of the method used, she divided her 
entire grade into three sections, having this group, the C section, 
recite the regular reading lesi;on after the others had finished and'. 
had been put at other work. She gave regular instruction to the 
entire class in phonics and syllabication at the beginning of the. 
reading period. When the C section was called she intensified and . 
elaborated this instruction. She used the suggested scheme of 
differentiation of words with the special class, giving particular· 
dten tion to those who needed it most. Together with this prac
tice in differentiation, she emphasized the spelli-p.g of common 
words, and was rewarded by seeing the composition work of the: 
members of the group become as good in spelling as that of the 
best pupils in the room. Silent exercises in comprehension were
used several times a week for the entire class. When the testil'.g 
was oral, as it usually was, she used the easier passages with those 
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of the ~pecial group who were weak in interpretation. No defi
nite speed drills were used. After about half of the special train
ing period had passed, the impro'vement of some of the group was· 
so satisfactory that she placed them in the B section. The special 
pupile. were kept supplied with easy and interesting books from 
the library during the last half of the period of remedial training. 
Surh books in sufficient number were not available during the first 
three wee·ks of the training period. She was careful to talk to 
thl' parents about the ehildren; and in several cases she stopped the 
practice of reading to them. Miss A felt that the common knowl
edge of parent and child as to the child's weakness, and the dis
continuance of reading to the child in those cases where the prac
tice existed, were great .aids in the child's improvement. 

Table IX gives the results of her work with the ten pupils who 
were present at the May test. The second column shows the type 

TABLE IX 

Improv e me nt of 3B Grou p- Miss A 

Janu ary M ay Gain 
Reco m. Pu pil s 

______ 1 ____ R __ c_ J_o __ R __ c_ i_ o __ c_~ 

_c_Ia_ss_··-·---.,-i-----:-·-··_· ~1~~-··_·_·_· ~-·-·_··_· ~~ 
_T_. _L_. ____ I~ _ 3_1 _~~~-~~~___!-32 

B. E .. I w . 22 2. 6 l r. 4 76 6. 0 - 32 3. 4 J 30 ______ , _________________ --
0 12 

N . C. \V .. 22 l. 3 1. 3 52 8.2 1. 5 6 .9 530 
------·I-------------------

B. L . \V .. 22 3. 9 
13 

1. 4 41 7 .8 
40 
2 .4 3 . 9 100 

------·1-------------------
19 

T. L . \V, r .. 37 5.3 1. 3 69 13.6 46 7 .3 156 ------i------- _ 1_6 _ ________ 2_7 ____ ---

w . v . v, r, i . 22 2. 6 2 . 0 36 6 . 3 2. 6 3. 7 142 
------i------- _ 1_6 _ ----_ 2_7 _ ------

C. R . v, r , i . . 22 2. 6 2 4 1 6.5 2 3. 9 150 ______ , ___________ --------
32 50 

s. w ... V. 31 3. 9 2 69 3 1. 6 2 9 . 7 248 ----------------
3 1 5 1 

C . L . v . 3 1 5 .3 2 61 11. 3 2. 4 6 . 0 11 3 
--------------- -

10 42 
C . M . V ... 3 1 5.3 2 61 11. 3 2 6 . 0 11 3 
_ A_v_e-ra_g_e_ . . -------2-6 .-4 --3 .-4 - 1-6 - --5-6.-7 - 9-.-6 -3-9 .-6 - 6-.. 6-7 --18-0 

w- word structure _i--:-accuracy of in terpretation v- increased vocabulary 
r-accuracy of recogmllon 
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of training recommended for each pupil. The next two columns 
?f the table contain the scores made by the pupils in the January 
tei't in rate and comprehension. The column headed 0 show-s the 
oral score and the oral rate in words per second. These data were 
iJ;,>eured from the oral test given some weeks later than the silent. 
The top figure in the oral column is the score; the bottom, the rate. 
The next three columns show similar figures for the May tests. 
'l'hf, oral test was given several days before the silent. 'The last 
iwo columns ·show the improvement in comprehension in units and 
in . percentage of the .January score. The first line shows the 
median score of the entire class to which the group belonged. 

In making significant comparisons, it will be noted that thf.' 
gain. of individuals m both units and percentage differs· greatly; 
that the average gain . of the group in units is somewhat greater 
than that of the class; and that the gain in percentage for the group 
is considerably greater than that of the class. It must be borne 
in mind in comparing the scores of the group with the class median 
that the gain made by the group helped make the ,class gain as 
high as it is. One of the most gratifying improvements is shown 
in the oral reading. Ev-ery one of the group, save three, made a 
score near 0r above the standard in the oral test, although the 
~cores of all were exceedingly low in January. This improvement 
in oral reading in itself is ample justification for all the special 
attention which was given them, for faulty word recognition was 
the source of their reading trouble~. When the pupils are consid
ered individually, it will be noted that the absolute gain in com
prehension of four of the group was less than· that of the class, 
but the percentage gain of three of these was more than that of 
the class. It was not to be expected that every one of the group 
would improve as mueh as ihe average of the class in absolute 
units. For all of them the ordinary class instruction had in a 
measure failed. This failure was due in some cases, evidently, to 

. lack of native ability. It seems unreasonable to expect that special 
training, no matter how excellent, will bring as many absolute 
nnits of improvement as the class receives on the average to pupils 
"'hose native ability is not good and whose previous attainment is 
much lower than the class average. Percentage of improvement 
appears to be the inost accurate method of comparison. In only 
one case is this percentage less than that of the class; hence, for 
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this pupil the special training may .be considered a partial failure 
as far as silent reading is concerned. Just how much improve
ment she would. have 'made without special training is problemat
ical. It is to be noted, however, that this pupil, B. L., improved 
wonderfully in oral reading. Few of the members of the group 
seemed· to make as great increase in silent reading as their im
provement in oral reading warranted. 'l'his may be due to the 
·fact that the class was not given drills in rapid silent .reading and 
quick ~nterpretation .. The case of N. C. deserves special atten
tion. Her eyesight is·so poor that it is impossible to make .a good 
reader out of her; but, although she does not show great improve
ment in oral reading, she offsets this with a fine showing in speed 
and comprehension in silent reading. In other words, she has 
gone a long way toward mastering' the art of getting the thought, 
even though her eyes will not allow her to read with much oral 
accuracy . 

. School TV Table X shows in the same way the results of the 
special training given by Miss B in the 3B grade at School IV. 
The only description she gave of the character of the work ob
tained was that she followed the suggestions of the circular and 
letter on remedial practices. There is no column for the oral test 
in May in this table, nor in any of the tables following. An effort 
was made to give these tests to all of the special pupils, but it had 
to be abandoned because of P.everal inconveniences. ·The 3B group . 
at School I was the only group examined in sufficient number to 
make the use of the scores worth while. This group had made 
such a poor >:hawing in oral reading that it was felt the second 
oral test could not be omitted. 

Miss B's group, it will be noted, d~d not gain as many units in 
compreheni:;ion as did the class, but made a considerably greater 
percentage of increase. It is interesting to compare this special 
group with the one which has just been discussed. The average 
January scorfl in comprehension for Miss A's group, 3.4, is some
what higher than the score of 2.6 for Miss B's group; while the 
oral score of 1€1 for i.he former is so low as to be hardly compar
iible to the score of 4.'3.6 for the latter. In other words, the cause 
for weakness in Miss A's group was 1'nsufficient ability in the me
chanics of reading, while the weakness of Miss B's group in gerniral 
was due to lack of ability in reading for meaning. This is re-
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TABLE X 

Improvem e nt of 3B Group- Miss B 

Jan uary May Gain 
Pupils 

3 
Recom. 

R c 0 c R c 
--------- -----------------
Class. 4.95. 11. 9 6. 95 .J40 
--------- -------------------------

B. E. i. 44 0 4 1 6.3 6 .3 00 * 
--------- ---------- ---------------

44 
B. w. v 31 1.4 2.4 61 6. 7 5.3 378 
--------- ----·--------------

37 
B. P w. 22 ]. 3 I. 6 52 6. 8 5. 3 423 
--------- ---------------------- ---

52 
c. c. s. s. 22 3.9 2.8 76 8.5 4.6 3 18 
--------- -------------------------

33 
E. C. w, r. 31 1.4 1. 2 41 7 .8 6.4 457 
--------- -------------------------

52 
R. P. s. s. 31 4. 0 3 76 13. 6 9. 6 240 
--------- -------------------------

5 1 
s. M. i . . 44 2. 6 2 76 7.4 4. 8 184 
--------- ------- ------------------

61 
S. D. r, i. 127 6.9 2.7 76 9 . 8 2. 9 42 
--------- -----------------
E. L . v, r. 22 

42 
I. 3 2 4 1 6. 3 5. 0 384 

--------- -----------------
Average. 4 1 5 2.5 46.5 60 8 . I 5.6 221 

w- word s lructure i- accuracy of inte q1relation v :_increased vocabulary 
r- accuracy of recognition s. s. - silen l speed and quick interpreta tion 

*The sign of infinity is used in those cases where the perce ntage cannot be compu ted 
s incc the basic score is zero. 

fleeted in the column of recommendations. Every one of the 
group under Miss A 'is recommended first for training in the me
chanics of reading, while over half of the group under Miss B 
haR no reeommendation whatever for such training. Instead, the 
recommendations are mostly for training in rapid silent reading, 
acciiracy of interpretation, and accuracy of recognition. This 
group needed training particularly in silent reading. Some spe
ci~l cases deserve comment. B. E., who was reco)llmended for 
training in interpretation, shows a lower rate for May but an in
fo1itely better showing in comprehension. His score for compre
hension is perfect; that. is, he answered correctly every exercise . 

· attempted. For him, then, the training was an unqualified suc
cess. S. M., with the same recommendation of training in ac
curacy of interpretation, answered correctly five exercises out of 
ten "in .May as against two out of six in January, raising his ratio 
of comprehensfon from one-third to one-half. S. C., with only 
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42 per cent of increase, appe1J,rs to be a failure; but when it is 
_noted that his score in rate was lowered from 127 to 76, while at 
the same time his score in comprehension was raised from 6.9 to 
9.8, it will be seen that he has become a much more careful and 
efficient reader. In the Ja1~uary test he attempted fifteen exer
cises, reading only three of them correctly, while in the May test 
he read ten exercisea and answered seven of them correctly. He 
was . recommended for training in accuracy of interpretation ,md 
accuracy of recognition, and these scores show that his training 
proved thoroughly succssful. 

Anothe.r pupil, B. W., in this same grade in January, with a rate 
of 22, comprehension 0, and an· oral score of 40, was recommended 
for training in ,interpretation. She was retained in the 3A grade, 
and, therefore, did not work with this group. Her scores in the 
May test wrre 69 and 12.3, respectively. Her teacher reported 
that her improYement was due to the fact that she was retained in 
t~c s11me grade, read three supplementary readers, and was given 
special attention in a small class. 

School III Table XI shows the record of the 3B group trained 
by Miss C at School III. This teacher had both sections of the 
third grade in her room, and was unable to organize this group 
into a special section. It is reported by both Miss C and her prin
cipal, however, that she gave special attention to the individual 
pupils of this group in the regular class, and followed in general 
the recommendations of. the sheet of instructions. The group as a 
whole shows gratifying improvement when compared with the 
groups already treated, and particularly as compared with tpe ad
vancement made by the whole class. The 400 per cent increase 
includes the scores of the two pupils who made zero on the first 
test. HoweYer, even. . if these scores are excluded, the percentage 
is 231, which in comparison with the 100 per cent for the whole 
class makes an unusually good showing. This group ·showed a 
much greater gain in actual units, . especially as compared with the 
class gain, than any of the groups so far considered. · The two 
children recommendcrl for training in interpretation, H. L. and 
P. A., deserve. notice. In the first test H. L. answered one ques
tion out of three correctly, while P. A. answered three out of ntne. 
In the second test H. L. was perfect on the seven exercises a't
iempted, and P. A. correct for eight out of twelve. H. L.'s ratio 
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increased from one-third to .one, while P. A.'sratio increased from 
one-third to two-thirds. 

T ABLE XI 

3B G rou p- Miss C 

January May Ga in 
Reco m . Pup ils 

R c 0 R c c % 
-------- ------ ------------------
Class. 5. 4 ' 10. 8 5.4 1 00 
--------- --------------- ---------

26 
1-1. W .. w .. 0 0 0.8 61 10. 0 10.0 C() 

----- --- ------------------
36 

H . L . w. i ... 22 1. 3 1. 3 4 1 7 ' 8 6 . 5 500 
-------- -----------------

25 
w.s .. ·w, r .. 8 0 1. 5 4 1 3.9 3.9 00 

--------- -----------------
J _ H . v. 3 1 

49 
-1. 3 2 .4 61 11. 3 10 769 

-------- -----------------
B . N. \ V , f .. 15 

40 
2.6 1.1 6 1 10.0 7.4 284 

-------- --------- ·----------
E. E .... . . . . , . ... . . V .•. 3 1 3. 9 

42 
2 76 5. 6 1. 7 43 

-------- ------------------------
P.A .......... . . . . . . . r, i . 67 5. 0 

42 
3 95 12 . 0 7 . 0 140 

-------- -----------------
Average .. 24 .8 2. 1 37 62' 2 10' 2 8' 1 400 

School II The special group under the instruction of Miss D 
at school II, as shown in Table XII; is complex. The first two 
!lupils "are repeaters in the 3A grade. The other two are in the 
;JB. Miss D taught both of these grades in the same room. She 
tllrned in these natnes as those of pupils to whom she gave special 
attention. She reported that practice in comprehension and silent 
speed was given to the room as · a whole, with particular notice of 
those listed in Table XII. . Flash-card drill was give.n to S. B. 
and B. W. No report was made of any extra instruction in 
phonics and word structure. Perhaps it was expected that, since 
K D. and M. J. repeated the 3A grade, they would get what they 
needed in the regular instruction of that class. This -. may be 
doubted, however, when the scores of these two are compared with 
the median 11core of the 3A grade in May, 9.3. This score is 
higher than that of the 3B, and is so excellent as to indicate that 
two such slow pupils as K. D. and M. J. were at a disadvantage 

· in the class. Ii1 spite of their small improvement in the compre
hension score, which appears sufficiently large when marked by 
the sign of ~nfinity, they make a poor showing. K. D. was cor-
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TABLE XII 

lmp.roveme nt of 38 Group- Miss D 

I Rccom. 
R C 0 C % 

Pupi ls 
January 

R C 

M oy Ga in 

- ------- ------------------------
3A. 9. 3 ( 1) 

15 
K.D . w .. 59 0 1.1 76 5.8 5.8 00 

- ------- ------ ------------------
20 

M. J. \V .. 54 0 o. 9 123 4. 2 4.2 "' 
--------- ------ ------------------
3B. 3. 9 . 8.4 4 . 5 11 5 

35 
S. B. W .. 3 1 !. 4 1 . 1 36 6.3 4.9 350 
-------'----- ------ ---------------
B.W .. r, i. 22 0 

46 
2 61 "' 10 .2 10 .2 (2) 

(1) The . 3A grade o[ May was lh e 2B grade al lh e tim e of lhe January test and 
received no l est. 

(2) No ~vcragcs are given because of lhc smallness of lh e groups and th e impossibility 
of com pu trn g percentages. · 

rect in only three out of fi;fteen exercises attempted; M. J. in only 
three out of nine. Their habit of getting over a great deal of 
matter without obtaining any meaning has not improved much. 
Their oral scores showed plainly that they had not even read the 
words of the comparatively large amount of matter indicated by 
_their rate scores ii{ January. Consequently, they were recom
mended for intensive training in the. mechanics of reading. · Pre
sumably; they improved somewhat in the mechanics of reading; .. 
for they ran over in their careless fashion a good deal more matter 
in May than in January. Possibly the speed drills in a class • 
much above t.hem in ability tended to confirm in them a senseless 
increasing of their rate beyond the point of real recognition and 
assimilation. Probably, however, they are of a type of mind which 
cannot be improved much, .nc matter how earnest the efforts of 
the teacher. In contrast with these two, the improvement shown 
by S. B. and B. W. is gratifying. The score of the first in com
prehension is perfect, showing that. he actually read the matte11 
hiR eyes traveled over. 'rhe ecores of the second show a gratifying 
improvement in amount of matter read, and eight out of nine exer
cises were correct. 

Resiilts Checked The improvement of the special groups has 
been compared with the improvement of the classes to which these 
groups belonged. Table XIII introduces a comparison between 
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them and other pupils who were recommended for special training 
but did not receive it. These six are all of the 3B pupils to be 
found whose names were not returned to the investigator as hav
ing been given special attention. The groups are not exactly 
comparable, for the group of control cases does not contain so 
large a proportion of those needing training in the mechanics of 
reading as do the other groups. However, it is the best compari
~on that could be made, and certainly indicates greater improve
ment in reading ability for those who received the training sug
gested. 

TABLE XIII 

Improve ment of 38 Control Cases 

R C c % 
School 

January May Gain 
Pupils Recom. 

R C 0 
-----1----1-----------------

v N . B .. w .. 

40 
v. .. .. S.M .. v .. 37 2.6 2.4 61 11. 3 8. 7 334 

32 
II .. ..... L. R. \V, r ... 15 1. 3 1. 2 36 2.5 1. 2 92 

45 
II . ... L. A. v, s, s .. 15 2. 6 2 52 7. 8 5. 2 207 

II. ... N . T ... w, r .. 22 2. 6 1. 8 76 8.2 5 .6 215 

52 
II. ... S. c . i . 44 1. 3 2.3 103 2.6 1. 3 100 

Average Controls ... 27.3 2.4 41.3 63.3 6.5 ~ 4. 1 175 
--------------

Average Specials. 32.6 2.4 31. 2 61. 3 8 . 5 6.1 253 

Comparison shows that the trained group gained in comprehen
i:iion 6.1 units as against 4.1 for the untrained, and 253 per cent 
as against 175 per cent. Since in the group of controls there are. 
none who made zero in J anhary, the contrast between these two 
percentages is hardly fair; but if we leave out of the computation 
every case of the. specials who scored zero in January, even then 
their percentage of gain is 197. This last comparison is unfair 
to the special8, but serves to show conclusively the superior advan
tages of the special training. 

Special Groups in the Fourth Grade 

School TV Miss E. the 4B teacher at Sehool IV, divided her 
class into three groups, using her own estimate . of their ability 
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for the first two gro.ups, and putting those recommended for spe
cial attention in group C. After groups ,1 and·B had recited their 
regular reading lesson, they were allowed to read silently material 
of their own choosing while she taught the C section. In addi
tion, she took the special group from 8 :30 to 9 every morning, · 
a half hour just before the formal opening of school. In this 
period the chief exercise was the silent reading of material which 
was easier for, and more interesting to them, than the regular les
son. They were always allowed a choice of material, though some: 
times all read the same selections. After reading, they reproduced 
or .. discussed the matter. Miss E also gave individual help where 
it was needed. Bool\:s from the school library were furnished them 
for outside reading, though how much of this was done is not 
known. Table XIV shows the results of her efforts. The per
centage of gain, 127, compares very favorably with the 75 per cent 
for the whole class, particularly when it is borne in mind that the 
gain of this group is computed in the gain of the class. Two fail-

' ures, however, are in this group. Special training of M. L. should 
be counted a failure, since the percentage of gain does not reach 
that of the class, while the positive loss of.L. M. speaks for itself. 
Thi~ statistie;al loss may be accidental, for every teacher knows 

TABLE XIV 

Improve me nt of 4B G roup- M iss E 

May 
Pupils Recom. 

J anu ary, 

R C 0 R C 

Gain 

c 3 
-------- ------------ --- -
C lass. 9 . 0 15. 7 6. 7 75 
- ------- --------------- - - - --- - - -

37 
T.M . w , i ... 37 4.0 1. 2 76 15.7 11 .7 242 
- ------- ------------------ - - - ---

40 
S. A . . . w .. 3 1 5 . ~ 1. 0 61 11 .3 6.0 11 3 
-------- --------- __ 3_1 __________ - --

T.M . r. 54 5. 8 1. 7 90 12.3 6 .5 11 2 
-------- --------------- - - - ------

42 
D. F . . :. w , i .. 44 5. 5 1.1 76 15.7 10.2 185 
-------- --------- --- --- - - - --- - --

56 
M. L.. V .. 54 8. 6 2.3 90 12.2 3. 6 4 1 
------ -- --------- - - - - - - - - - ------

34 
R. J .... . . . ... - \V, f .. 3 1 2.7 l . 5 76 15.7 13. 0 480 
--- - ---- ------------ --- ------ - --
L.M ... s. s. 37 6. 7. 36 . 5. 0 - 1. 7 -34 
--A-v-er-a-ge-.-. ---- --- _ 4_1._1 --5 .-5 _ 4_0 _ --72- .-1 - 12- .-5 --7 .-0 --12-7 
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that even a good pupil sometimes makes a poor showing in a test. 
In the same way, however, it may be true that the very low score 
of R. J. in .January, as compared with his May score, may be an 
accident. fr. that event, .the two accidents would m a measure 
offset each other. 

School III Table XV sho,vs a fourth grade group instructed 
by Miss F at School III. The first two pupils were in the 4A 
grade and the other six in the 4B. The scores, which shov.; the 
improvement of each class as a whole, are shown in the first two 
lines, but the averages at the bottom include all eight pupils. 
Miss :F reports that, while with two grades in her room she could 
not organize these as a special . group, she kept their names ·i.nd 
needs constantly before her, gave them more time in the class than 
the others, arid sper:ial attention in line with the training sug
gested. She reports particular training iii rapid silent reading 
given to B. R. and F. J., with excellent results as the scores show. 
She reports particuhir efforts also in training P. H. and M. H. to 

TABLE XV 

Improvement of Fourth Grad e Group- Miss F 

J an uary May Gain 
Rccom : Pupils 

R c 0 R c c % -------- ------------ ------------
4A Class .. 5.4 . 11. 3 5.9 109 
--------- ------------------------
4,B Class.~----- _______ 7 ._3 _. _______ 1_3._6 __ 6._3 __ 8_6 

F. J . i . 8 1 I. 3 6 1 11. 3 10.0 769 
-------- ------------------------
H.W .. w, r.. 37 ~.4 . 4 1 7.8 2.4 44 
-------- --------- - ----------- ---
P. J-I. .. \V .. 44 4.1 . 76 8.4 4.3 107 
-------- -----------------

34 
B . R ... \V .. 44 2. 7 1 76 11. 3 8.6 3 18 
-------- -----------------

45 
4. 5 2 ' 76 H.M 54 ll. 3 6.8 15 1 v .. . 

-------- -----------------
42 

M.R . w , r .. 22 2.6 1.7 76 15. 7 13. l 503 
-------- ------------------------

42 
M.H . w. r ... 3 1 2.6 1. 5 41 6 .3 3.7 142 
-------- --------------------- ---
K. R w ..... 31 0 52 4 . 1 4.1 00 
-------- --- ---------------------

Average .. 43 2. 9 4 1 62.3 9.5 6 . 6 228 
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read for meaning. l\.L H.'s showing is good as to accuracy, for 
he missed only one out of six reading problems in his seco1~d te~t 
as against two out of four in his first. P. H . was correct in three 
out o:f six in his first and six out of ten in his second, which shows 
very little improvement. M:iss ]!' attributes the .poor success she 
attained in the case of K. R. to the :fact that another language is 
spoken ,in the home. The increase in comprehension score and 
percentage of gain shown by the group as a whole is very grati
fying. 

School II ':Cable XVI is brief, and speaks . for itself. The re
port from Mi £s H as to her work was inadequate, but her principal 
had learned from her that she gave particular attention to these 
three pupils in the regular dass. Whether E. L. received any 
extra training in the mechanics of reading can only be guessed at. 

_ The improvement shown by the three is certainly gpod, with the 
showing in units gained unusually high. 

TABLE XVI 

Improvement of 48 Group- Miss H 

January 1\1ay Gain 

c % 
Rccom. ------- 1----

H C 0 H C 
Pupils 

Class. . 8.2. 13.2 O> .O 6 1 
-------- ----:--------------

3(; 
E. L .. W .... 3 1 5.3 I l 6 1 10 .2 5.9 92 

52 
T. J. i .. 44 5.4 2 103 17 . 7 12 . 3 227 
---------- -----------------

73 
D . C .. s. s. 37 6.7 2.4 123 24. 6 17. 9 265 
------·---- ----- --· --- ---------

Average .. 37. 3 5. 8 53. 6 95. 6 17. 5 11 . 7 201 

Nesults Checked Table XVII introduces :fourth grade control 
easel':. Schools IV and V had pt1pils in the fourth gi'ade chosen 
for special tr~ining. For some reason theRe pupils did not receive 
the training. All of the fourth grade pupils who were recom
mended for ·special training in School V were included. This 
school found it inexpedient to arrange for special training groups. 
The principal repbrted that he put three pupils in charge of a 
certain teacher; but since no report could ever be obtained from 
the teacher, and since this single group was so small, it was thought 
best to omit. it from the reckoning. In ·the case of this . fourth 
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grade, the teacher reported in answer to a special inquiry that she 
ilid not give special training to any group, although she gave more 
atte~tion to silent reading in the class than formerly. The other 
members of the control group were choseIJ from School IV. The 
two, listed for "increased vocabulary," were the only two to be 
found recommended for training in the mechanics of reading
ihe type needed most to make the control group comparable to the 
~pecial group. Since the group of controls still needed a pupil 
recommended for training in rapid silent reading, S. H., whose 
improvement was greater than that of any other similarly recom
mended pupil, was chosen. The group has been made as thor
oughly comparable as possible to the specially trained groups, and 
every negative advantage allowed. The investigators feel that the 
inclusion of C. I., with her wonderful improvement, is hardly fair. · 
She was reconimended chiefly for ~raining in interpretation; an<l, 
although she was not put in a group for special training by the 
school principal, her class received a great deal more training in 
silent reading than it had ever received before. This was the very 

TABLE XVII 

Improv e me nt of Fourth Grade Control Cases 

J anuary May Gain 
S chool 

c 3 
P u pil s Rccom . 

R C 0 R C _____ , _____ , ___ --------- ------
49 

v . . .. ... c. I. i, r . 31 2 . 7 2 . 7 123 2 1 . 1 18 . 4 644 ______ , _____ ------------ --------- ---
37 

v .... W . J .. w . . 3 1 3. 9 1.4 69 10 . 0 6 . 1 156 _____ , ____ , ___ ------- -------
37 

V . ......... N .M. V . 44 4 . 2 2 . 4 61 8 .5 . 4 .3 102 _____ , _____ , ___ --------------
14 

v .. .. W .M .. W .. 3 1 5 . 3 1. 3 52 9 . 5 4.2 79 _____ , ____ , ___ --------------
3 1 

V ....... W . A . v .. 44 5. 5 2. I 69 8 . 8 3.3 60 
-----1~---·I-----------------

67 
V ...... . .. G. P . . i . 54 7 . 1 2 . 5 76 13 . 6 6 . 6 9 1 _____ , _____ , ___ ---- ----------

IV . . J .B . v . . 44 5 .5 
42 

2 76 10 . 8 5.3 96 ______ , _____ , ___ ----- ---------

IV . . . .. . B. C. V .. 44 4 . 1 ... 76 10 . 2 6 . 1 15 1 _______ , __ ___ , ___ --------------
57 • 

IV . . . . S . I-I. s . s. 44 4 . 1 3 .0 90 13. 7 9 . 6 234 _______ , _____ , ____ ---------------
Average Contro ls ... 40 . 7 4 . 7 3 7 76 . 9 11. 8 7 . I 150 ----____ , _____ ------ - - ------
Average Specials . . 4 1. 3 4 . 4 3 1. 3 71. 7 12 . 0 7 . 6 173 
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killd of training she needed, and, for that reason, it is hardly 
proper to cor.sider her as a rnitable member of the control group. 
The same criticism may be made of S. H . If C. I. is omitted 
from the control group, the total percentage of improvement is 139. 

Special Grou11s in the Fifth and Sixth Grades 
The discussions immediately following present the work done 

in grades· Y and VI. It was not possible to organize the remedial 
training in these grades as thoroughly as in the others for the 
reason that in most of the schools oi1e teacher teaches all the ·read-

. ing classes of these grades, and is with the children only during 
the time of the recitation. Besides, since the reading is taught 
more from the standpoint of literature than in the lower grades, 
it is not so easy during the recitation to give some backward pupil 
the training he needs in the mechanics of reading. In one of the 
schools two changes i.n the teaching force entirely thwarted the 
plans for sp~cial training in these grades. 

School I '!'able XVIII shews the results for four pupils in th3 

1 
5A grade at School I . The reading teacher, Miss I, gave them 
what attenti0n ilhe could for the three weeks immediately preced
ing the May test. Her main effort was to get them to read as 
much easy and interesting ii1aterial as possible. . She furnished 
them with books of suitable stories, and gave them a few special 
less~ns · before school time; whm they read short stories and repro
rluced or discussed iherri. They understood fairly well how to 
work out a new word, but were slow in recognition. The first 

TABLE XVIII 

Improv e me nt of SA Group- Miss I 

January May Gain 
Pu pil s Hcco m. ------ ----- --- ---

R C 0 R C C 3 
- -------- -----------------
Class. 12. 7. 18.5 5.8 45 
-------- ------- - 24-. - --- -------

/\. 1 .. \\' ... 44 6. 9 1.6 68 13.6 6. 7 97 
-------- ------- _ 2_0 _ --- ------ ---

H . /\ .. v ... il l 2. 6 2. 5 52 8. 0 5. 4 277 

11 
G J . w ... 5.5 1. 3 61 11. 3 · 5 .8 105 
----~---- ------- _ 4_0 _ -----.- -----

II. iV! . V .. 44 5.5 2 .4 69 I I. 8 6 .3 110 
- -- - ------ ----- -------- --- ------

Average . . . . I . . . . . 40 . 7 5. 1 24 62 .5 JI. I 6. 0 11 3 
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three were usually kept busy on their regular work with not as 
much time for easy reading as they needed. A special drill given 
to the whole class, to be described later, had something to do with 
the improvement they show; but, since they were. pointed out and 
and the extra attention described above given them, it is proper 
to include them in the llpecial groups. Their superior percentage 
of improvement in comprehension score, compared with that of 
the class, speaks positively for the special emphasis that Miss I 
placed upon their reading: . 

SchOol IY Miss J of School IV managed the pupils whose 
scores are shown in 'rable XIX in somewhat the same fashion as 
lfisg I. She gave no help, but tried to get them interested in 
reading both in and out of class. ·She furnished them with suit
able books from tl;ie library, which they were allowed to read in 
spare time at school as well as at home, and held them responsible 
for the subject matter read. These children, it will be noted, are 
in differe-nt grades. The scores for the different grades showing 
dass improvement are placed on . the first three lines for purposes 
of comparison. The second pupil in the table, S. W., furnishes 
another example of failure. This may be a mere accident, but it 
is very probable that the increased emphasis upon speed in silent 
reading led him to a rate beyond his . capacity. Some children 
seem unable in a short time to increase their speed in reading, 
'lnd urging makes them poorer in comprehension. It is the task 
of the instructor to discover those who cannot be hurried exeept 
with injury and to adjust conditions of instruction to their needs. 

School Ill Table XX presents two groups who received some
what differe~t treatment at the hands of Miss K, the principal of 
S,chool III. She could not arrange to place these pupils under a 
teacher, and so took them herself for two days a week. The first 
six she worked with for only two weeks in this way. She had 
D. H . fitted with glasses, and compelled A. T. and W. P. to re
sume the wearing of theirs, which had been discontinued for some 
time. She gave the ¢Toup some needed instruction in word struc
ture_, and stirred up thei~ ·ambitions in the matter of reading 
rapidly and accurately. The six were then turned over to their · 
regular reading . teacher in the hope that the emphasis she had 
given the matter would carry them through to a real improvement . 

. Th~t it did in at least four cases is apparent from an examination 
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of the table. This illustrates ,again the fact mentioned by several 
of the teachers that the possession of the common knowledge by · 
teacher, pupil, and parent of the child's weakness in reading, em
phasized by the tests and by the teacher's solicitude, is in itself 
a factor that makes for improvement. With the last two pupils 
:Miss K continued her special work twice a .week until the close 
of s~'hool, thns devoting six or seven weeks of attention before the 
May test. With her own adjustments, she followed such sugges
tions of the sheet of remedial practices as fitted their cases. At
tention to a few individual records may prove enlightening. I. l\1. 
shows the very kind of improvement sought. Listed for accuracy 
of interpretation, 'his rate remains the same, while his score for 
eomprehension triples itself. C. W. shows poor progress. In the 
first test he read but three exercises, getting only one of them 
correct; in the second, he read seven, getting three correct. While 
this is an improvement in both rate and 'accuracy, it is a very poor 
showing for a fifth grade pupil. 

TABLE XIX 

Improvement of Fifth and S ixth G rade Grou ps- Miss l 

Ma y Gain 
Grad e Pupil R ecom 

-----1- - --·1----------- -------R I c 0 R c c 3 

5A . . . _· · __ ~~ _._ .. _· · __ · · __ · ~ _3_:'._ __ ~ 
- ----1----·1--- I 

18. 95 5. 25 38 5B .. 13. 7 
-----1----1--- --------------- -~- ---

6A .. 1 8.0~ 25.5 7.45 4 1 
-----1----1------------ - --------

15 
5A .. . R. R .. \ V .. 37 2 . 7 1. 2 76 8. 1 5. 4 200 
---- -1----1--- --- --- _ 4_0 _ ----· ----

5 13 .. S. w . .. w, i . 59 11. 7 1 5 76 9 . 8 - 1. 9 -19 
-----1---- 1-------· _ 5_4 _ ------------

6A W.T. s. s. 67 11. 9 2.4 11 5 27.3 15.4 12 1 
1----1·------ --- ------ ------ ---

6A . .. w. I. s. s . 67 10 .0 . IOI 17. 7 7 . 7 77 
1----1·--- --- --- --- -----. - --- ---

Average .. 57.5 9.0 36 92 15.6 6 . 6 73 

E. J. shows a gratifying improvement similar to that of I. M. 
He reads a smaller amount of matter, but increased his compre-

. . . . . . ) 
bension score more than fivefold. The effort of G. A. to mcrease 
his speed resulted disastrously. This case is another instance show
inrr that the teacher must be careful in urging a pupil to greater 

0 . 
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speed in reading. His rate score of 101 in May represents almost 
twice as much matter as his score of 59 in January, but his com
prehension score increased only from 11. 7 to 12.8. G. A.'s trouble 
is purely that of slow assimilation, for his oral score of 51, with 
a rate of thr';)e words per second, shows that he has mastered the 
mechanics of reapfog. 

S ch,-0ol II Miss L of School II reports that she gave SP.ecial 
attention in class to the pupils shown in Table XXI with respect 
to words, word structure, and the reproduction of the thought. 
Though she did not differentiate, it is to be supposed that she 
.-ariEd the emphasis to suit the needs of particular indivduals. 
The increase in comprehension score of 112 per cent for the group 
makes a good showing as against a percentage of 74 and 35 for 
the classes. One failure to improve in either rate or compre
hension is noted in S. W. The .training given S. A. seemed to 
be happily adjusted. Hec.ommended for training in rapid silent 
i·eading, he increased his rate and comprehension equally, 105 

TA BLE XX 

Improve me nt of Fifth a nd Sixth G rade Groups- Miss .K 

Grade Pupil Rccom. 
Ja nuar y May 

------1-----
Ga in 

% R c 0 c R c 
- -'-----1-----1---- --- --- --------- ------

5A. 12.4 . 13.6 1. 2 9 
-----1-----1---- --- --- --- ------------

6A . 13. 4 . 2 1 . 7 7 .3 6 1 
----'-1-----1---- --- --- ------------

5A. ... I. M. 76 3. 3 .. 76 10.0 6 . 7 203 
-----1-----1---- --- --------- ------ ---

30 
5!\. C. W. 22 I. 3 I 52 4 . 2 2. 9 223 
-----1--------------------

5A . E . J.. 67 1 . 8 61 9. 5 7. 7 427 
-----1------ -----------------

5 1 
6A. .. G. A. s. s 59 11. 7 3 I OI 12. 8 1. I 

42 
6A. .. A. T. v, i 61 12.4 3 11 5 

6A. DH i . . 87 
50 

11. 8 2 .6 12 1 2 1. 7 9 . 9 85 

17 
5.6 1. 7 73 . 10.7 5. 1 91 

------1-----1------- ------ ------------
6A. W.P w . . 44 

6A. .. .... W. J ... v, i . 67 7 . I . 89 15. 1 8.0 11 2 -------------- ------------
Average . . 60. 3 6. 8 38 86 13.5 6. 7 96 
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per e:ent in rate and 103 per cent in comprehension. R. L. shows 
considerable carelessness in the May test. Nevertheless, his ratio 
of comprehension is spn{~what better than in the January test, 
<Jnd the amount read and understood in May is so much greater · 
thal his training may be considered highly satisfactory. B. R. 
Fcored in Fehruary 5.3 out of a possible . 6. 7; in May he. score•l 
only 8. 7 out of a possible 18.1. This is bad. Evidently his mas
tc.ry of the mechanics of reading had not improved a great deal 
over that indicated by his score of 36 and rate of 1.2 in January, 
und in May he attempted to read an amount of matter entirely 
b<7ond his power of recognition and assimilation. It should be 
noted aho that B. A., while showing great increase of speed, shows 
no improvement in accuracy of interpretation, but really a failure 
in the particular phase of reading for which he was listed. In 
·January he scored 6 .. ~ out of a possible 11.1; in May, 15.1 out 
cf 29.5. 

TABLE XXI 

Improvement of Fifth Grade Group---Miss L 

Grade Pupil Recom. 
J anuary Ma y Gain 

_____ 
1 
_____ 

1 
______ R __ c __ o __ R __ c __ c_ ~ 

5A. 8.65 . 15. l 6 . 45 74 
-~---1-----1---- ---------------------

58. 14. 2 . 19.2 5. 0 35 
-~---!-----!---~----------------

42 
5A. .. B. A .. i . 59 6.2 2.6 123 l f>. J 8.9 127 ____ 36 _______ _ 
5A. .. B. R. W. 37 5. 3 ]. 2 90 8. 7 3. 4 64 
-----1-----1------- ------------------

5A. .. R. L. w 22 l. 3 . 11 3 12 .3 11.0 846 

5A .... •. ... R. F. v .. 44 4 . 1 76 13,. 6 9 . 5 232 

55 
5A. S. A . . s. s. 37 6.7 2.5 76 13.6 6.9 103 

32 
58. . . .. B. L . W ... 3 1 4 . 1 l . 7 90 13 . 6 9.5 232 

45 
5B .. . .. F . P. v .. 44 6.9 2.4 76 12.3 5. 4 78 

5B. . ... S . W .... r , i .. 118 13.7 . 11 8 13.6 -. l O 
-------------------------

Average .. 49 6.0 42 82.7 12.8 6.8 11 2 

Resit.Its Checked Jn seeking for fifth and sixth grade control 
cases among the pupils who were recommended for special train-
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.ing, hut who did not receive it, the investigators made every effort 
to have the contrasted groups comparable and to allow every legiti
m:ite negatiYe adYantage. 'fhe three 5A cases in Table XXII are 
all that were . to be found in that grade. In choosing the 5B 
·cases from Schools III and II, the investigators omitted those 

TABLE XXll 

l1t1provem ent of Fifth an d Sixth Grade Control Cases 

School Heco m . Grad e Pupi l 
.Jan y :uy 

c % R C 0 

l ay 

R C 

Gain 

----1-----1-----1-------------------

Specia ls. 5A 43.3 4 . 1 30 75.3 10 . 7 6.6 162 
----1-----1-------- --------------

I V . '5A F . .J . s. s. 44 6 . 8 . 76 12 .3 

22 
11 1. . 5A S. L . w, i . 44 . 5. 5 I. 7 61 10 . 2 . 
--- - -----1-----1---------------- ---

24 
Ill . 5A N . w . W. 37 6 . 7 1. 3 76 13.6 
---- -----1-----1-----------------
Average .. 31.2 6.3 23 7 1 12.0 5. 7 90 
~---1---~= == = = == == 
S1>ccials .. 5B 63 9 . 1 39 90 12.3 3.2 35 
----1-----1-----1------------------

33 
I. 58 S. T . w. . 67 8. 9 1 7 95 15. 0 . 

----,------38----- - - -. -
!. 5B C. A . w,i .... 44 8. 2 1 6 1 9.6 . 

I . 5B B. L . i . 59 11. 7 69 13. 6 .. 
---- ------1-----1------------------

52 
11 !. 5B P . L. v. 67 12.3 2 .4 90 13. 4 . 

A vc ra~c.. ---·------ ---- 59:2 10 . 2 4J- 78 . 7 12-:\i 2:8 23 

====--------------11=--=-----.,:-_-_-1=---------~ ====. ====.. ====- ==== ==== ====-
S1>ccia ls .. 6A 64 .5 10 . 0 43 102 . 1 18.4 8 . 4 83 --------------
[[ . 6A 0. J . i .. 76 5 .8 .. 73 12.9 --------------

65 
I l. . 6A 1-1 . \V . i. . 87 8 .2 3 141 9.6 .. --------------
I I. . 6A i\11. M . s. s. 44 8 . 2 44 8.2 

------ - - ------
32 

I I. 6A A. L . w, i . 98 8 .3 I. 8 11 5 11. 3 .. 
--- ------ - - ------

54 
·11. 6A M. A. i . 76 8.5 2 .5 54 9 . 6 

---- - - --------
49 

JI. ..... 6A S. N. v . 67 10 .4 2 .3 73 12.8 
--------------

32 
l! . 6A s. W . w , r . 67 12 . 4 l . 9 89 9 . 6 .. 

I 
- - - -------- --

Average ... 73. 5 8 .8 46 84. 1 10.5 I 7 19 
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marked s. s. because uo such recommendations for practit:e appearH 
.:ilong with the indiYidual pupils to whom training was given. 
There were two 6A groups of fair size and sufficiently varied rec
c;mmendation which might be 'used entire. One of these was from 
School V and one from School IL The School II group was chosen 
because it made a greater improvement than the School V group. 
On the line at the head of each grade group the average scores for 
the sperials of that grade are given. ·· 

Crm1 .. va»isons wi.th Other 8chools 

In the preceding part of this chapter the results from trained 
pupils have been compared with the results from other pupils in 
the same schools who were low enough in reading score to be chosen 
for special training, but who did not receive it. It remains to 
compare the results from the specially trained groups with the re
. sulh: from pupils who showed reading ability in about the same 
degree as those pur.ils in the specially trained groups and who 
were in . schoolf'l where :rio remedial work was attempted. These 
were Schools VI, VII, VIII, and IX. From these schools the 
iowe~t third of the pupils in each of grades III, IV, and V as 
shown in the ;January test were selected, and their percentage of 
improvement in comp1·chension computed. It should be home in 
mind, while making the~e comparii>ons, that, though no remedial 
work was attempted by the investigators with these children, their 
names along with their st:ores for the test giYen in January were 
fomi>:hed to the principals. Doubtless, extra notice was gi1·en to 
some of them. At least, it is known that mo.st of the teacher~ of 

· these schools paid more attention to silent reading after the re
o:nrm of the .January test were made known than they ·ever had 
before. It is not t0 be expected that ewry group of children 
~pe<:ially trained will show greater improvement than nery group 
of ~irnilarly poor readers in like grades of these schools, particu
larly ~ioce ~ome of the schools, because of earnest attention to read
ing, improved wonderfully in the May test. Therefore, in ordiir 
to make the c-omparison as clear and as fair as possible, the in
creases of the specially trained groups and of the control groups, 
plac~d ~ide by side, are each arranged in the order of their quan
tity. This is shown in Table XXIIl, together with the total in
.::reases of each grade. Examination will show that two thirrl 
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grade group·s of the control s<:hools make a better showing than 
two of the special groups, one of the fourth grade control groups 
better than one of the other, and one :fifth grade control better 
than any of the specials. But the comparison of a majority of 
the individual group» and of the totals easily proves the adYantage 
of special remedial work. 

TABLE XXIll 

Compari son with Similar Groups in S<"hool s Withou t l? em edial \Vork 

Grade 

11 l. .. . ... . 
11 l. ...... . 
Ill .. . , . .. . 
II l. 

Ill 

. ... \T ill . 
. .. V I. . 

. ... V il. . 
.. I X. 

Conlrol Gro u ps 

School 

Average ... 

...... V il!. 
. . V II. . ...... . .. . . . 

IV. 
I V . 
IV . 
I V. 

. . . .. .. . ....... I X. 

I V. 

V .. 
V. 
V .. 
V. 

V. 

.. V I . 

Average. 

VIII. .. 
.. . ...... . V il. 

. ... . V I. .. 
. . IX. 

Average . 

% 

325 
300 
167 
JOO 

199 

148 
124 
lll 

16 

7 1 

163 
67 
42 
40 

68 

Specia l Groups 

% 

400 
350 
22 1 
180 

253 

228 
201 
127 

173 

11 3 
11 2 
96 
73 

96 

Sr- hoo l 

i11 
* l [ 

I V 
I 

Ill 
II 

I V 

I 
ll 

I l l 
I V 

*Thi s percentage is J 792 if th e th ree cases arc included w hose percentage is marked oo 

Special Class ProcedtLre 

Class Dirided on Ba.sis of Rate There remains to tell of two 
particular plans of clasl:' procedure. One of these was carried out 
in the 4B reading class by Miss M at School I. At the beginning . 
of the i::econd term she divided the class into three groups, accord
ing to rate. A readers were those who read sixteen lines or more 
pe; minute silently; B readers, twelve to sixteen lines; and C 
~cadcrs, less tha1{ twelve lines. After the A and B groups bad 
fr1ished the recitation of the reading lesson, they were allowed to 
read matter of their own choosing while the C group recited. 
:Miss M was careful to call on each member of the C group to read 
eYery day. She estimated that she devoted an average of :five 
minutes a day with all the class to the analysis of new words, 
phenics, imd quick pronunciation. Drills in silent reading wera 
given to the whole class .se-vern.l times a week. About once a ·week, 
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· v.fter discussion of the lesson for the day, which had already been 
p1cpared by the pupils, she allowed the A and B sections to react 
:; i~.lections of their own silently >~hile she gave special attention to 
the C section. For the practice at a period of this kind she gen
erally chose :m easy and interesting story. Miss :M did not haYc 
library faciliti'es until the last of the term, but gathered books 
together from the pupils. She reports that toward the last of the 
tetm those children who had never cared to read before were as 
eazer as the others to get books from the library. She tested the 

. rupils in rate the last week of the term and found that all except 
tw·. in: the 0 group had gained in speed from one to three lines 
pe1 minute, :md most of them two. Miss M was not given the list 
of poor readers in this grade, nor the sheet of suggestions. Later. 
wben shown the list of poor readers that would have been handed 
her along with suggestions for ren~edial work, she said that most 
of them were in her C group. 

·Table XXIV contains the scores of those pupils from whom the 
special training group in her dass would have been formed. Corn
p:irison of their improvement with that of the class shows for the 
moi;t part superior improvement; 71 per. cent for the group as a 
whole, and 37 per cent for the class. It is interesting to compare 
this work with the similar scheme of Miss E in the same grade. 

TABLE XXIV 

Improv e me nt of 48 Group- Miss M 

.J anuary May Gai n 
Pu oil Rccom. ----

R c 0 R c c 3 
-------- -----------------
Class .. 9.9 .. . 13.6 3 . 7 37 
-------- --------------- ---

18 
P. P ... W , i, r . 44 5 . 5 1. 8 76 11. 3 5.8 105 
--- ------ ------------------

40 
L. M. r , v .. 44 8.2 J. 8 76 9.7 1. 5 18 
-------- ----------------

50 
P. F ... . . . . . . . .... . V. 37 4.0 I .2 61 7.0 3.0 75 
----·----- --------------------- ---

25 
s. J .. r. 54 7. 3 3 76 11 .3 4.0 54 
--------- ----------------

42 
S. N. i, r . . 54 6.9 3 103 12.3 5. 4 78 
-------- ------ - ----- ------------
E. E. i .. 67 5 . 9 . 76 13. 4 7 .5 127 
------------------------

Average .. 50 6.3 35 78 10 .8 4 .5 71 
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illiss E's group gained seven units in comprehension, an increase· 
of 127 per cent, as aganst 4.5 units and 71 per cent for the group 
under discussion. The difference in their treatment lies ih the 
fads that ~liss E's group had their difficulties analyze!f wi7h 
proved treatment pointed out, and that she gave twenty to thirt~ 
minutes a clay. over and above their regular class lime. This ex
planation of the difference leaves out of account the difference that 
may exist in the genius of the teachers or the native ability arid 
home conditions of the classes. . That the.re was a difference in one 
or all of thc~e factors is shown by the fact that Miss E's whole1 

class jumped ·from a score of !) in January to 15.7 in May, while 
Miss M's increased only from 9.9 to 13.6.. Miss E's class made 
the highest score of any" 48 grade in the city, and th~ greatest 
absolute and relative gain of any 4B grade, save that of School 
VIII. 

Regular Speed Drills The other plan of class procedure to be 
described was carried out by Mr. Lloyd in School I. He tried an 
experiment in regular drill with comparatively easy matter for 
rapid silent reading and quick interpretation. During the last 
term he taught the 5A class in hygiene. The text used >yas an easy 
one for that grade and the lessons were very short. On at least 
four days in the week these lessons would be used as speed drills. 
Usually the children were asked to read the new lesson as rapidly 
as possible and to stand as soon as they had mastered it. Through
out the term this ·scheme never lost its · interest. Sometimes the 
;Jlan "'as Yaried by having them see how much they could ·read in 
one or two minutes. The pupils were held rigidly to the under
st.anding and retention of the matter · read. This was usually 
tested by oral question and answer, but for at least one-fifth of 
the time by written answer on blackboard or tablet. After the 
speed drill and test, the ~esson would be amplified and illustrated 
?.~.the needs of the clas~ in hygiene demanded. How well the plan 
rncceeded in raising the reading power of the class may be judged 
from consulting Table XXV. 'l'his shows the improvement in 
<·omprehension f':core of all the 5A grades of the schools in which 
remedial work. was attempted. None of the other schools had 
scores for this grade near enough to ~chool I to make comparison 
worth while. Two of them had no 5A grade. · Examination will 
reveal that the score of School I is the highest in the city, pre
~umably about as high as 5A might be expected to go, for it is in 
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less, than one unit of the_ sixth grade standard. It is approached 
only by the score of School IV. It shows the highest increase in 
number of units save School II, but that school had a much larger 
potential i1v~rement because of the unusual smallness of its Jan
uary score. 

TAULE XXV 

Sc'or es in Co mprehen sion for the 5A G r ades of the F ive S~hools 

Schools 

II Ill I V v 

May score .... 18. 5 15. 1 13.6 18. l 15. 85 
January score. 12.7 8 65 12 .4 14 .6 10.45 

Gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.8 6.45 1.2 3. 7 5.4 

In the class work during the term the pupils were tested every 
few weeks a~ to rate in wordf: per second. This was done in two 
way~.. Either the pupils wou1d ' rea,d for exactly a minute, or they 
would read a limited passage and rise as they finished, while the 
instructor, beginning when the first pupil rose, called time at five 
8econd intervals. After they had figured out the rates the pupils 
wrote them in the backs of their books. The records as made on 
the :first, fourth, eighth, thirteenth, and fifteenth weeks are shown 
in Table XXVI. In this table also are given the January anil 
!fay scores of each pupil who took the tests, together with the 
percentage of increa8e in both rate and comprehension. AH of them 
save three show a pereentage of increase in comprehension equaltJ 
:)]" greater than that of rate, and these three show only sma l~ differ
enr-cs in favor ,of rate. This is due, no doubt, to the fact that, in 
practice, interpretation and retention were persistently insisted 
11pon. 

The fir8t twelv!! cases in the table were so placed because their 
rates for the di:e'eren: weeks seem to show a real increase of speed. 
It should be explained here that the matter upon which the rate>: 
were figured was not always of equal difficulty. It is recalle<1 
that the matter used in the fifteenth week was more familiar than 
tl at used in the thirteenth. This is reflected to an extent in the 
rates shown for those weekR. A glance at the column for percent
age of increase in rate as shown by the May test will reveal that 
t11if group contaim more large incrl"ases than the rest of the tabh. 

Cases thirteen to sixteen show a decrease in rate throughout 
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'he weeks of the term. These children, fast readers to begin with, 
found it necessary to slow down in order to digest and hold the 

TABL E XXVI 

Reading Rates- SA Grad e- School I 

c I ~ 

~-"' -"' . 0. » ci. " " -"' -"' -"' ·" »" Q ci. " . 
Pup il ~" -"" -" " - " ..::::: Q 

o~ 

~2 "" "E "" ·;; " 0. 

"'" ~" ~ " ~ " ~ " "" ::£ 0 , • E "' - ~~ ~ ..::; "0 d - ;,. ~?;; 00 ~ -::;:: ...,p:; ""' u "-..... 0.. u 0.. 
---------------- - -- ----------

1 . 3. 1 4.7 3. I 4 . 4 87 95 9 13.4 14.7 I . 3 9 
2 .. 3.6 3 . 7 3.9 . 3 9 4.8 .. . 95 

53 i2 4 
15. 0 . 7 4 .. . 

3. 2 .2 2. 2 3 . 5 3.6 3.7 67 103 19.8 59 
4 . 3.4 4 .7 6 .3 4.5 6.6 87 D5 9 18.5 18. 2 -.3 - I 
~ 2.2 4 .4 3.2 3 .3 3.5 44 69 f>6 5.6 11 . 8 6. 2 11 0 
6. 2.7 3.3 3.3 2.8 3.6 67 123 83 11. 7 19.6 7.9 67 
7 .. 2.4 4.4 3. 6 4.4 3.5 76 76 0 13.7 12.5 - 1 .2 -8 
8 . 2 .4 2. 7 3.3 3.8 2.6 3 1 52 67 2.6 8.0 5.4 207 
9 .. 2.3 2.6 2. 1 2 . ;) 4.7 JO:! 19.8 

J O. 3.2 :3 .0 3. 1 3.9 3. 9 103 
38 

23. 2 
5 8 io5 11 .. . . I . 7 I. 8 I. 8 2.4 2.0 44 61 5.5 11 .3 

12 ... . .. 4.2 4 .. 3 4.4 3.8 4.5 . i23 . . 
i8 5 1.3. ... . . 4 . 4 4. 1 4.5 3. 7 4 .2 

98 25 ,i8 4 . 6 2 33 14 . ... . . . 4 . 4 4. 1 2. 3 3.2 4 . 6 123 24.6 
15. ... ... 4.6 5.!l 5 .4 4 . 1 3.8 141 123 - 12 18.3 18.7 0 .4 2 
16 . .. . . . 5.2 4. 7 4.3 4.2 3.6 87 103 18 14.7 19. ~ 4.8 33 
17. .. . .. 1.6 l. 6 I . 7 I. 2 1.7 44 68 53 6. 9 13.6 6.7 97 
18. . ..... 2. 1 2. 1 2. l . ·2:5 2 . 1 . .. 76 36 .. 

32 i3 4 
6.3 . 9 8 7o 19 .. . . ... 2.7 2.3 2.7 3.6 103 23.2 

20 . . . 4.4 5 .9 5.4 3.8 67 95 41 12.4 20.6 8. 2 66 
2 1 . . 3.3 ~.O 3. 0 . . . 4.7 76 103 3~ 13 .0 17 .4 4.4 33 
22 . 4.7 .5. 1 2.J 4. J 5.~ 87 123 41 18 . 5 29. 5 11. 0 59 

matter read. This group shows smaller increase in rate in the 
'May test than any of the other groups, but their scores in com~ 
prehension are all on or above the median . Cases 17 and 18 were 
unsolved by the instructor. It seemed that nothing could make · 
them increaRe their rates. Both were of the motor type; but, 
although lips would be held tight at coJTimand, ap.cl they tried to 
form the habit of reading without motor accompaniment, their 
rates did not inrrease. A little urging caused gr'eat confusion 
in number 18, and affected number 17 similarly, but in less de
gree. Number 17 was a much better studen t than number. 18, 
and was a thoroughly conscientious worker. It is to be noted that, 
although he1: rate!'l through the term show little i~crease, her May 
te~t shows a most satisfactory improvement in both !;peed and com
preheMion. The daily drill evidently had its good effect upon 
her. Cases 19 to 22 do noi fit foto any of the other. groups. 
Their improvement in both rate and comprehension in the 
)fay test is 1mcouraging, with the greatest increase in comprehen
sion, save in one case Number 19 made a gratifying improve
ment in comprehension. Since. she ~eemed to have very small 
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ability to get meaning from. the printed page during the 'first 
weeks of the term, the instructor gave her a good deal of attention. 
Steady improvement was noticed during the terni, and was cer
tified later hy her ~fay score. Similar attention was given to 
1mmber 1 because of like symptoms, but without result. 



CHAP'rEH VI 

SU:?.QIARY .AND SUGGESTIONS 

In order that any interested supervisor or teacher who wishes 
to make a study of this :::ort in his own school may find it easy to 
follow or modify the plans used in this investigation, a summary 
of the steps is given in this chapter, together with some suggestions 
which may prove helpful. The details of diagnosis and prescrip
i ion as described ·in Chapter IV are not reiterated, · but several 
illustrative diagnoses am made, and ·a further discussion of the 
perception and eye-movement tests is given. 

SELECTION OF POOR ~.ADERS 

The first step is to give the Monroe silent reading test. The 
papers should be graded in accordance with the printed instruc
tions in or.der that the scores may be compared with the published 
standards. From each grade to be studied three groups of paper>' 
Fhould be chosen. The first group will be .composed of papers from 
pupils noticeably below the .median in comprehension. This group 
will probably include about one-third of the total number of papers 
from the grade. If the grade is divided into low and high sec
tion<', it will be found best to deal with each section as a separate 
grade. However, the. standard scores are published for whole 
grades, and for this reason the papers fo~ the half grades should 
not be separated until after the meclian for the whole grade is 
GOmputed.. 'l'he other two small groups are made up of those 
papers whose score<' are unusually high and those whose com
prehension scores are low in comparison with their rate scores. 
Thcs.e selected papers 8hould then be scored a second time for 
eomprehension, and a more liberal method· used. That is, the 
pupil should be given fµll credit in every case where his answer 
shows that his interpretation is correct, even if, for instance, he 
hal' underscored the word where he should have encircled it. At 
thiR second examination a score for index of comprehension should 
he marked. This may be simply a fra~ti'on, such a~ "!!" when the 

· pupil answered three questions out of four attempted. If it is 
preferred, for the sake of a uniform denominator, the fraction 
may be expressed . as a percentage. 
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Interpretation of Data from the Silent I' est The second. step . 
is fo prepare the cl'ass ~heetS and record upon them the na~e, ag.e, 
and grade of the pupils and the scores of each 'iri comprebeiision 
'l.nd rate. Blank columns should be left on the class sheet, "for · 
recording other data. Model class sheets are presented later. 
After the class sheets are prepared, the interpretation qf each · 
pupil's condition, in accordance with the chart of interpre.tation 
on page 50, is to be re(lorded in the appropriate column . . · · · · 

DiagMsis 

The Oml Test 'rhe next step is to give the Gr;iy oral reading 
test to. all the children whose names appear upon the class sheet, 
save those whose silent scores show unusual ability. The giving 
of the oral test is a little intricate, and will reqliire some practice ,, .. · 
upon other pupils before those whose scores are desired are ~sted. 
The oral examiner should' observe the pupil carefully and 'niake' 

. written comment of anything which may help the investigafur in . 
cliagnosis. These .comments· may refer to indications of eye trouble 
or nervousness, disturbed breathing, and the degree of intelligence 
shown by the expression. In computing the pupii's oral rate, ·" 
is suggested that paragraph tpi:ee be used for third grade children 
rather than paragraph four, whi h was used in this study; Either : 
paragraph four or five may be used for the fourth grade, and para-. 
graph five or six for the sixth grade. The easier paragraphs pre
:;ent a somewhat less rigid standard, but in this study the more 
difficult parag'raphs did not appear to be too severe. With .the 
oral score and rate recorded upen the class sheet, the examiner 
may proceed with the individual diagnosis in accordance with the 
diagnostic chart on page 55. In this connection it will be fouD<}. 
helpful for the investigator to. examine each oral test sheet. Diag
noses which are found difficult m1ty be left until the perception 
or eye-movement tests are given. In all cases space should be left 
on the class sheet, or the possibility of erasure should be provided 
for, so that the recorded diagnosis or suggested training may be 
changed if the data from either one of these later tests demand it 

The Perception Te.~t The span of perception test, as described 
in Chapter IV, requires little time to give or to score. Those 
pupils who require flash-card practice or rapid silent reading of 
easy material for increase of perceptual span may be easily chosen 
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~Y. means , of the returns. of the test. If the investigator wishes 
tf'll1a~e· a fuller .study of the returns of this test, in comparison 
,y:tt~. the oral rate and scorei. it is suggested that the various data 
he.arranged as shown in Table XXVII. This table shows records 
f~~ . #~~ 'pupils of the fifth grade referred to in Table VII. The 
pupils are listed in three groups according to the greatest number 
of \vordo read at any one exposure in the perception test. Within 
th~~e : g~bur.s' th~y are a~ranged in the as_cending order of their 
rates. An arrangement of this kind allows easy comparisons of 
the data of the two tests for each individual pupil and of the 
r~cor~s of one P11Pil with those of another . 

. :· ~4,~ · illustrati9n'~)he following comparisons may be noted: The 
d.~ff~p:mce in reµ,\],ifjg ability between M. J. and A. M. or S. A. 
li<;i~ , 9~i~fly).1;i t~e spff!l. of per~eption. Their oral rates and scores 
<\!}~ the number, ,.of exposures missed ill the perception test arc 
map~ically t~~. , s,~1lle . . But M. J. read only 28 per cent of the 
'':91'¢1? in .the pe~~~ption test, while A. M. and S. A. read 39 per 
c,~nt .. , Tlw diffe,r~111~e is accounted for when l.t is noted that the 
l\'-~t ,twp c11:n r~a<tM,piany as. four words at a single exposure while 
the first ,~If!} re~d qnlJ three. 'l'he same effect of the perceptual 
,,Il\1,I;l, is, m>t;ed ~~ soinparing W. E. with S. H. or J: P. With an 
or,a~ 1 r;~te ot ,2. 7 arid a high seore of 60, W. E. should have read a 
gr~~t_e~ percRntage of words than either of the others, who had 
to.W~i .. :rates and scores. Yet his percentage of 48 is the same as ,, , : ' . . . ' . 

·: · . . . TABLE .XXVII 

Fifth Gt~~e Records-Oral and P e rception Tests 

• ~ ' • !. ~ ( \ ! . ; : . .. 

~-if>'.'. ' :. · · · · 
B.' ! i . ,.; :,: .. •.'·"· · . 

B.:W'<" ·'· · '-· 
M.J . .. . . . 

• ~ •' j • 

W,. ;E ,·. _; .1 .. . 

. ' 

· Oral 
Scores 

39 
12 
47 

l1 
51 

, -00 

39;' 
50 
.5.0 
5·1 
32 

. '45 
63 

Oral 
Rate 

.I. 7 
2.0 
2.5 

I. 8 
2.0 
2.7 

1. 9 
2.0 
2. 2 
2.3 
2.4. 
3.0 
3 ? 

Grca tcsl 
Number 
of Words 

R ead 

2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

:4 

Per Cenl 
of Words 

Read 

22 
33 
16 

34 
28 
48 

44 
39 
39 
48 
48 
47 
4.8 

Lines 
Missed 

7 
1 
8 

0 
3 
0 

0 
2 
3 
0 
I 
0 
3 
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theirs, plainly because he was able to read only three words at a 
i:;ingle exposure, while S. H. or .T. P . could read four. The entire 
missing of exposures in any of these cases is perhaps due to in
attention or a failure to hav~ the eyes properly focused at the time 
of the exposure. '!'hose pupils who read as many as four words 
for two or three exposures probably <'ould not profit by flash-card 
practice. The need of word study of some character is shown by 
the oral rates or scores of all except H. J., W. :PJ., R. M., and D. E. 
'I'hesc same data show that the chief emphasis should be placed 
upon quantitati vc silent and oral reading in the cases of 11. J., 
A . .M., S. A., and S. H., while in the cases of C. E. and B. W. 
the emphasis should be upon oral accuracy. 

Ubscrvations of Rye-~w·oemenfs The observations of eye-move
ments by an intelligent and careful person offer an opportunity 
for a closer scrutiny of the reading process of an individual pupil 
than any other form of observation or test. It will require con
!:'iderable preliminary practice before it can be done well, but the 
time spent in practice is well rewarded. Such observations should 

N ame W. G. 

Line I . 

Line 2. 

Line 3. 

Line 4 . 

Line 5. 

Line 6. 

Line 7. 

Line 8. 

Line 9 . 

Line 10. 

S horl 

Age .. 

No. of 
Pauses 

8 

9 

11 

10 

II 

11 

9 

8 

9 

4 

CHART X 

Eye -Moveme nt Record 

Grade GA Type of R eading Silent 

N umber o f R cgrcss"i vc Movemenls 

Length of Pauses 

Long .very Long 

Yes 
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be made at least of pupils whose diagnosis is difficult. Ai; illus
trations of the advantage to be gained from the· close observation 
afforded, the eye-movement record sheets of. W. G. and B. L. are 
shown in Charts X and XI together with the comment of the ob
server. The comments in these two cases, as may be readily seen, 
were very illuminating. 

The comment on W. G. shows that she needs an easier type of 
reading, and careful, ·individual, sympathetic training in compre
hension. The comment on B. L. shows that she seems to · be 
habituated to short eye-movements and that it will perhaps be · 
l1ard for her to break the habit. She is recommended for training 
by means of very easy and interesting reading. Her short eye
movements are probably one cause of the fatigue which she ex
hibits. The returns from her silent reading test show that if she 
can be traineil into the eye habits of rapid silent reading she will 
make a very efficient reader. . 

Name B. L. Age . 

Line I. 
" 

Line 2 . 

Line 3 . 

Line 4 . 

Line 5. 

Line 6 . 

Line 7. 

Line 8. 

Line 9 . 

Line 10 . .. 

. . .. 

.. .... 

Short 

No. of 
Pauses 

10 

9 

10 

9 

10 

12 
12 

10 

. 13 

C HART XI 

Eye-Movement Record 

· G rade 5A Type of Reading Sile nt 

Number of Regressive Movements 

Le ngth of Pauses 

Long Very Long 

Y es 
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. Remarks: 

· Seems very nervous, as if affiicted with palsy. Grows more 
nervous with more reading. Pauses ·very long and irregular. Poor 
interpretation-gets it in parts. Says pupils laugh when she reads 
in class. 

Remarks: 

. Does not increase span with practice, but decreases length of 
pauses. Always stops with a sigh as if fatigued. Says it hurts 
her eyes to read without glasses. She did not have glasses at the 
time this reading was done. · 

Model Glass Sheets 

The model class sheets referred to previously are presented in 
Charts XII and XIV, while the remedial. sheets ·made · up from 

. them are shown in Charts XIII and XIV. These charts are from 
0ne of the schools in which diagno.sis was first attempted, and are 
shown as they were actually used, save that some of the c1mdities 
have been eliminated and one .or two improvements made. In ad
dition to the columns ~hown in the former cl:\SS sheet a column is 
added for the data from the eye-movement test and a column for 
comments. In the or~l column the upper number is the rate in 
words per second, and the' lower number is the score. In the · per
ception column, headed "span," the first number is the percentage 
of words read correctly, the second is the number of exposures 
missed entirely, and the third is the greatest number of words 
read in any one exposure. In the eye-movement column the top 
figures :r;nark the average number of pauses in a line; the letters 
· S, L, or V stand for short, long, or varied pauses; while the bot
tom figures indicate the number of regressive inovements in a line. 
In the coluµm for comments · the following abbreviations. are used: 

Noted by observer of eye-movements. . " 
Mo--Lip movements or other motor accompaniment of silent 

reading. 
Ir~Irregular eye-movements. 
Noted by examiners of oral reading or eye-movement. 
Br-Die.turbed breathing. 
Eye-Suspected eye trouble. 
Shown by the face of the oral or perception test papers. 
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Sub-subjective, indicating a word guesser. 
S. V.-Small vocabulary. 
0. I.-Oral inaccuracy. 
In the column for interpretation and suggestions, the to.p line 

is the interpretation made after the silent test and before the re
turns from the other tests were at hand. 

CHART XII 

Mod el Class S heet- 3rd Grad e 

~!} "' ,,. ci. ~ 

Interpreta tion-"O 3 s c >" 'C 

" " " o~ E" Suggestions 
"' " 0 0 Cl. 

2: " JE 
" p:; u ell 

Names 

------ --- ------------------------
Class 

Median. 3rd 44 6.8 46. 
----- ---------------1-----------

12 I. 3 .27 9.5 
5 L 

3A 15 I. 3 0 2 0 . 1 N. C. 

mo. Poor abil ity . 
Eye Tr. in rccog. and comp. 

Q. P . 
----------·--

8 1 .3 .21 10 .4 
7 v. 

3A 31 I. 4 4 3 0. 2 . 

Ir. Poor ability 
Tr. in recog. an d comp. 

Q. P. T. L . 
------ --------------- - -----------

9 

B. E. 3A 22 2.6 

1. 4 

19 .. 
9 ~ 
0. 2. 

I r . Slow reader. 
Tr. in recog. 

Q. P. 
------ --- --- - ----- ----- --1-----------

G. R. 37 4. 0 .. 

. 12 
10 
2 

Eye Slow reader . 
. Tr. in recog . 

Q. P. 
------ --------------~-1------------

8 
R. F. 3A 31 4.0 

3 
52. 

Slow reader. 
.. Tr. in Si lent Speed. 

------ - -- --- --- --- --------1-----------

C. B .. 3A 37 4. 0 

2 . 19 
JO 

53 3 . 

Slow reader. 
Tr. in recog and s ilent speed . 

Q . P. 
------ --- --- --- --- --- --- ---1------------

8 

A.M .. 

M.C. 

3A 41 4.2. 

.45 10. 5 
5 L 

5 0. 5 

Poor comp. 
Tr. in recog. and comp. and 

s ilent speed. 

---------------1-----------

3B 

2.4 .30 
4 

31 5. 3 28 4 

O. I. Slow reader. 
Tr. ora l acc. and sile nt speed . 

------- ----- - ------------1-----------
14 

C. L . 3A 31 5.3 

2 .17 
11 

31 3 . .. 

S. V . Slow reader. 
Tr. in recog. 

Q. P. 
----7 ------2~ ---- - 0- .-1-. ·-C-a-re-le_s_s_. --.~----

"s. C .. 
T r. in comp.- Tr. in oral 

3A 127 6. 9 61 acc. 
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CHART XIII 

Mode l Re m e dial S heet-3rd G rade 

Eyes exami ne d 
N. C. , G. R. 

Inte nsive traini ng in word s tructure 
N. C. (QP) 
T. L. CQ P ) 
B . E. (QI') 

In creased vocabulary 
G. R. (I P ) C. L. (IP) 
C. B. 
A.M . 

Accurate recognition 
M . C:. 
s. c. 

Accuracy o f interpretation 
N. C. , S. C. 
T . L. 
A.M. 

Sile nt speed and quick interpretation 
R. F., M.C. 
C. B. 
A.M. 

CHART XIV 

Model Class Sheet- Fifth Grade 

Names ci. 
E 
0 
u 

Interprc lation
Suggestions 

103 

------ --- --- - ----- --- --- ---1------------
Class 

Med ian. 5th 76 16 48 . . . 
------ ------------- ---1------------

10 

H.M. 5A 44 5.6 

2 . 4 

40 

. 34 
6 
3 ..... 

Sub. Poor a bility . 
Tr. in rccog., oral acc., comp. 

.. Q. P. Silent speed. ------ ----------· --___ , ___________ _ 
10 

B. L . 

P.E . 

M.M ... 

11 

T . G ... . 

11 

W.G .. 

11 

B.M. 

10 

D . L . .. 

L.B ... 

I. 6 . 36 9 0. I. Slow rea der. 

5B 44 6.9 25 
3 L E ye Tr. in recog. , oral acc. 
3 0. 3 . . . . Q. P. ------------___ , ___________ _ 

5A 

2.3 . 18 
8 

59 7. 2 38 2 . 

Poor ability. 
Tr. in recog. and comp. 
Q . P. 

------------;- --1------------

5B 

2. 3 .39 
1 

67 7. 7 32 3 

Sub. Poor comp. 
Tr. in rccog., oral acc . and 

comp. Q. P. 

---?------~ ---:70-U Slow reader . 
0 

5A 54 72 48 5 0. 5 ..... Tr. in recog. and silent speed. ------------_ _ _ , ___________ _ 
2 .0 .36 9.5 lr.Poor comp. 

2 L Ner- Tr. in recog. and comp. 
5B 67 9. 6 43 3 3 vous. Q. P. Careful individual Tr. 

. 3 1 9 Slow reader. 
3 Tr. in rccog . 

5A 59 9. 0 . 3 0.4 . Q. P . 
------------

3 .80 6 . 2 Slow reader. 
0 s Tr. in s ilen t speed. 

5A 67 11 68 5 1.1 
-------------- -1------------

5A 59 I I. 7 1.4 
36 

.30 10 .5 
2 L 
4 0.4 

Eye Slow ca reful reader. 
Br. Tr. in rccog. , oral acc. 

Q . P . . 
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CHART XV 

l\lodel Remedial Sheet-5th Grade 

Eyes examined 
B. L . L . B. 

Intensive trainine: in word structure 
B. L. (QP) 

. L . B . (QP) (Breathing) 

Increased vocabulary 
H . M . (QP) M . M. (QP) W . G . (QP) 
P . E. ((JP) T . G. B. M . (Qp) 

Accurate {r:.f.nitlon M . M:. 
B. L. L. B , (Much very easy and very interesting reading as rapidly 

as possible) · · 

Accuracy of Interpretation 
P . E . W. G . (care~ul treatment) 
M.M. H . M . 

Silent speed and · qui~k Interpretation 
T . G. D.L. 

Examples of D·i.agnosis and Prescription 

An explanation of several of the diagnoses may serve to show 
more clearly the light thrown on thP problem by the different tests. 
In. the third grade T. L. · shows poor ability, for he did not 
read much matter . and interpreted what he did read very 
poorly. His oral, perception, and eye-movement tests are at one 
in showing that his word recognition is very faulty. Consequently, 
training in recognition and comprehension i_s prescribed for him, 
together with training by short-exp~ure methods. (Q. P.) On the 
remedial sheet he is listed for intensive training in word structure, 
~ince his oral rate and score show that he is in need of very fun
damental training; The silent reading .scores of A. M. show . that 
he is poor in comprehension. He did not take the oral test; but 
the fact that he suffers from faulty recognition is shown by the 
10.5 long pauses to the line noted in the eye-movement test. How
ever, he is quick to recognize easy words that he knows, for he 
read as many as five words at a single exposu~ in the perception 
·test. !le needs I}O short exposure drill, but he does need a study 

. of words to increase _his vocabulary of recognition, and a training 
in. a<;curacy of interpretation. · It was felt also that a training ill 
~peed of sile1it reading would aid in reducing the number of eye
movements to the iine, which seem entirely too many for a pupil 
whose span of perception is as great as his. S. C., with a very 
high rate but a very moderate comprehension · score, is listed as a . 
carele~s reader. His oral rate and score show that carelessness is 
really his tro:uble, while an examination of his oral sheet shows an 
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inaccurate calling of words whlch he really knows. Accordingly, 
training in accurate recognition and in accuracy of interpretation 
iR prescribed for him. ' 

The interpretation of the data upon D. L., as shown i~ the fifth 
grade sheet, was explained in the discussion of the eye-movem_ent 
test. H. M. showed poor ·ability as a reader in the silent test, 
with a low rate a:nd an imperfect score in . comprehension. His 
oral rate and Rcore, while not up to standard, would warrant a 
better silent rate than he employed; consequently, he is listed for 
special attention in the speed drills as well as in the comprehension 

. dri118. His 0ral showing is good enough to put him in the in
creased vocabulary list; but he is marked for training by short
exposure methods, since he does not make .a good score in the per
c<.>ption test. 'l'he silent-reading scores of B. L~ are practically 
those of the third grade, and she is accordingly marked a slow 
reader. The reason for her slowness is· shown in the very low -rate 
and ecore from the oral test. This diagnosis of faulty word recog
nition iR confirmed by the evidence from the eye-movement test. 
Inarcuracies were noted on her oral test paper, and a diffl.culty in 
focus was nOtE!d by the observer of he.r eye-movements. Prescrip
tions ~ade in accordance with these data are indicated in the col
umn for ,sugge~tions, and a'.re made definite to the teacher on the 
remedial sheet. T. G .. is a slow reader, when her rate of 54 _is 
compared with the class median of 76. n her paper had been 
more liberally scored in comprehensiQn, her gcore of 72. would have 

. been raised to a more respectable figure: Her sl6wn~ss does not. 
seem to be due in great degree to faulty recognition, for her oial
rate is only a little' bit under the rate of easy, automatic reading, 
and her score is exactly the standard for that grade. Moreover, 
the · data for both the perception and eye-mov~inent tests show that 
her perceptual span is excelient, her recognition guick, . 'and her 
eye;movenients of a type tO be expected of pupils of her age and ·. 
,;rade. S:lnce her oral . rate and score are· not equal. in excellence. 
0 . 

fo the excellent showing ·Of the perception and eye~movement tests, 
a somewhat small vocabulary of recognitfon is inferred. Conse
quently, her name is placed in 'the increased vocabulary list. How
ever, she is rerominended particularly. for trainillg in speed of 

·silent reading, 'for that seems to be equally needed . . 
. . . 
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RernediaJ, Training 

After the diagnosis, the ~ext step is to begin appropriate train~ 
ing under the teachers. This training work should be organized 
in small groups of four to six pupils if it can be managed. · It 
will be found worth while to put into the hands. of the teacher, · in 
addition to the class and remedial sheets, a typewritten .descriptio11 
of the remedial practices to be used, such as is shown in the pas~ 
sage on remedial practice~ at the end of Chapter IV. The teacher 
rriust be allowed latitude in varying the training, particularly when 
her judgment dictates a change after a close scrutiny of the results 
of the training prescribed. Frequently a teacher's opinion that is 
'.l.t . variance with the diagnosis will change after . she herself has 
given the pupil tests. Silent and oral tests to check improvement 
of the pupils i::hould .be made every few weeks; and if the teacher 
assists in giving, scoring, and studying thes.e, the remedial 'train
ing will be all the more intelligently conducted. 
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